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SUMMARY

This thesis examines classical- and. quantum-mechanical aspects

of the hypotheticaf faster-than-figtrt partÍcles cal_led. tac\yons.

Chapter 1 d-emonstrates that tachyons d-o not viol_ate tkre principles

of relativity, and. that, rnith the aid of a reinterpretation principÌe

to eliminate negative energies, taclqrons can be characterized_ as

particles of real , spacelike )+-momentum. I'l'e fÌnd that neither

special refativitJr nor requírements of macroscopic causality can

el-iminate as legitimate objects of erçerimental and- tlreoretical

enquiry tact¡rons that cannot be used. for faster-than-light signal

transmission. Lacking any experimental- observations of tactryons,

T/r'e propose that a theoretical stud¡r of tachyons within current

physical th-eories be mad.e vh-j-ch, as far as possible, keeps the

structure of those theories intact. Theories which attempt to exbend.

special rel-ativity to inctude faster-than-l-ight reference frames are

not in accord- with th-is progra.rn, and., as ex¡llained. in cTrapter 2,

these approaches seem rinsatisfactory.

In chapter 3 we treat the cl_assicaÌ, charged_ tachyon within

conventional- el-ectromagnetic theory, and. in an explicitly Lorenl,z-

invariant way. We prove that a charged_ tachyon wou1d. not emit

electromagnetic rad.iatíon in a vacuum regard.less of its state of

motion. Th-is i-s d.one by show-ing that the Lorentz-invariant equation

of motion l¡hich can be d.erived. for a tachyon cannot have rad.iation

reaction terms, so that by energ'y-momentum conservatíon, the emission

of rad.iation is impossible. The only possible rad.iation reaction

terrns are noncovarÌ.ant. TrLe meth-od of deriving ttre equation may be

applied. to slower-than-riglrt ch-arged particles, and- a new d.erivation

¡ rv/



of the Lorentz-DÌrac equation resu-l-ts.

We consid.er the application of quantum field" theory to tachyons

in chapter \. A theory based- on the real-energy solutions of the

Klein-Gord.on equation u-itl imaginary mass is shorm to provid.e the

best opportunity for d.escribing spinless taclqyons Ín quantum field.

theorXr. I'i'e require that ttre theory be Lorentz-invariant, incorporate

the reinterpretation princíple in some way to remove negative energies,

a,nd. be as close as possibl-e to conventional quantum theory. After

an examination of various quanti.zation proced_ures, w'e ad.opt the

proposal of Arons and. Sud.arshan as best ful-filling these requirements.

lie show that reinterpretation must necessarily be applied only to the

matrix elements of the theory, and- cannot be formul_ated. as an

operation on the states.

Difficulties in d.escribing the interactions of taclryons ín

quantum theory are d.iscussed. in chapter l. We consid-er a perturbation-

type ex¡ransion for the s-matrix and. show that if the first ord.er

term is any polynomial in the tachyon field. and. its conjugate, then

the reinterpreted- s-matrix wil-l- viol-ate unitarity. A d.erivative-

type coupling and. the usual coupling to tkre el-ectromagnetic fÍel-d. are

similarly ruled- out. The indications are that if a consistent

interacting theory of tachyons w-ere possible, then it woul_d_ be

nonlocal . Ttris concl-usion is supported- by two simple mod.el- calculations,

based- on the fixed.-source and, paír mod-els, in which the source function

for the interactions must, for consistency, be nonlocal-, so that the

tachyons onJ-y interact over an extend.ed. spatial region.

[v)
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U1
CHAPTER 1

]NTRODUCTION

The aim of this thesis is to examine, both within the speciat

theory of relativity and- in quantum fiefd- theory, an hypothesis

concerned. with the exi-stence of particl-es travelling faster than

light in a vacuum. It was only comparatively recently that the

generally-hel-d- belief that faster-than-l-ight particl-es vere forbid-d-en

by special relativity was convincingly challenged.. In this first

chapter we shal-l present the arguments which show that faster-than-

fight particles, cal-led. tachyons, are not incompatible with the

principles of special relativity, and. that a concept of a tachyon ca;n

be arrived- at which is wholly consistent vith that theory. Later

chapters wil-l- use this concept to treat tachyons in the framework

of classical el-ectromagnetism ancl quantum field. theory, for we

bel-ieve that the success or otherwise of incorporating tachyons into

such theories i-s an ind-ication of their possible existence, at least

to the extent which these theories refl-ect the true workings of

nature.

1.1 The Possibitity of Faster-than-Lieht Particl-es

Before the ad.vent of the special theory of relativity in I9Or,

and. against the background- of New-bonian concepts of space and- time,

particle velocities in excess of that of light were consid.ered-

rrnproblemati.c, if somewhat remarkable. Sommerfeld. lI ,2r31 and

others [)+r5] consid.ered- the electromagnetic field.s associated wi-th

charged. superluminal (faster-than-light) particles. ft was concl-ud.ed.

that such particles woul-d- emit el-ectromagnetic rad.iation even if

they were in a vacuum. The mod.ern d.escend.ents of the particles
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consi-d.ered. by Somrnerfeld., now call-ed. tachyons Í6f , are al-so und.er

the suspicion of spontaneously radiating in a vacuum if they are

el-ectrically charged-. This problem will- form the subject of our

chapter l.

For a long time after the arrival- of special relativity,

faster-than-light particles lrere consid.ered- impossible for the reason

that they seemed. to be forbid.d-en by that theory. The proof consisted.

of taking the relativistíc formulae for the energy and. momentum of

a particle of rest mass ro and. velocity v. These are ( see, for

example, ref. tTl )

ffi (r. r)
m

T-¡-

and.

mv
lel ffi (t.z)

where v = lyl 4 cr ancL we use units in which the speed. of light

c is equal to 1. From (1.1) and- (f.e) it is seen that as v

approaches the speed. of light from befow, both the energy and.

momentum of the particl.e become infinite. Further, rüere the velocity

to be greater than 1, both the energy and- momentum would. become

imaginary. Then, if more evid.ence against superluminal particles

was required-, there Ì'r'as Tolmanf s parailox [8], which seemed- to show

that if superluminal particfes exi-sted., then communication with the

past would be possible.

The apparent strength of these arguments virtually eliminated.

any consid.eration of superluminal partieles or effects, but some

exceptions r¿'rere the efforts of Schmid,t [9] , Arzeliès [10] , Tanaka [11] ,
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Terletskii l1:2r13J, and- Bilaniuk, D-eshpand-e, and Sud.arshan [1)+],

which vill be consid-ered- in due course. It was the last mentioned.

paper which gave rise to a great increase ín the i-nterest shown in

the possibility of superluminal particles, for it seemed. to provid-e

ans'r,,rers to atl the objections arising out of special relativity. Let

us explain ?row the above objections T¡rere overcome by Bilaniuk,

Deshpand-e, and- Sud-arshan, thus allowing a coherent d.escription of

a tacÌ¡ron which d-oes not viol-ate rel-ativistic principles. We postpone

a treatment of the causality arguments such- as Tolmanfs until section

1.3 because, as we shall show, those arguments are not based- solely

on tkre special theory of relativity.

Firstly, the superluminal particles we shal-l be treating are to

be regard-ed- as a new cl-ass of particles quite distinct from the usual-

slower-than-light part icles (hereafter coll-ectively called brad¡rons

Il-5,t6,1Tl ) and the fuxons (particles fike photons and. neutrinos

which always travel at the speed- of light). There is no question of

accel-erating bradyons to superluminal vel-ocities. Tn fact it is only

this process which Eqs. (f .f ) an¿ (f .2) d.isallow. This is clearly the

sense in which w-e must take Einsteinrs statement concerning the

irnpossibility of velocities greater than light [18] , lor it was mad.e

after an exa.mination of the energ'y formula (f.f). Tachyons, then,

are supposed. to be created- with velocities greater than light. They

do not have to be accelerated. to such speed.s just as photons and.

neutrinos do not have to be accel-erated- up to their speed- whích is

always equal to c.

Now we must require that tachyons have real energy ancl- momentum

because these are measurable quantíties which are exchanged- wÍth other

particles d-uring ínteraction. But from (f .f) an¿ (1.2) we see t'hat
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this can only be tfre case if the tacÏqron has an imaginary rest mass,

so that if

m= 1flr (r_.3)

then the energ'y and. momentum of a taehyon w-itl be real and. gÍven by

E-- m (r.l+)

0

k,-Te

and

mv (r.:)

(r.r)

( r.8)

t

where v is greater than 1-. lle see that the veloeity of a tachyon

is given by the usual ex¡rression

lpl
v=- (r.e)

E

and- that the energ¡¡-momenturn \-vector

p¡' = (ErE)

is spacelike sinee

lpf2=n2-lpl'=-r'

p

is negative. (See append.ix A for the notational- eonventions which

we shal1 use throughout).
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That we attribute an imaginary restmass to a tachyon is no

cause for concern because this is not a measr:rable quantity if

tachyons can never be brought to rest. lle see from (f.l+) an¿ (r.5)

that the measurable quantities of energy and. momentum w-ill be real so

J-ong as the veÌocity v of the tach-yon remai-ns in excess of c = 1.

As the velocity cl-ecreases toward-s 1, both the energy and. momentum

tend. to infinity so that for tachyons tl e speed. of light is just as

unobtainable as it is for brad¡rons. For tachyons, however, it i-s a

minimum velocity and- th-ey slow d.own as they gaÍn energy. Such

behaviour ís ind-eed. strange but no inconsistency is invol-ved.. When we

refer to the mass of a tacÏqron we shall mean the real quantity m

appearing in the equations above. There is no real need. to speak of

imaginary quantitíes fike m = i-m at al-l .
0

At infinite vel-ocity the energy of a tach-yon is zero and. the

momentum lgl takes its smallest value m. In a reference frame in

r,¡hich- the tachyon has infinite velocity it appears to be instantaneously

everyi,rhere on a straight line in space. Such- tachyons wilf be cal-led-

transcend.ent.

Having a spacetike )+-momentum, tachyons are open to anoth,er

objection: by an ord-inary (proper, orthochronous) Lorentz transformation

\4re may change the sign of the zero-component of a spacefike \-vector

so the energy of a tachyon can change sign und.er some Loyeni-z

transformations. This may be seen from an examination of the surfaces

in the four dimensional- energy-momentum space that are d-efined. by the
t- \points (Erp) satisfying the condition lor a fixed. mass m, which

is given ¡V (f.8) for taclryons. Th-e surface obtained. in this way is

an Ïryperbol-oid- of revolution about the energy axis and- is il-lustrated-

in Fig. 1.1. Notice that it is single-sheeted., and- th-at proper
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FIGURE 1.1. fhe tachyon energy-

momentum surface d.efined. by

0 1 3PrP'P
-ü

FTGIIRE 1.2. The bradyon energy-

momentum surface d-efined. by

P'P

FIGUBE 1.3. The luxon energy-

momentum surface d.efined by

E2-lsl2=o'E2-lp-l2=-'f. E2 - tu.l' = #'
o\
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orthochronous Lorentz tTansformations simpÌy move the point
Itp = (Erp) around. on the surface, so that by a continuous transformation

'vJ'e can ehange the energy from positive to negative. This is a most

important d.ifference from the case for bradyons where the correspond.ing

surface is d.efined- by

lpf2 = m2

with m real- and. positive. This surface, illustrated- in Fig. I.2,

consists of two separated. sheets, one with points for any positive

energJr greater than m and- the other containing a1l negati-ve

energies l-ess than -m. Proper Lorentz transformations wiJ-l not take

points from the upper to the l-over sheet or vice versa. The sign of

the energy is also an invariant for l-uxons which satisfy

lpl2 = o.

The energy-momentum surface so d.efined consists of two eones joined

at their apexes (¡'ig. 1.3) .

So if the l+-momentum of a positive-energy tachyon accord.ing to

a frame S is

p' = (¡rp) E>0 )

then there are frames St, moving with a velocity y with respect

to S, in which the energy is negative. The LorenLz Lransformation

of the energy read.s tTl

E' = (1 - *,)-'-, (U - w.p)

= (1 - *r)-% E(1 - w;v) ) (r.q)
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vhere I ís the velocity of the tachyon in the frame S. Now

since the vel-ocity of the tachyon is greater than tight, we can find.

a frame Sr with velocity rr such that

If for simplicity we take r,r- parallel to v, then we may choose

g.y>1

*>l
1r

) (r.ro)

and. this can be fulfilled. since the right-hand. sid.e of (f.fO) is

less than 1. The energy Er in the frame Sr will then be

negative. Nov negative energies cannot be tolerated. because they

woul-d. all-ow events to occur which are clearly unphysical. For example,

the vacuum woul-d not be stable because groups of positive- and-,

negative-energy particles could- be prod.uced. whilst conserving energy

anil momentum in the process. The problem of negative energies for

tachyons can be overcome in a way w'hich can also be used- to solve the

related- problem of inverted. temporal ord.ering, so we shal-l- first

explain this latter problem.

The world-l-ine of a taclryon is a spacel-ike path because the

tachyon always travel-s faster than light. That is, if

ITdi ( at , ax, dy, d.z )

is the )+-vector which connects two nearby points on the world.line

of ttre tachyon, then the invariant quantity

d-s2 = dtz - dx2 - dy' - dz2 = dtz - dx2
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are imaginarJ.. As for the reSt mass, an¿ other ttpropertt quantÍties

like length, the fact that the proper time is imaginary is not a

problem because it is not measurable. lrle nay simply use the invariant

-d-s2 and. d-efine the invariant para,neter along the worl-d.line of the

tachyon to be

dÀ ,æ=dt(v2 -r)'" (r.u)

is negative, so that the invariant Minkowski interval

proper time

t

where

so that the l+-velocíty of the taehyon is

t

o

ds and. the

(r.rz)

dx
dtT

./ = # = (v2 - r)-'. (1, r) t

and. is e r.$pa,oe1rike Jr l+-"6"tor; -ltith

[v]2 = -1 1r.rs)

Multiplying the l+-velocity by the real- mass parameter we get the

h-momenturn

plt
P =mv

for which lre have

(r.rl+)
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lpl2 2 (r.rr)-m

which is just Eq. (r.B).

As the )+-vector d.isplacement d"' along a small segment of

the world.l-ine of a tachyon is spacelike, an ord.inary Lorentz

transformation can change the sign of the time separation. So, in

the frame S, if A is the event of the emission at the spacetime

point *' of a tachyon of velocity v, and. B is the absorption

at a later time at the spacetime point *' + d.*' , vith dxo > O,

then there are other Lorentz frames Sr for which dxf0 is negative.

That is, in such a frame S t , the absorption of the tachyon occurs

before it was created.. From the Lorentz transformation for the time,

dxt o (1 - r^i2)
r-

(¿*o - y.E)

(t - *2 )-" d*',(t - w.v)

'!.r-e see that this will appear to be the case in al-l Lorentz frames

which move at a velocity vr with respect to S such that

y.r>1

But, from (f.g), this is precisely the situation in whích the energy

changes sign. So with the )+-momentum given by (f .1)+), we find. that

in these frames r¿e have a negative-energy tachyon travell-ing backward.s

in time from its absorption to its creation. The recognition that

the problem of negatíve energies and. this problem of inverted.

temporaÌ ord.ering of events are essentially the same l_ed. Bilaniuk,

Deshpand.e, and. Sud.arsh,an I1l+] to formu-late an interesting solution
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which they called. the "reinterpretation principle" [19].

The reinterpretation principle

Accord.ing to this principle, the observer S I will- not see a

negative-energy tachyon of l+-momentum (nt rp') propagating backward.s

in time from its absorption at B to its emission at A. Instead- Sr

wil-I obseïve a positive-energy tachyon with the il-momentum (-E'r-!')

emitted- at the event B at the time xto + dxt0, which then travels

forward-s in time until it is absorbed. at the event A at the time

xt 0. The absorption at A is later than the emission at B because

d.xt0 ì-s negative. The observer Sr will therefore see the whole

segment of the vorld.line between the events in the opposite ord.er to

which S sees them, and wifl- see as emission what S d.escribes as

absorption. This is a consistent interpretation of the events in the

frame Sr because the absorption of an amount of negative energy at

B, for example, is equivalent to the emissi-on of an a¡nount of positive

energy. l{e notice that a sirnilar inversion happens to all varÍables

like charge d.uring reinterpretation. If the absorption of a quantÍty

of charge is observed. from a frame in which the time ord.ering is

reversed-, then, accoïding to the reinterpretation principle, it will

l-ook like the ernission of the negative of that charge. ltre appear to

have a change between particle and antiparticle upon reinterpretation

of tach-yons. fn fact the reinterpretation principle is similar to the

Stückelburg-Fe¡mman [20 r21-) interpretation of positrons as negative-

energy electrons travell-ing backward.s in time. The negative-energ-y

electrons woul-d. be associated. with the lower sheet of the mass h¡per-

bol-oid. in Fig. I.2.

By the use of this principle, all the objections to tachyons

utrich arise from special- rel-ativity can be removed-. All observers use

tlre same physical l-aws and wiJ-l- see the same events but give d.ifferent
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interpretations to them.

L.2 Properties of Taehyons

Having obtained- a consistent d.escription of tachyons within

specíal relativityr we are now able to examine some of the properties

which retativity together with the reinterpretation principle

attributes to these particles. Firstly we note that the velocity

ad.d-ition 1aw remains valid-. Let Sr be a frame moving with a velocity

w along the positive x-axis of a frame S in which a tachyon has

vetocity v. Then, by transforming the )+-vetocity (f.fZ) for example,

the velocity of the tachyon in the frame S I will be

_-2I vr-w
!-

\(r-r,r'rr ) 'y(1-w')'v(1-w..')'ww

3v-- t (r.16)

(r.r7¡

where

L-
y = (1 , w') ¿
'w

From (1.16) r{-e may obtain

1-

from which we see that if v is greater L) then vr will always

be greater than 1 because the rel-ative velocity w of the frames

S and. Sr must be l-ess than 1. That is, tachyons travel faster

than light according to aII observers.

By using the conservation of )+-momentum we may d.etermine the

types of processes which tachyons might engage in. Some of these are

quite d.ifferent from processes allowed- to bradyons and. fuxons, and

they have suggested. ways in which experiments might d-etect tachyons.
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Belot we shal-l- mention some allowed- processes. We need. only consid.er

tachyon )+-momenta having positive energy because we know from the

reinterpretation principle that a process in which a negative-energ:y

tachyon of \-momentum p¡' appears in the final- state, say, is

actually observed- as a process in which a posítive-energy tachyon of

I+-momentun -p¡' '$r-as present among the initial particles.

One unusual process which is allowed. by energy-momentum

conservation is the d-ecay of a tachyon of mass m into two or more

tachyons, all having the same mass m. In fact two tachyons of mass

m may combíne to form a brad,yon, a luxon, or another tachyon. This

may be d.emonstrated. by ad.d.ing two tachyon )+-momenta, p& and. { ,

which may be parametrizeiL as

þp

It
q_

= m(.sinh ot, cosh o p)

= m(sinh ß, cosh B q) ) o,$ Þ 0,

where !
respective

and. g are r¡nit 3-vectors in the d.irection of the

3-momenta, and- ot and. $ must be positive in ord-er that

have positive energy. The tachyons then have mass m
tt-þp ancl q

because

[p]2 = fq,fz = -^' )

and. they may combine to form a particle, the square of the mass of

which is

[p+s.]2 = 2m2(sinh o sinh ß - cosh ct, cosh ß cos 0 - 1) , (1.18)

where 0 is the angle between ! and. g. Clearly orß, and- 0 may

be chosen so that (f.f8) is positive, negative) or zero, so that the
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composite particJ-e may be a brad¡ron of any mass, a tachyon of any mass,

or a luxon. Therefore, it is energetically possible for bradyons and-

l-uxons to d.ecay into any number of tachyons, so if tachyons exist

their interactions with ord.inary particles must be such that the

stabl-e particles which w'e observe arê protected from these d.ecays.

An ord.inary particl-e of mass M may al-so emit a tachyon while

preserving its id-entity. However it can only d.o so if it is in

motion. If p is the initial )+-momentum of the bradyon and. pt

its finaf l+-momentum after emitting a tachyon with l+-momentum er

when we must h-ave

p-q=pl

Squaring, we obtain

2

- p.qq0=p.q=pm

¿
0 (r. rq )

where m is the mass of the tachyon. This cannot be satisfied. for

an initially stationary bradyon, for which

p
p (vt,o ,o ,o )

unless the energy of the tachyon, e0, is negati-ve. But, by the

reinterpretation principle, if q0 lrere negative this process woul-d.

appear as the absorption of a tachyon by a stationary bradyon, and-

not as emission.

Energy and- momentum can also be conserved. in the process of a

tachyon of mass m ernitting a photon without changing its mass. A

tachyon of any energy may perform this emission which for charged-



tachyons has been cal-ted. vacuum Cherenkov rad.iatíon.

are the initial and. final tachyon h-momenta and. k

)+-momentum, then conservatíon requíres that

1

1_5.

If p and q_

j-s the photon

(r.zo)

r,rhere 0 is the angle between the initial tachyon 3-momentum and-

the 3-momentum of the emitted. photon, and. v is the initial tachyon

velocity. As lgl tend-s to m, that is, as the initial tachyon

approaches the zero-energy transcendent state, the angle 0 tend.s

toward,s 90o.

If the initiaf tachyon emitted. more energy than was required- to

recLuce it to the transcendent state, then the final- tachyon woul-d

have negative energy. By reinterpretation, this woul-d appear as a

pïocess in which two tachyons w-ere present initially and. only the

photon occurred ín the final- state. This would. be d.escribed. as pair

annihilation. For tachyons then, Cherenkov rad.iation and. pair

anníhilation are essentially the same process in that one can be

converted into the other by a Lorentz transformation 16l.

Other processes involving tachyons may easily be checked- for

energy-momentum conservation restrictions in a similar way. Those

mentioned. above wil]- be of some later use.

1.3 Causality

It has been shown that by the use of the reinterpretation

princíple, an id-ea which is by no means unfarriliar in physics, one

is able to obtain a sati-sfactory d.escription of tachyons and d.iscuss

processes which are all-owed. by energy-momentum conservation. In fact

the most stríngent theoretical restrictions on the existence of
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taclqrons come not from special rel-ativity alone, but from the extra

requirements of macroscopic causality. If faster-than-light effects

are allowed unrestricted- admission into special rel-ativity, then there

are numerous arguments to show'that causal parad.oxes will arise out

of the lack of an invariant time ord.ering along spacelike world.lines.

The prototype of such arguments was gì-ven by Tolman [8], and- we

shall consid.er it now.

Tol-man I s parad-ox

Suppose that an observer A at the origin of a reference frame

S uses tachyons with a speed v > 1 to send- a signal to another

observer B who is at rest in a frame Sf which is moving with a

speed- w(< 1) along the positive x-axis of the frane S. ft is

supposed. moreover th-at

-1't{- > - ( r. er)

This cond-ition is required. for the parad-ox to work 16l. The situation

i-s most clearly seen from a spacetime d.iagram. In Fig. 1.[, O, is

the event of the emission of the signal by A and. U, is its

reception by the observer B. The observer B replies to A with

another tachyon signal which is sent at a speed_ u > 1 relative to

the frame Sr. The observer A receives the reply in the event Or.

But it is clear that the speed. of the reply signalr ü: can be chosen

so that the event O, in the frame S occurs before the event O,

as shown in Fig. 1.)+. So although the events O, and- U, are in a

causal relationship (¿ causeiL B_ ) and- B in turn causecl A ,I t t 2'
it appears that the effec" O, is in a position to interfere with

its original cause which was the event Or. ftris is a viol_ation of
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clu

FTGITRE 1.4. totrnants Parad.ox.

TLre observer A ín the frarne S sends a tachyon

signal- to B wtro is in the moving frame St (4, + Br).

Ttre observer in Sr replie" (Bf -> A"), but the event

A, occurs before \. The causaJ- chain of events

closes upon itself (41 * 81 AZ * \), rn¡hich is a

logical contradiction. The d.ashed. lines through

A, and B, are lines of simu-l-taneity for A and B

respectÍve1y.
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the principle of causality because effects preced-e their causes, and-

the observer A seems capable of changing his own past history.

This type of logical contrad.iction, called. a cl-osed- causal cycle,

can, of course, not be tolerated. From this and- similar parad-oxes,

many d.rev the concl-usion that faster-than-light particles are an

impos sibility.

Reinterpretation

However, the introd.uction of the reinterpretation prínciple at

first seemed- to answer all causality objections [1)+r19 r22r23f . I^iith

this principl-e in mind., it is clear that the observer A will not

see the event O, as absorption or d-etection of tachyons, but will

see it as emission. It vas assumed., therefore, that according to A

both events A and- A are causes which have their effects in the
72

event B Similarly, the observer B sees both signals as
I

emissi-ons from his or/,rn apparatus, ancl sees O, and Or. as effects

having their causes in 
"r.

fn Tolmanrs parad.ox, and. later causal- parad-oxes, there must

always occur what amounts to the send.ing of signals between tvo

observers in relative motion who d.o not agree upon the time ord.ering

of the two ends of the world.line of one or more of the signals. This

is the ïeason for the requirement (f.Zf) in Tolmanrs paraiLox. So for

each observer, the reinterpretation prÍnciple is always abl-e to break

the cl-osed causal cycles by reinterpreting those parts of the cycle

in which the signal is being transmitted- into the past because, in

ord.er to close the cycle and. obtain the logical contrad-iction, there

must always be such si-gnals somewhere in the cycle. In this view,

the assignment of events as causes or effects is not regard.ed as

invariant from one frame to another, and. the d-esignation is altered.
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by the reinterpretation principle so that every observer sees causes

preced.ing their effects.

Feinberg t6] d.id. not assume this total reversal of cause and.

effect. IIe bel-ieved. that the observer A in the situation above

woufd describe events at O, as an rmcorrelated. spontaneous emission

from his apparatus. The parad.ox was interpreted. as proving that

reliabl-e signalling using tachyons was impossible, and that there

could- be no control over either prod.uction or absorption of tachyons.

ltre sha1l return to this view later.

More parad.oxes

So, whereas some d.educed. from T.ol-manrs paradox that faster-than-

light particles were impossibl-e, others, who used. the reinterpretation

principle, seemed. to be saying that it carried- no weight whatsoever.

A nr.mber of more complicated- parad.oxes v'r-ere then put forward. to

challenge the sol-ution provid.ed. by the reinterpretation principle.

The parad-ox originally d.escribed by eohm [2)+] sought to remove the

arnbiguity about seniler and. receiver in the Tolman parad.ox by introd.ucing

two more reference frames. The event t, is supposed. to coincide

with the origin of a frame S" which is stationary with respect to

the frame S. The observer A then send.s his signal to the observer

in S" who wilf receive it in ttre event Ur. Both observers agree

that A sent the sígnal because they are stationary with respect to

eackr other and. there can be no inversion of temporal ord.ering for

them. The observer in Stt may then commirnicate the signal from A

to the observer B in St, vho is passing by at the time. This may

be d.one by conventíonal means (a l-ight signal for exampl-e) so that

both agree that the signal- had. its origin r,¡-ith the observer in S".

SimilarÌy another frame Stt t having its origin at the event O, and.
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stationary u-ith respect Sr is Íntrod.uced. to remove the arnbiguity

about the d-irection of the signal from t, to Or. The observer in

St?t then commwricates the message to the observer A in S and-

the causal cycle is reestablished..

But, if the solution to the Tolman parad.ox is to be believed",

.w'e can solve this parad.ox by noting that A wil-l- see the message as

transmitted from O, and- absorbed at U, even though the observers

in S I and. Stt I behave as though the cause-effect rel-ation between

these events is in the reverse Í231. Thus A will not regard. what

the observer in StrI has to tett him at O, as information from his

or,'in future. It is supposed that by looking at the events accord.ing

to each observer separately in this wayr we find- that each observer

wil-l d-escribe a consistent and causal sequence of events.

Pirani l2rl invented- a parad.ox wh-ich involved- four observers,

A, B, C, and. D, al-l- in a prescribed. relative motion. He showed.

that, by using tachyon signals, a message initially sent by A could-

be sent from one observeï to another r¡ntil the message arrived- back

at A at a time which is prior to the transmission of the original

signal from A. It was claimed- that for each observer only the

d.etection and- emission of positive-energlr signals was required., and.

that there i'ras no opportunity for applying the reinterpretation

principJ-e to resol-ve the parad-ox. However it was shown by Parmentola

and. Yee t26l that this is not the case, for although each observer

agrees that he receives the message and. then transmits it to the

next observer, he wil-l not agree that the other observers in the cycJ-e

acted. in this way. So again there is the opportunity for reinterpretation

to break the causal cycle by reversing the cause-effect refation in the

remaining signal w-orld.lines.
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l,le sh.al-l return to Tol-man I s parad-ox d-escribed. earlier because

it is now clear that it contains al-l the essential- features of the

more compl-icated- parad.oxes. Let us suppose that, instead- of merely

send-ing a message from evena U, to event Ãr, the observer B in

the frame S I d-ecid.ed, to send- a very intense tachyon beam which

d-estroyed- the apparatus bel-onging to A. If Ars apparatus had. been

d.estroyed. at A , then how coul-d. he possibly have sent the signal at
2

A which was supposed- to initiate the whole sequence of events?
I

Scenarios such as this r,rere invented. to try to obtain a cl-ear

statement of which event was the cause and which the effect. But

this was avoj-d-ed. by explaining the situation as foll-ows. In the frame

St, B emits both signals. One d-estroys Ats apparatus at O,

and the other, arriving later, cannot be intercepted- by A vho no

longer h,as any apparatus so the signal by-passes A at O, and-

proceed-s toward.s its eventual- absorption at some remote place in the

rm.iverse.

Now in the frame S, A sees his apparatus self-destruct at O,

whilst emitting a very strong tachyon sígnal to B. Later, at Ar,

A realizes that he has been passed- by a tachyon beam from remote sources.

This beam, surprisingl-y, land.s on Brs d.etector at tr. Reinterpretation

therefore restores to each observer a logically consistent sequence of

events, but we now see that any d-escription of tachyon signals must

take remote sources into accorrnt, as was pointed. out by Root and

Trefit l2Tl. In some frames it looks as though some very remote

tachyon sources have oiol-igingty eonspired- together to prod.uce the

very signals required- to eliminate any causality parad-ox.

Sienall-ins and- irreversibífity

It is now becoming clear that th-ere is something most unsatisfactory

about the sol-utions which have been offered. for the parad.oxes so far.
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Observers in alJ- frarnes certainly see J-ogically consistent events

anil causes a1w'ays preced.e effects, but there occur some vild.ly

ímprobable events. This is precisely the matter which has been

overlooked. in d.ismissing the parad.oxes by merely performing a thorough

going reinterpretation at every possible opportunity. In fact

Terletskii 1L2r131, who d.id- not use the reinterpretation principle,

d-rew essentially the correct concl-usions concerning the existence of

faster-than-light particles from the causal parad.oxes. The important

point which has so far been ignored. is that for a recognizable signal

to be transmitted. there must occur macroscopic, irreversible processes

in both the transmitter and- the receiver. To have a cause-effect

rel-ationship establ-ished. by a signaf transmission, there must be a

transfer of information which is to be d.efined- in terms of entropy t13].

llith this d.efinition of cause and. effect, a Lorentz transformation may

reverse the time ord-ering of two events if they are connected- by a

tachyon signal, but it cannot interchange cause and. effect. Therefore

the assumption mad.e previously that the reinterpretation principle

acts on cause and. effect in the same way it acts on emission and.

absorption is wrong.

Here it is useful to keep in mind- the d.efinition of cause and.

effect used. by Newton I2B]. Suppose that an occurrenc" ", can be

prod.uced. at rn¡il-I and that iù is mad-e to occur at time intervals given

by rand.om number tables, or by some other proced-ure which v-e can be

sure i-s rand-om. Then another occurrence ", is said to be an effect

of the cause e if there is a statistical correlation measurecl
I

between the events. This d-efinition of the causal- d.irection is

ind.epend.ent of the time ordering, and- the assignment of some events as

canses and. others as effects wil-l- be j-nvariant. Conceivably the events
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e could. preced-e the e and. yet e is still recognized- as the
211

cause on the basis of this d-efinition using statistical- correfations.

But if this were the case, we could use the parad.oxes above to arrive

at a logical contrad.iction 1291. The reinterpretation principle

cannot help here because it is not abfe to interchange cause ancl

effect , so that lre must admit Terletskiir s t13] concfusion that

faster-than-Iight signal transmission, or information transfer, of any

kind- is impossible. This is simil-ar to Feinbergrs t6] conclusion

quoted earlier.

By correctly taking the unidirectionality of information ffow into

account, later authors [29r30r31] also conclud.ed- that tachyonic

ínformation transfer would- lead- to the logical contrad-ictions d-escribed.

in the parad,oxes. lfe nor,r see that by ignoring this point and- inter-

changing cause and. effect along with emission and- absorption upon

reinterpretatio.n, r,r-e were eliminating contrad.ictions at the price of

neces.sarily havíng everything completely pred,etermined.. All the

world.lines in spacetime were just regard.ed- asttalready" being there so

that contrad-ictions were not possible. The d"escription of events

accord.i-ng to any observer was then formd. by simply letting the hyper-

plane of simul-taneity for that observer sweep over the world-lines

which were frozen into spacetime lSZl, tr{e reject this view for the

reason that it is rather unappealing and- is simply not open to d.isproof

or to any further useful- discussion. One may also wond.er whether

d.oing experiments would. have any meanJ-ng und.er such a scheme.

Therefore, on the basis of the quite general requirements of

macroscopic causality, we must reject the possibility of superlumínal

information transfer. But it is equally important to reali-ze that

such, arguments d-o not apply to the microscopic world., or to chance
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observation of tachyons, so the conclusion that t,achyons could. not

i.nteract with ord.inary matter in any r^ray t33] is rmwarranted.

Terl-etskii t13] points out that there is no way to assign causal

d.irections for the microscopic worl-d. of elementary particles, and. that

the concept of causality which is ímplicit in the parad-oxes d.escribed.

above, and- which is of importance in scientific d.iscussions, has a

purely macroscopic origin.

So al-f that may be conclud.ed. from an examination of the causal

parad.oxes is that tachyons can only exist if they cannot be used- to

carry information or if certain experiments cannot be performed- tSf].

As we have seen, the experiments referred- to here involve signalling

at a speed v ) 1 such that vw > 1 where vJ' is the relative speed

of the observers who are signalling to each other. It has been

pointed, out by Bilaniuk and- Sud-arshan tSl+] that this restriction could.

be und-erstood in terms of cosmological bound.ary cond.itions. Assume

that in a certain frame to the background- flux of tachyons from the

rest of the universe is finite. Let this flux be zero for simplicity.

Now observers in the frame to can emit any number of tachyons vith

any veloci-ty v > 1. But an observer in a frame St moving at a

velocity I,r' with respect to to woul-d. not be able to emit tachyons

which had. a velocity greater than I/w because if they vere emitted

to d.istant regions, then in the frame to they would appear as an

incoming taehyon background.. This contrad.icts the assumption that

the tachyon background- is zero in to. The parad.oxes are then solved-

by referring to the stand.ard- frame to to see which signals could not

be sent. One should. remember that the frame to is singled. out by

the bound.ary conditions, and not by the theory itself, so that the

refativistic postulate of the equivalence of aff inertial frames is

not viol-ated. here.
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Another alternative is mentioned. by Csonka t35] and Vilela

Mend.es t361. In our thought extrleriments ve have been treating tachyons

as though certain cfassical concepts still applied-. I'Ie essentially

treated- them as l-ocal-ized particles and- supposed. that we could freely

specify any initi-al condltions we pleased- in setting up the ex¡leriments.

This may not be val-id- and when speaking of tachyons one shoul-d-

perhaps give some thought to the extent which one is using concepts

built up from experience with ord.inary particles. Csonka t35l and

Vitel-a Mend.es t36l point out that the dynamics of tachyons may be

such that the bound.ary cond-itions required. to set up the parad.oxes

are sel-f-contrad.i ctory.

For the present it d.oes not matter which proposalr if any' will

assist us best in the treatment of tachyons. The point which has

been mad.e in this section is that special rel-ativity and- the principle

of causality together cannot provid.e a proof that tachyons d-o not

exist.

1.1+ Experimental Searches

The previous sections have shown that the theoretical argument

against the existence of tachyons is unconvincing so that there is

ample reason for attempting experimental searches. A nunber of

ex¡leriments have been performed. but none has forrnd conclusive evid.ence

for tachyons. lle point out, however, that some of the experiments

which have been performed. l/l-ere based on assumptions about the

properties of tachyons whiclr are either not in accoril with the

d-escription arrived. at above, or efse have subsequently been shown

to be incorrect.

Alväger and- Kreisler [:7] carried. out the first experiment to

d-etect tachyons. They searched- for charged tachyons (of about 1- to 2
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electronic charges) rrhich might be prod-uced- by SOOaeV ga.mna rays

incid.ent on lead- by tooking for any Cherenkov rad.iation that they

might prod,uce in a vacuum. Alväger anÓ Kreisl-er calculated. that

charged. tachyons wou-l-d. quickty lose their energy in this way so they

set up an el-ectrostatic field- to imp¿rt some energy to the tachyons

which woul-d. then radiate it again. The Cherenkov rad.iation was looked

for in a d.irection about 9 Oo to the presumed- line of flight because,

from Eq. (r.ZO), it is in this d.irection that tow-energy tachyons

should. pred-ominately radiate. No tachyons lü-ere fognd. in this way.

Davis, Kreisler, and- Alväger t3B] later used. a modified apparatus,

but one which operated on the same d.etection principle, to d.etect

charged- tachyons prod-uced. by J-l4eV gamma rays on lead-. Again none

u-ere found-, ind.icating that the límit for tachyon photo-prod.uction in

this r^ray was over eight orcLers of magnitude smaller than the cross

section for the prod-uction of electron-posi-tron pairs.

Bartlett and. Lahana 1391, using photoprod.uction in lead. and

r¿ater, tried- to d.etect tachyons carrying a magneti-c charge (tachyon

monopoles ). Their experimental setup was similar to that used. by

Davis et al- except that a magnetic fíeld. replaced. the efectrostatic

field.. It vas hoped- to d-etect vacuum Cherenkov radiation from the

superluminal magnetic charge, but none was found..

There are noi,l strong theoretical ground.s for believing that

erçeriments l-ike these which try to d.etect vacuum Cherenkov rad-iation

from charged. tachyons wil-l not succeed. In Chapter 3 ve shall explain

thi-s further.

Experiments whi-ch look for a negative ttmissing mass squaredtt

shoul-d- detect tachyons if they are prod.uced in the reaction being

stu¿ie¿ because this metlrod. of d.etection involves very few assumptions
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about the properties of tachyons. It only relies on tachyons

havíng a spacelike 4-momentum. Baltay et al t\01 searched. for

neutral tachyons by examining reactions of the type

K-P * Äox

- +-and. PP->nnX )

where X refers to neutral reaction prod-ucts which carry away

\-momentum from the reaetion. The l+-momenta of the initiat particles

and. that of the final- particles, apart from that carried. by the X'

was measured-. By energy-momentum conservation the )+-momentum of X

coul-d. be calculated.. If X consisted. of a single tachyon then this

missÍng l+-momentum woul-d be spacel-ike. If X contained more than

one tachyon, then a plot of the missing mass squared. woul-d- show

negative as r.¡eIl as positive values because, as l¡,re saw in section 1.2,

spacelike h-momenta can combine to prod.uce either a spacelike or

timelike total )+-momentum. No evid.ence for tachyons r/ù-as found- in

this way, ind.icating that the ratio of tachyon prod-uction to that of

ord-inary particles was fess than 1O-3 for the energies used. in these

reactions. Later, an experiment by Danburg et a]- tl+1] found- no

evi-d.ence for charged. tachyon pair production in the K-p interaction.

They used the nrissing mass te chnique and- assumed- that charged tachyons

would. prod-uce tracks in a bubbl-e chamber.

From Eq. (l.B ) we know that a stationary bradyon can only emit

a tachyon if that tachyon has negati-ve energy. The bradyon then takes

on positive energl¡. This process for protons was looked for by

Danburg and. Kalbfl-eisch [)+2] by examining bubble charnber photographs

for evid-ence of protons spontaneously acquiring energlf. Ramana Murthy

t43] searched. for such ttel-astic iLecayst' of the protons and el-ectrons

contained. in the gas of a Geiger-Müller counter by looking for
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ionization when no particles l'¡-ere incident. Both experiments

returned. negative results, as d.id- a similar experiment by Liubiðió

et al [)+)+] which looked- for elastic el-ectron d.ecays. In this

experiment the fower l-imit to the lifetime of the efectron was placed.

at I+.6 x 1013 years. It was real-ized- that accord.ing to the

reinterpretation principle negative energ-y tachyons d-o not exist, so

that the process being looked- for woul-d. in fact appear as absorption

of an incoming tachyon by the stationary brad.yon. Therefore the

negative results cannot strictly be attributed- to a large l-ifetime

for the bradyon. They shoutd. be seen as either ímpl$,ing a weak coupling

between the brad-yon and. tachyon, or ind-icating a low incid.ent flux of

tachyons, or both. The problem of a possibly low tachyon fl-ux woul-d.

be avoid.ed. by looking for decays in flight of bradyons.

Ramana Murthy t)+51 surmised. that tachyons wouJ-d. be prod,uced- by

cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere. If so, the tachyons wou-ld. arrive

at the ground- before the cosmic ray air shower which travel-s at almost

the speed- of 1ight. He therefore fooked- at the time period after the

d-etection of a potentiat tachyon by a photomultiplier-scintil-lator

arrangement for the onset of an air shower. If a statistical-

correlation existed. between these initial d.etections and- the arrival

of air showers, it would. constitute evid-ence for faster-than-light

particles. However no such correlation !'/as for-ind-. An improved- method-

of storing cosmic ray d-ata was used. by Clay and. Crouch tl+6] . Their

apparatus was able to store 128 p sec of d.ata and. continually record-

new d.ata while d-iscard.ing the earliest data. If an air shower I/,/as

d-etected, the record-ing couJ-d. be stopped and the d-ata for the previous

128 p sec wou-ld. be available for a search for prearrivals. More

energetic shovers than those d.etected- by Ramana Murthy were consid.ered..
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But again tachyons d.id. not reveal themsel-ves t)+7] .

All the erperiments above l-ooked. for stable tachyons, but

Gl-eeson et al [\8] suggested- a search for evid-enee of unstabl-e tachyon

resonances. They report some preliminary success in interpreting

peaks in particle d-ifferential- cross sections at negative val-ues of

the mass squared. in terms of a tachyon resonanee. Although

inconclusive at present, further analysis along these l-ines raight yie1d.

a cl-earer picture.

I., Outlook

From th,e initiaf proposal for consid-ering faster-than-light

particles put forward. by Bil-aniuk, Deshpand.e, and- Sud.arshan [1]+],

there has ari-sen the concept of a tachyon which has been explaíned. in

this chapter. Although tachyons have not been found" as yet, their

d.iscovery woul-d. challenge physicists to give a theoretical account of

their behaviour. Even the nonexistence of tachyons would. not remove

the necessity for a theoretical_ consid.eration of faster-than-light

effects because we have forrnd. that neither the special theory of

relativity nor the requirements of macroscopic causality has provid.ed.

a prohibition of a type of tachyon which cannot be used. for macroscopic

signalling. ff the conclusion that tachyons do not exist is correct,

then we should. not wish to arri-ve at the right answer for the wrong

reasons. It is suggested., therefore, that further theoreticaf

consid-eration be gi-ven to tachyons.

Present physical theories have been tested. against a vast body

of experimental e:çerience, ancl it wou]-d. be foolish to suggest their

whol-esale d.ismantling for the sake of being abl-e to includ.e tachyons

in a theory. The theoretical- prograrn shoul-d. instead. seek to determÍne

thether present prejud.ices against tach-yons are unfowrd.ed., and whether
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the prohibition of tac\yons in present theory is as superfieial- as

it has been shown to be in the case of speeial relativity. Tf such

be or:r aim then we ought to be willing to make only minimal theoretical

changes to accomod.ate taehyons. Some d.eviations from this procedure

are considered. in the nexb chapter, but thereafter we shall follow

thís policy when we consider a problem in the el-ectrodynamics of the

charged classical tachyon, anil the problems assocíated. with treating

tachyons in quantun field. theory.

l

I

I

I
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CHAPTER 2

SUPERLUM]NAL LORENTZ TRANSFORMAT]ONS

AND EXTENDED RELATIVITY

fn this ch-apter we shall- examine a nr.:rnber of attempts which

have been mad.e to extend. the special theory of relativity to includ.e

faster-than-light inertial- frames because some such extend.ed. theory

forms the basis of a great d-eal- of the l-iterature on tachyons. The

superluminal frames are meant to play the rol-e of rest frames for

tackqrons, but there is no suggestion that a boost from a subl-ulninal to

a superluminal frame coufd. be physically performed.. Rather, the use

to which the superluminal Lorentz transformations are put is the

application to a familiar process involving bradyons in ord-er to

arrive at a d.escription of a process r,¡hich is supposed- to occur for

tachyons. This is believed- to be legitimate because some extend-ed.

principle of relativity, which decl-ares the equival-ence of all

inertial frames, is usually assumed. to hold.. That is, in their rest

frames, or ì-n frames moving at subluminal speed.s with respect to these

fra¡nes, tachyons are supposed. to behave like ord.inary bradyons.

In general, we d.isagree with all approaches of this kind-. Our

reasons for d.oing so, and. the approach which we shal-l- favour r are

explained.

2.L Transformations in One Dimension

Superluminal- Lorenbz ttanslormations in one spatial d.imension

have been arrived. at ind.epend.ently by Gitson [l+9] ' Mari-walla [50] '
Parker [5f], and Antippa lr2l. It is hoped. that a satisfactory

extend.ed. theory of relativity can be obtained. by ad-d-ing these new

transformations to those of the proper Loyentz group in one spatial
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d.imension, which w'e write here i-n the form

tr (t+vx) (x+vb ) (z.t)xt

where l"l ( c = 1. The ord.inary Lorenl'z transformations (z.r)

preserve the square of the Minkowski interval:

*2 (z.z)

It is welf known that the Lorentz transformations can be d.erived-

from the assumptions that the coord-inate transformation between two

inertial- frames S and. Sr j.s linear, that space is isotropicr that

spacetime is homogeneous, and. that the velocity of light is the same

for all frarnes. (See, for exa.rnple, Rind.ler I7l ). Parker [51] mad.e

these s€rme assumptions to d.erive his superl-uminal transformations

which are supposed. to glve the coord.inate transformation between frames

S and. Sr that move with a velocity v > 1 u-ith respect to each other.

Recall that d-uring the d-erivation of the Lotentz transformations, one

arrives at the requi-rement

t'2 -xt2 =t(t2-x2) (23)

For rel-ative velocities v less than light, the plus sign in (2.3)

must be taken because we must be abl-e to obtain the id.entity

transformation in the limit of zero relative velocity. We then obtain

the transformations (e.r) satisfyine Q.2). But for superluminal

rel-ative velocities, Parker takes the minus sign in (2.3) to avoid- the

introd.uction of ÌmagÌnary quantities in the transformation. Then, apart

11
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from space and. time inversions, the superluminal transformation has

the r.mique form

tr ! (t+vx)
l"l

(z.l+)

where l"l > 1. We note that Parkerrs transformations (2.)+) are

nr-isquoted in references t53l an¿ [5]+] .

Th-e transformations (2.1+) ta.hen togettr-er with the ord.inary

Lorentz transformations (Z.f) form a group which Parker cafls the

extend-ed- Lorentz group in one spatial d.imension. This is the real

group of transformations which preserve the form t2-x2, not exactly,

but only up to a sign as in (23). Alternativelyr vr-e may view it as

the group generated by the transfonnations of the two d-imensional-

Lorentz group and. the transformation of i-nterchanging the time and.

space axes:

. xr = 1 ì t (x+.¡t)- 
(r-v2 )% lvl

1

(2.>)

Ìfe see that (2.5) is the superluminal transformation correspond-ing

to infinite relative velocity, so that a bradyon at rest at the origin

Ìn the frame S, for example, is a transcendent tachyon accord.ing

to the frame Sr.

Given a particular frame S, subl-uminal for exampÌe, r,re c¿ìtrI

define the set of subtuminal frames as aII those frafles which- are

obtained from S by an ord.inary Lorentz transformation, ancl the set

of sr4erluminal frames as those obtained- from S by applying a1l

the superluminal- transfonnations. Ttre same sets are obtai-ned- no

matter r,¡-hich subl-uminal fra,rne S is cTtosen. Moreover, any two
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superluminal frames are rel-ated. by an ord-inary Lorentz tra,nsformation.

There is complete symmetry between the tw'o sets of reference frames.

Because of this "duality" as tre cal-ls it, Parker is l-ed- to postulate

the so-called. extended. principle of rel-ativity which hol-d-s that the

laws of physics have t}.e same form relative to the superluminal frames

as they d.o relative to th-e subl-uminal- frames. Therefore, superluminal

particles in their rest frames (the superÌuminal- frames) beh,ave lÍke

subfuminal particles in subluminaf fra,rnes.

The quantities E and- p transform like t and. x respectively

utd-er ord.inary homogeneous Lorentz transforrnations, and. it is assumed-

that this applies to superluminal transformations as well. This is

what is meant by calling (n,p) an extend.ed. Lorentz vector t511 .

Then it is found. that a particle of mass *o which is at rest in the

frame S, so that

E=m and p=0
0

has the usual properties ascribed to a tachyon accord.ing to a frame

Sr moving superluminally with respect to S. For if S and- Sr

have relative velocity v (v > 1) then w-e have, from (2.)+), trLat

Er
v

l"l

m

and Pt =

But accord-ing to the reinterpretation principle, when the energy E

is negative, tlre tachyon is observed- to have the energy-momentum

(-Pr-p) so we find that

ilo
(2.6)Er and- Pr =
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in the frame St, and. th-ese are just the usual expressions, (f.t+)

and- (L.r) , for the energ'y and. momentum of a tachyon of velocity

v > 1. We see that the mass *o of the tachyon appearing in

equations (2.6) is reaf . Moreover, *o here is the rrrest-mass" of

the tachyon in the sense that a frame exists in extended. relativity

in which the tachyon appears as a stationary bradyon of (real) mass

m . The speed. of light is invariant for the whol-e extend.ed- Lorentz
0

group, but a superluminal transformation can change the sign of the

energf of a photon so the reinterpretation principle is applied. to

photons as well in this case.

As the speed. of light is th-e same for both types of frame, the

extend.ed principle of retativity, or d.uafity principle' ímplíes that

photons, and- otTrer luxons in general, appear the same to both types

of frame. Accord-ing to this argument, we can determine the electro-

magnetic interactions of tachyons by knowing the electromagnetic

ínteractions of bradyons and. the superluminal transformations. lt

i-s on this basis that Parker consid-ers the possibl-e transformation

properties of the efectromagnetic fiel-d.. He notes that such

consid.erations are only heurístic si-nce his extend.ed. theory of

relativity is purely one-d.imensional . Und.er the superl-uminal

transformation (2.l+) for infinite velocity, (t,*) is taken into (*rt)

as in (2,>). Sueh a transformation does not change the observed.

energy anil momentum of a photon (ttrat is, after the reinterpretation

principte is applied. if necessary), so the transformation must l-eave

g " I and. y' * 
"_' 

unchanged. if E and. I a,re the electromagnetic

field.s for a photon moving on the x -axis. I,iith the id-entity

transformation of the field.s alread¡r correspond.ing to the ord.inary

Loren|z transformation (2.1) with- zero vel-ocity, the transformation of
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the field-s for this superl-uminal transformation is taken to be

Et = -þ and. Br E (z.T )

at l-east to w-ithin a rotation about the x-axis. Parker thus makes

the interesting suggestion that a charged. superluminal particle at

rest in a superluminal frame S would. appear in the subluminal frame

moving at infinite speed. relative to S as an infinite velocity

magnetic monopole. A good. d.eal is made of this resul-t in one of the

attempts at a three-d-imensional extend-ed. rel-ativity d.escribed. below.

As experimental- verification, Parker suggests the examination

of photon-photon scattering because, from d-uality, it is clear that

the proces;s appears the same from both subluminal and. superluminal-

frames. Only having a one-d.imensional theory, he says that the

predictions only appfy to backward. scattering from head--on coll-isions.

But, if no interference effects occur, the probability for this

process should. be twice as great as that pred.icted. by just consid-eri-ng

virtuaf electron-positron pair contríbutions since, by d.uality,

tachyon-antitachyon pairs shoul-d. appeaï on the same footing. He notes

that a negative result may show that charged- tachyons d.o not exist,

but cl-early this would. invalid.ate the strict form of d.uality which

requires the existence of tachyonic electrons, positrons, and- so forth.

From the fore going d-iscussion it seems possible to d-evelop a

reasonabl-e extension in one dimension of the special theory of

relativity. The extension is essentially unique and- preserves the

basic principles of relativity. Looking at Lorentz transformations

on a spacetime diagram as r otations of the axes, ÌJ-e see that the

superÌuminal transformations (2.)+) continue the r.otation until- the
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time and. space axes exchange places. The obvious d.ifficulty in

extend.ing this procedr:re to three d-imensions is that a spatial

d.irection woul-d have to be singled- out in ord.er to specify the exchange

of axes and- such a preferred- d-irection woul-d. violate relativity

principles. The usual- questions of causal-ity stil-l arise in the

exbend.ed- theory above and. the consid.erations of section 1.3 woul-d.

appty here.

It has been poi-nted out by Antippa and Everett I55l that for one

spatial d.imension causal cycles can be avoid-ed- in a si-mple way. fhey

note that in one spatial d.imensi-on the posítive-energ¡r bradyons together

with- the set of positive-momentum tachyons are not sufficient for the

construction of causal cycles. The latter set is invariant under the

ord.inary Lorentz transformations in one d-Ímension simply because we

d-o not have tlre spatiat rotations in tÏ:-is case. It is only in this

sense that the theory is consistent with special relativity. Taking

the vetocity v of a tachyon to be given by the ratio of the momentum

to th-e energ-y, u, where (nrp) forms a Lorentz vector, Antippa and.

Everett show that i-n one d-imension the four regions of the energy-

momentum d.iagram consisting of th-e positive- and. negative-energy

bradyons o and. the positive- and. negative-momentum tachyons, are

separately left invariant by ord-inarXr Lorentz tvansformations. Further,

using particles from two adjacent regions, suctr as the positive-energ'y

bradyons and- the positive-momentum taclryons, causal cycles cannot be

constructed. because the energ:y-momentum vector (and. the space-tíme

d.Ísplacement vector), always have positive projections on the line

E = p (or t = x) for these particles. So using these two sets of

particles, rde cannot transmit information back to its starting point

in spacetime. Tlreir main reason for only considering positive momentum
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tachyons seems to rest on consi-d-eration of Parkerrs superluminal

transformations which were d.erived- by Antippa ind.epend-ently 1521.

Irlriting the superluminal- transformations (e.l+) in the form

tr = x cosh cl¿ + t sinh cl

xf=xsinhoú+tcoshcl (e.8 )

where
1tanh C[ = -
1r

'w-e see that the momentum Pt

frame Sr is

pt =psinho¿+Ecoshct

of a tachyon aecorcling to a sublumi-nal

(z.g))

'w-here in the superluminal- frame S r the tachyon appears as an

ord-inary bradyon which must have positive energy. Therefore, from

(Z.g), it must have positive momentum accord.ing to the observer Sr.

Now a positive-moment¡¡n taclryon may yet have negative energy and.'

by the d.i-scussion of the reinterpretation principle, be travelling

backward in time so that it will appear as a positive-energy tachyon

travelting fozward- in time in the negative spatial d-irection. An

observer wil-l therefore see tachyons travelling in both directions

along the x-axis. Neverthel-ess, Antippa an¿ Everett maintain l,16l

that the "causal- directiont', that is, the unique d-irection in whÍch

tachyons may transmit information, is the forward. spatial direction.

Here they are using the cause-effect d.istinction used. by New-bon t281.

The id.ea being used. here is that the time and space axes are ínter-

changed. for tachyons compared. w-ith bradyons so that the transmission
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of informati-on by a tachyon must be only in the positive x-d.irection

because, in the rest frame of the tachyon, this is the d.irection of

the future along the tachyon time axis.

Parkerrs superluminal- transformations, as interpreted- by Antippa

and- Everett, have been d.erived. by Antippa [57] from a nrimber of

postulates. How'ever w'e d.o not consid.er this seriously because the

postulates are clearly engineered to reprod.uce t1-e above construction

placed- upon the Parker transformations.

The inverse vel-ocity parameter E, defined. by

fv=1 (e. ro )

can be used- to achieve some slrmmetry in tkre appearance of bradyon and-

tachyon law's. Antippa w-rites the transfonnations (2.)+) in the form [57]

tr x+Et
(z.n)

--t t+Ex
,r-{ lsl <1.

A comparison between Eq. (e.ff) for a superluminal transformation and.

Eq. (e.f) for a subh¡minal transformation l-ead-s Antippa to speak of a

ttreciprocity princi-ple" accord.ing to which it is proposed. that

equations describing tachyons be d.erived. from equations describing

brad¡rons by the replacement of trx, and. v by xrt, and. €

respectively.

We d.istinguish h-ere anotkr-er approach. to tachyons úrich uses the

generalized. Lorentz Lransforrnations of Gilson t)+9]. Naranan t58] points

out that tlrese transformations, if they trave any physical significance

/Le
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imply that tachyons woul-d. never be observed as particles with a

velocity greater than light in any inertial frame. The transformations

are arrived. at by first forming the space and. time variables into a

complex number

z=x+it

Because of its use of this complex variable, Naranan rightly questions

the physical significance of this scheme, but rr¡e shall see in section

2.5 i.hat the appearance of complex quantities has not d.eterrecl a

nurnber of authors from consid.ering three-d.imensional forms of extend.ed.

Lorentz transformations. In terms of the variable z) the ord.inary

Lorentz transformations (Z,t) are the real and. imaginary parts of the

equation

zr=y(z+ivz*) (z.:-:z)

uhere

ï- (r - uz¡-'-' 12. rs)

and l"l < 1. The ord.inary Lorentz transformations are extend.ed. by

merely assuming that (2.I2) is also val-id. for superluminal vefocities

v, in which case y becomes imaginary:

y=+i(v2-r)
r-

l"l >1 (e.r)+)

To find. the superluminal- transformations in terms of x and- t ' the

real- and imaginary parts ot (2.1-2), in which Y is given by (e.1)+),

is taken. The resuJ-ting transformatj-ons may be written as

It'=l-(t+Vx)
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and. T xt = l- (x + Vt) (z.t>)

1where v = - arid l- = (1 - V2 )-+4 .v

ES_$.(Z.L|) have the same form as the ord.inary Lorentz

transformations (z.t) because for l"l greater than 1, lvl witf be

J-ess than 1. Supposing that S is the rest frame of a tachyon, then

in a frame Sr with retative velocity v greater than light, the

tachyon shoul-d appear to have velocity v. But the transformations

(Z.t>) are interpreted. to mean that an observer in the fra.rne Sr will

not see a tachyon of velocity v > 1, but an ord-inary particl-e with

a subl-uminal velocity V = 1 which has und-ergone either a space or a

time refl-ection.

Certainly the derivation of the t'superluminal transformationstr

(Z.t>) d.oes not constitute a compeÌ1ing physical argunent. In fact

the manipufations above have just obtained-, apart from either a space

or a time refl-ection, a reparanetrization of the ordinary Lorentz

transformations (e.r) by using u = -1 Eq-s. (2,r5) should not then
V

be consid.ered- as satisfactory superluminal transformations. The same

criticism may be mad-e of the transformations used- by Mariwalla [50],

Rachman and. Dutheil- lr9l, and Arzel-iès [60] because by various

manÍ-pulatÍons these authors arrive at transformations i^rhich are

essential-ly the sa.rne as (Z.t>), apart from faetors of a sign.

lle concl-ud.e that Parkerrs group of transfornations forms the

most satisfactory exbension of special- relativity in one spatial

d.imension to inctud.e superluminal inertial frames, in that the

transformations are real, form a group, and- are consístent with properties

which spaee is believed. to have, such as isotropy. The symmetry between

the superl-uminal- and. subluminal frames gives rise to the ideas of an
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extend.ed- principle of relativity and. d.uality. Hor,r'ever, unless a

simifar success is to be had. in d-eriving extend.ed. transformations in

three spatial d.imensions, the idea of an extend.ed- rel-ativity theory

wil-l not be of any physical or theoretical importance to the

consi-d.eration of tachyons.

2,2 Exbensions to Three Dimensions

It is known that the success ín extend.ing Lorentz transformations

in one dimension cannot be repeated- in the case of three. This was

shown by Gorini [61] who considered- (n+f)-¿irnensional spacetimes and.

the types of l-inear kinematical groups of transformations which could.

exist on the spacetimes subject'to the requirements of the isotropy of

space. He wrote the coord.inate transformation between tr¡¡'o frames S

and- S I as

n

x
v

xtp T

f r o o

lo

Lpv
u=O

where L is a real- (n+1) x (n+1) nonsingular matríx, and.

xrxt G Rn+1 are the spacetime coord.inates of an event accord.ing to

the fra¡nes S and. Sr respectively, with the zero component being

the time. Let L be the gïoup of the matrix transformations L and

suppose that the subgroup of L which consists of transformations

betr,reen frames at rest with respect to each other consists of

transformations of the form

ol
U

0 X )

I
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r,¡here X is an n x n real orth-ogonal matrix with unit d.eterminant.

This assumption just means that certain conventions have been ehosen

for the coord.inate systems. The homogeneity of spacetime and. the

isotropy of space are involved here because it has been assumed- that

the axes of the coord-inate systems can be mad.e to coincid.e and that

they use the same stand.ard-s of length and. time. Gorini then proved-,

subject to tÏ:-is assumption, that for n2 3 the only possibte groups

L are the proper orthochronous Loïentz anð. Galilei groups. The

theorem does not hold. for n = 1 and. a counter example is provid.ed-

by the Parker group.

Gorinirs theorem shows that in three spatial d.imensions there

can be no extend-ed theory of special- relativity in which the transformatíons

form a real- linear group and. space is isotropic. But a number of

authors have shown themselves willíng to d-ispense with some of these

cond.itions and. prod-uce an extend.ed. theory of relativity, the nature of

which is highly dependent upon which of these cond-itions are d.iscard.ed..

2.3 Extensions Lacking Spatíal Isotropy

Antippa and. Everett 1,16,621 arrive at a (¡+r)-dimensional

extend.ed. theory of rel-ativity by usJ-ng a rather heavy-hand.ed. extension

of their interpretation of the Parker transformations which d-estroys

the isotropy of space. In three d-imensional space, a preferrecl

spatial d.irection, called- the rrtachyon corrid.ortt, is chosen. The set

of reference frames with rel-ative vel-ocities along that d-irection form

a set of preferred. coord.inate systems in that any two coord.inate

systems of this set are connected by the Parker transformation group,

given ¡v (z.r) ana (2.1+), to which is appended

y'=yand.zt=2, Q.rc)
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where tlre x-d.irection is taken along the tachyon corrid.or. A

prescription is then mad-e for transforming between tw'o arbitrary

nonpreferred. frames. Calling the sets of subluminal and- superluminal

reference frames the frames of class I and. II respectively, it is

seen that ord.inary Lorentz transformations connect frames of the same

class. To transform from one cfass to another, aJr ordinary Lorentz

transformation is first of all- mad-e to a preferred- frame of the same

cfass. An exbend.ed. Lorentz transforrnation is then mad.e to one of the

preferred. frames of the oth-er cl-ass. Final-ly, an ord-inary Lorentz

transfor:nation is mad.e from tkre resulting preferred- frame to the

non-preferred- frame at whicl we wanted- to arrive.

TLr-e simpÌe manner in r¿h-ich causality Td'as preserved- i-n th-e one-

d.imensional theory in section 2,7- is repeated. in the three d-lmensional

th-eor¡¡ by stating that the interval- of a tachyon world-l-ine taken in

the "causal- d.irectiont' alvays has a positive projection along the

tachyon corrid-or. This feature has been preserved- in the three

d.imensional theory at the expense of rotational- and. ful-l- Lorentz

invariance. Using a superluminal- transfonnation along the preferred.

d.irection, tr{-e see rrom (2.)+) and. (2.A6) that the Minkor,¡ski spacetime

interval is not preserved.. Instead. we find-

-tr2+xr2-yr2-zr2=t2 2 --2 -z (2.rT)2x

showing that a fight signal in a class I coord.inate system will not

have speed- 1 in cl-ass II systems unless it is moving along the

x-d.irection vh-ich is tlre tachyon corrid.or. Antippa and- Everett

therefore suppose th-at what are electromagnetic fiel-d-s to one cl-ass

of observers are not electromagnetic field,s for observers of tl e other

class. Antippa and Everett real-ize that accord.ing to this theozXr,
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rotational invariance r¡'rould. be violated- even for processes involving

onl.y bradyons because of virtual- tac\yon effects. They are th-en

concernecl r,i-ith linúting the magnitud.e of the coupling betw-een their

taclryons and. bradyons to values smal-l- enougÌr not to confl-ict t¿ith

experimental- checks on rotational invariance 116l. lle believe that

the three-d-imensional version of th-e Antippa-Everett th-eory is not a

satisfactory extension of speciaÌ relativity for the reason th-at it

preserves for tacÍr.yons verxr l-ittle of the theory it is supposed. to

extend. It may be of some relevance to th-e explicitly non-Lorentz

invariant theory of Everett t63] , but we h-ave determined. not to fol-l-ow

such approaches in the present work.

Lemke t6l+] also uses the Antippa-Everett transformations and.

bases his version of tachyon electrodynamics upon them, but his

interpretation of the preferred. d.irection is sligirtly d.ifferent. He

tries to lessen the d.amage ilone to spatial isotropy by assrming that

the preferred- d.irection along which tÍre superfuminafboosts may be

applied- is not a fixed- d.irection in space, but the d.irection of

motion of the superluminal source wtrich is prod.ucing the fiel-d.s. But

again th-e speed. of light is not invariant d.ue to the transformation

(Z.tl) of the spacetime interval, so that the behaviour of tigþt is

d-epend-ent upon the motj-on of its source if its source is superluminal .

Another feature which we befieve is unsatisfactory is th-at there is

some a,rnbiguity about how the efectromagnetic field-s transform in this

theory, att} ough Lernke t6)+] tries to justify his particular choi-ce.

In section 2.6 w'e shal-l observe a similar uncertainty concerning the

electromagnetic fiel-d- in anoth-er form of exbend.ed relativity.

2.\ Transformations not forming a Group

Gol-d-oni [65] has tried- a rather unusual way of introd.ucing

superluminal- frames. He says that the Minkowski metric
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1
fl= -1 -1

d.oes not have universal appÌicability, and, that the appropriate

metric depend-s on the class of phenomena being stud-ied-. This is a

w'ay of avoid.ing the noninvariance in the for:n of the spacetime

interval which occurs, as in (Z,q), w-hen the Parker transformations

are combined. v-ith the id.entity transformation (2.::6) on the remaining

two spatial- coord-inates. Taking a particular inertial frame, there

are supposed. to exist three classes of ph-enomena r¿'Ìrich are superluminal-

with respect to this frame, and. they have th-e metrj-cs

-1 \
)

d_ . and d-'zx
1

T} e transformations between the frames connected. with these d-ifferent

types of ptrenomena clo not fonn a group, and- the separate c]-asses of

partícles are d-escribed. in d.ifferent metric spaces. For this reason

there is no interaction between the classes of superluminal particles

and. bradyons which involves any exchange of )+-vector or )+-tensor

properties or spin.

Anoth-er extension of relativity which gives up the group property

of the set of trarrsfonnations has been given by Gonzatez-Gascon 1661.

He uses real transformation fonnulae, r^rhich we shall not describe

here, and instead of having only one singular speed., that of light,

Tre consid-ers a sequencu ", = c, cz, c3, , of síngular speecLs,

each being the speed. of propagation of some long-range fiel-d. of force.

Tlre isotropy of space and the homogeneity of spacetime are retained.

in th-is suggestion. As partial justification for introd.ucíng a

sequence of singular speed.s, Gonzalez-Gascon quotes the opinÌons of
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some plqrsicists wh-o bel-ieve tfrat th-e velocity of propagation of

gravitationaÌ signals or of neutrir¡cs is not that of J-ight. The

scheme is acknowledged as being highly speculative but tre consid.ers

h-is formulae a first attempt at broadening relativity. lüe mention it

here as one of a number of attempts to generalize relativity white

avoid.ing the consequences of Gorinirs th-eorem. In thís and- the

previous case it is aclrieved. by not having the set of transformations

forming a group.

2.5 Complex Trans format ions

Th-e extended- Lorentz transformations of Recami and. Mignani h-ave

provoked. by far th-e greatest amount of d.iscussion. These authors,

unlike many others, require of their extended- rel-ativity that the

speed- of light be invariant, tl.at space be isotropic, and. that all-

inertial- frames be equivalent. Thus their theory tries to embod¡r most

of the aspects of ordinary special relativity. Ilowever their extended.

relativity group is a group of complex transforrnations, as ind.eed. it

must be by Gorinirs th,eorem, given tkrese requirements.

Th-eir generalized. Lorentz transfortnations were first introd.uced.

in reference 1,671, but a revised. version of them appears in reference

[68], and- it is the latter generalized- Lorentz transformations which

form the basis of an extend.ed theory of relativity which is extensívely

discussed- in reference t53] . For the case of motion along the x-axis,

th-e transformations may be written in th-e form [53]

tr =rLY(t-xtanQ) )

xf =ny(x-ttan0) )

yt = n6y , and- zt = r¡ôz

-i*o<+ (e. ra)
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wh-ere

and- $ =

11 - tan2 41-L"
cos

ô2cos þ
v=tanó Y= n

1 t
fr - tan' 6l

The whol-e group, G, of the extend-ed- theory of Reeami and.

Mignani is the complex group of transformations which- preserves tTre

square of the Minkowskl interval- up to a sign:

tr2 -xr2,yr2-zr2=!(t2 *2 -y' -z 2
)

r,¡here the plus sign hotd.s for subl-urinal transformations and. the minus

sign hold.s for superlumínal transformations. If 0 is in the range

(i , fl in the transformations (z.rg), we obtain superluminal

transformations which may be written as

(2.L9)

(z.zo)

!l

y(x + v-r)

yt-i FTY

llz)lvl

v
l;I
FT

v(t + vx)

v

and- zt = f

where y = (v2 - L)-'" and- l"l > 1. lle see that, as far as the

variables x and- t are concernecl-, Eq-s. (Z.ZO) are ttre superluini-nal

transforrnations of Parker, Eq-s. (2.1+). Most importantly, we notj-ce

that cond-ition (2.l-2) is satisfied. by the introd-uction of imaginary

quantities in the transformation of \-vector components wh-ich are
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perpendicular to tkre direction of relative motion. A more general

transformation t]nan (2.20) would. involve complex quantities.

Because of the appearance of complex quantities, the physical

meaning of this extended- theory of relativity is uncl-ear and- it

remains so d-espite numerous attempts to clarify the matter. Pavtsiõ

and- Recami f69l recal-l- that th-e conformal- group may be viewed- as a

group of transformations wh-ich- preserves not the value of the square

of the Minkor¡¡'ski interval d.s2 exactly but only the relation

cLs2 = 0

That is, the light cone is trartsformed. into the light cone. This

group contains, besid-es the Poincaré transforrnations, the extra

transformations consisting of d.ilatations and the special conformal-

transformations. But the ord.inary conformal group cannot interckrange

timetike and. spacelike vectors w'hich is what is required for

superÌuminal transformations for which (2,L9) wíth the minus sign

hotd-s. So, in oriler to consid.er the extend.ed. Lotentz group G as

a subgroup of the conformal group, PavXið and. Reeami resort to

considering imaginaryd.ilatations. Again there arises the problem of

gnderstand.ing vhat imaginary physical quantities mean and PavËiU and.

Recami Í691 conced.e that a complete physical interpretation of the

imaginary quantities is still lacking.

Recami and Mignani acknowled.ge that the extended group of

transformations must be compl-ex, and- yet maintain that they d-o not

have a complex spacetime 16Tl , and that alf observers, both subluminal

and superluminal, measure only real quantities. Taking tTre real parts

of complex quantities at appropriate points, as in reference [TO] , is

evid-ently not inten¿ed [67] . Lee and Kalobas t5)+l suggest that the
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ïeal quantities measurecL by observers should perhaps be combined. into

complex quantities in some uay prior to the application of the

extend.ed. theory.

yaccarini t71] d.oes not believe th-at the superluminal transformations

tike (Z.ZO) perform their intend.ed- function which is the interchange

of spacelike and. timel-ike vectors and. the interchange of tachyonic

and. bradyonic phenomena in general . He woul-d. say that tkr-e superluminal

transformation between frames S and- S t , wtrich satisfies

ttz - xt2 - y'2 - z'2 = -( t2 - x2 - y2 - z2), (z.zt)

only amounts to a change of metric from d.iag (+tr-l ,-1 ,-1) to

d-iag (-1 ,+1 ,+1 ,+1) for the reason th-at an inversion which changes the

set of spacelike vectors into th-e set of timelike vectors and- vj-ce

versa is only possíble in a two d.imensional spacetime, unless a

complex spacetime is used-. Mignani and. Rec¿¡ni d.eny that their theory

invol-ves either a change of metric lT2l or a complex spacetime.

Supposing that the subluminal frame S and. the superluminal- frame

Sr are connected. by a superluminal transformation, then the only

interpretation offered for the imaginary quantities seems to involve

the id.ea that rrif an observer S wants to look at spacetime not

d.irectly - and- not through observations by a subluminal observer -

but througlr observations by an observer St, then he will- have to

multiply them by the imaginary unit, i, before manipulating ttrem as

if tlr-ey were observations from a subl-uminal inertial frame" ÍTZl .

This d-oes not seem to us to be particuJ-arty illuminating.

Recami and- Mignani state that the problem of formafly and

rigorousllr interpreting th-e imaginarX¡ quantities remains unresol-ved-

I73l , white believing th.at any objections to their th-eory can be
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overcome by an appeal to some physical reasoni-ng. lfe would. prefer

to see a proper interpretation of the theory before engaging in suctr

reasoning. One attempt to provid.e the interpretation was the

consid.eration of a six-d.imensional spaeetime which has three space

and- three time d-imensions t73]. Uris followed. a suggestion of

Demers [7)+] wfro tried. to achieve complete s¡rmmetry between space and.

ti-me in special relativity by assuming that an event P r¡ras represented.

by a vector

n-r- (*,y ,, , it tx

and. that a quad.ratic form on the space was d.efined. by

it .it )y- z

p2=x2+y2+r' (t2+t
x

2 + t 2)
z

2
5

-2
-Lv

It is assumed. that only the modulus

r=lll=(t* 2 + t' * +, ")yz
lz

has d.irect physical meaning. Cole [75] tras written d-own both

subl-urninal and. superluminal transforrnations in this spacetime but

notes that tinear transformations on the six variabfes (x, it)

woufd not correspond. to l-inear trartsformations arnong the space

variables I and. the physical time lll. Moreover, we now have the

task of interpreting physically two extra time d.imensions, so that

this proposal has not yet brought us any closer to und-erstanding

superluminal- trans formations .

In Corbents vie¡,¡- 17617T), the fact that a quantity which resul-ts

from making a superluminal transformation is imagÍnary ind.icates that
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that quantity is unmeasurable in that frame' an idea uhich he

ill-ustrates with a thought experiment. Suppose that S and- S I move

with a superluminal- relative speed and. that S hol-d.s a rod. of

length L at righ-t-angles to the direction of relative motion. The

observer in S coufd cal-culate th-is length from the time taken for

a ligh-t ray to travel from one end- of the rod. to the other. But the

observer in the frame S I cannot measure the length of the rod in

this way because a light signal emitted- from one end- of the rod. will

never catch up l¡I'ith the other end-. This, says Corben, is the

significance of the imaginary quantities in the transverse components

in the superluminal transformation (Z.ZO) - ttrese components cannot

be measured- by S I . Th-e whole formalism seems to have collapsed-

back i-nto one dimension. However, although these d.istances cannot be

measured. by Sr using light rays, Lee and. I(alotas [5l+] point out that

other method.s could be imagined., such as the use of a grid of

synchronized. clocks by the observer in St, in which case the

problem of d.etermining what t} e imagínary quantities mean still remains.

Corben takes the presence of the imaginary quantities seriously,

and- by taking them into account Ïre seeks to ru-l-e out the possibility

of vacuum Ch-erenkov radiation from a tachyon. By transforming with

a superluminal Lorentz transformation to the rest frame of the

Cherenkov-rad-iating tachyon, we see that the process appears to the

tachyon as the emission of a photon which has some imaginary momentum

components. Th-ese are the imaginary quantities introd.uced. by

superluminal transformations into the transverse components. Corben

says that this shows that vacuum Cherenkov rad-iation cannot occur, for

he asserts that only real processes (ttrose not involving imaginary

quantities) are allor,red. to objects r.¡'hich appear as bradlrons to the
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observer lTT rTBl ,

It r,rould- appear th-at Corben has d.ecid.ed. against the possibilÍty

of interaction between tachyons and. bradyons, because he believes

that in any interaction or excTrange of \-momentum in any way,

bragrons would. acquire imaginary momentum components [78].

2.6 ElectromaEnetism and- Transformations

Th-e behaviour of the electromagnetic field. in the complex

transformation theory witl be mentioned. lrere because it ill-ustrates

the l-ack of unarnbiguous results to be had- from the extended relativity

of Recami and. Mignani.

From Parkerts extended- principle of rel-ativity, to which Re@mi

and Mignani also subscribe, tachyons in their rest frames should.

behave just like brafirons. Therefore, one woul-d. expect that a

consistent extend.ed. theory which preserved- the speed. of light should.,

given the very satisfactory relativistic treatment of electromagnetism

for bradyons, yield. some useful, unambiguous information about the

interaction of tachyons with líght and. w-ith electromagnetic fiel-d-s

in general.

This d.oes not appear to be th-e case for the theory of Recami and.

Mignani. They obtain ttre transformations for the electromagnetic

fiel-ds E and g [79,80,53] by first observing that, uniler an

ord-inary Lorentz trarrsfonnation, the transformation of U, and Hr,

Er = Y(n +vH)
2 2 3

Hr r (n + vE t
2

looks ]-ike th-e transformation (e.f ) for x and. t.

3

The components

t und.er super-E and- H are then chosen to behave like x and.23
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luminal transfornations as w'ell- , ancl U, and. n, are elected- to

pick up the imaginary factors associated- u-ith the transverse components

in a transfonnation l-ike (Z.ZO). So accord.ing to Recami and- Mignani

[81], objects which are vectors and. tensors in ord.inary relativity'

like the electromagnetic fiel-d- tensor Frr, are not necessarily

vectors and. tensors uniler th-e transformations of the wh-ofe extend.ed.

group G.

liith the above type of transformation for th-e fiel-d-s, the theory

of Recami and- Mignani pred.icts that superluminal ctrarges appear as

magnetic monopoles. It should be noted. that the imaginary quantities

arising in a transformation d-o not cause a problem because Ma:o¡el-lrs

equations are written in terms of the sel-f-d-ual tensor I53]

T
It t)

=l' +%e fo
lLv pùP a

w'hich already has complex components simply d.ue to the choice of

using vectors

,t = (xo ,x!,x2 rx3) = (t, ix, iy, iz)

as pointed out by Corben and. Honig 1821. But the origin of the

conventional factors i here is quite d-ifferent from that of the

imaginary quantities involved- in superluminal- transformations.

Corben and- Honig 176 r82l choose the fietd- tensor ,*, to be

a tensor und-er all- of the extend.ed. transformations. This is , perhaps,

more reasonable, ancl und.er t]ris assumption superl-uminal- charges no

longer appear as magnetic monopoles. This alternative was mentioned.

and- rejected. by Recami and. Mignani [53].

Th.erefore, Ìn extend.ed. refativity, wh-ether charged. tachyons
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behave as magnetic monopoles or not is purely a matter of which

transformations are chosen for the electromagnetic field-.

2.7 Discussion

0f course experimental evid.ence may eventually d.ecid.e in favour

of one of the theories mentioned. in this chapter. But as such evid.ence

is facking at present, those r¡r-ho wish- to approach tachyons by using

an extend.ed rel-ativity allowJ-ng superluminal- reference frames are

faced. u-ith a wid-e choice of possibte theories, all involving d.ifferent

assumptions and. d.epartures from conventíonal- relativity. In fact the

result due to Gorini shows t} at there is no simple, natural extension

of rel-ativity in four-d-imensional spacetime, so that extra assumptions

and- ad.d-itions to the concept of a tachyon are an unavoid.able feature

of such extend.ed. theories. Asid-e fron the nonuniqueness of the

extension, many of the theories proposed- suffer from problems of

interpretation.

lle reiterate tÏrat our approach i-s to take seriously the proposal

put forward- by Bilaniuk, Deshpande, artd Sud-arshan which promises to

alfow' faster-than-tight particles to be treated. within conventional

physical theories like special relativity. The prograJn suggested. is

to attempt consistently to d.o just this, anil not to i-ntrod-uce

immed-iately a whole range of further assumptions.

The extended. theories may eventual-ly lead- to useful- resu-l-ts but

r,re feel that at present they d-o not seem to be giving tachyons the

full consideration which they deserve. The introd.uction of rest

frames for tachyons appears to be motivated- by a d-esire to remove the

unfamiliar aspects of tach-yons and. be abl-e to regard- them as ord-inary

particles in those frames. In fact ideas like d.uality, in their

strictest form, say that al-l the types of particl-es with which we are
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faniliar have their eounterparts in ttr-e paralJ-el- universe of tachyons.

This enables us to study ord.inary particles, ancl later make a

superluminal transformation to see how tachyons shoul-d. behave. There

may even be problems wÍth d.oing this consÍstently, gÍven the

a.rnbiguous results obtained. for electromagnetism in one of the extencled.

theories.
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CHAPTER 3

TITE CLASS]CAL CHARGED TACHYON

Following the d-iscussion in tlre last ch-apter, r,re d.o not

propose to alter th-e special th-eor¡¡ of relativity in any essential

way in oriLer to treat tacl¡rons, and. we shall not speculate further

on what fornrs a successor to this theory migl:-t take. l{e return now

to the cfassical- taclryon d.escribed- in the Introd.ucti.on, and- r¡¡'e shal-l

retain explicit Lorentz invariance in future d.iscussions to ensure

tkr-at our results are compatible with special rel-ativity. In this

chapter we shall apply classical electromagnetic ttr-eory to the charged.

tacTryon. ltre stress that our el-ectromagnetism is entírely conventional

in that the field.s obey Ma-<wel-l-rs equations. The only unusual- feature

is that the field. set up by the tachyon is d-ue to a spacetike \-current.

We prove tfrat a charged. tach.yon r¿ill- not emit electromagnetic rad.iation

in a vacuum. This concl-usion is arrived- at using only the theoretical-

apparatus mentioned. here, together wíth the appropriate treatment of

d.ivergenc es which arise because distributions must be multiplied-

together. The need. for performing such improper operations on

d.istributions is present erren in the theory of charged- bradyons. A

new d.erivation of the Lorentz-Dirac equation for brad¡rons highlights

this fact vhich has been obscured. in previous derivations.

3.1 The Problem of Vacuum Cherenkov Rad-iation

As mentioned. in the Introd.uction, determining the behaviour of

charged. superluminal particles is an ol-d. problem. llith Sommerfel-d.rs

results in mind., the first n-riters on tacl¡rons suggested- that they

w'oul-d. most probably emit Clrerenkov rad-iation in a vacuum lfh rf9 16] .

This type of rad.iation Ís observed. wh-en charged. particles travel in a
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material- med.ium at a velocity greater than ligtlt in that med.ium. The

rad-iation is emitted. in a cone, the axis of r¡hich is the l-ine of

flight of the particle, and. th-e particle itself is at the apex of the

cone. The el-ectromagnetic fields due to tÏre particle are confined.

to the interior arid. surface of the cone. A cl-assical eleetromagnetic

treatment of tlre Clrerenkov effect for bradyons prod.uces results which

are in close accoral with- experimental observations [83'8)+], and. the

cal-culatiors are virtually id.entical to those performed- by Sommerfeld-.

Hence it 'tras expected th-at a clr-arged- tachyon w'oul-d. emit Cherenkov

rad.iation in a vacuum. But, in the case of bradyons, it should. be

remembered- that from a fund.amental point of view, the Cherenkov

radiation actually comes from the med.iun, the particles of which are

excited- by the electromagnetic field-s of the moving eharge t85l.

Ilowever the cal-cu-l-ations using the macroscopic theory may ignore

these microscopic effects as was explained- by Tarnm t8l+]. So it is by

no meaJts certain that we should. ex¡lect vacuum Cherenkov rad.iation from

a clrarged- tachyon.

It is important to resol-ve this question so that we may better

interpret tlre results of the experiments described. in section 1.1+

which attempted to d-etect charged. tachyons by means of their vacuum

Cherenkov rad.iation. nl these experiments it is assurned- that the

forrnula for the ener5r rad-iated. by a charged. bradyon per unit path

length is also val-id. for tachyons. The formula is given by

d_E

ãT
2 I

J"

(
\

d- uJ (¡.r)1-
n)1

where v is the velocity of tlre particle, e its charge, and. n(o)

is the refractiye index of th-e med-irm as a fürction of the frequency û)
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of the radiation. In a vacuum all efectromagnetic radiation travels

at the same speed. regard.less of the frequency so that we must put n

equal to unity if we are to apply (:.f) to tachyons in a vacuum. The

range of integration itr (3.t) tnen becomes infinite because v is

always greater than one, so the energ'Jr rad.iated. threatens to be

infinite. Correspond.ingly the fiel-d.s on the surface of the Cherenkov

cone become singular. To obtain a finite result from (3.f) a

frequency cutoff was mad-e [37138 r39]. It was assumed. that a tachyon

of energy E could. not rad.iate more than this energ-y so that the

highest frequency possible for tl e emitted. rad-iation should. be

û) = T,/h (s.z)
Íla X-

Finite emission rates were obtained. and. l-ifetimes for d-ecay to the

zero-energy transcendent state were cal-culated.. Values obtained in

this way were usecl in the experimental d.esign [37138 r39].

But it can be seen that the frequency cutoff (3.2) for the

formula (¡.f) is wrong on the grognd.s of Lorentz invariartce [86187188].

A charged tachyon in a vacuum cannot settl-e d.own into the transcend-ent

state as seen by any particular frame because in other frames the

tachyon wÍl-I have a non-zero energy and. should. continue to radiate if

Lorentz invariance is not to be violated-. Of course for a bradyon

emitting Cherenkov rad-iation, the med.Íum singles out a preferred.

frame and. the particle gradually loses energ-y in this way until it is

travelling at a speed. l-ess than liglrt in the med.ium. But for the

tachyon in a vacuum th-ere can be no such preferred frame if we strictly

adhere to special- refativity as r¡e have d.ecid.ed. to do. This state of

affairs has been given the status of a parad-ox by Barrowes I89l and,
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together with the causality parad.oxes, it ind.uces him to break with

Lorentz invariance and. introd.uce a preferred- frame. Hor,rever the

Iack of invariance of tTre transcendent state may be interpreted. as

ind.icating that the tachyon witl never achieve a constant-velocity

rad.iationless state, but continue to radiate even after its energy

becomes negative. This, by reinterpretation, wouJ-d. just appear to

be the annihil-ation of a tachyon-antitachyon pair [3]+,86]. The

worl-d.line of the tachyon would never become straight but curve back

into the past, and. for d.ifferent observers d.ifferent events on the

worl-d.line r,rould. correspond. to the annihilation.

Sommerfel-d- used. an extend.ed particte to obtain a finite rate of

energy foss. The calculation r,¿-as d.one in pre-relativistic times but

this type of argument convinced. '!'limmel t86l that charged. tachyons are

always subject to Cherenkov energf loss. It is further noted. by

lfimmet that a taclryon vhich is accelerating d-ue to Cherenkov energ'y

loss and- which is travelling in a straight l-ine in 3-space in one

frame, wil1, in other frames move on some curved- path. Apparently

the acceferation depends not only on the velocity but al-so on other

variables [86r88]. But Jones t90l realized that this situation is not

rxrusual in that even for norrnal- particles the equation of motion which

takes the rad-iation reaction force into account invol-ves higher

d-erivatives of the position than the second-. By the use of an extend.ed.

charge d-istribution, Jones [90] d-erived. an equation of motion for a

Cherenkov-emitting tachyon which prod.uced- the ty¡re of tachyon worldl-ine

d.escribed- above. Jones cl-aimed. that his formulation is Lorentz

i-nvariant, but this is not correct as w'e shall- see in section 3.5.

fhe problern of vacuum Cherenkov radiation may be trivially

avoided- in the theorìes of extend.ed. relativÍty. Mignani and. Recami t91l
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show that it is not predicted- by th-eir theory by the following

argument. Given a rrniformly moving taclryon, lJe may transforrn to a

superluminal frame in rorhich the tachyon is at rest and. is supposed-

to appear simply as an ord.inary bradyon. A charged- bradyon at rest

d.oes not rad.iate so that neith-er wil-l- a constant-velocity tachyon, as

emission of rad.iation i-s a frame-ind-epend-ent occurrence. Of course

such. a proof is not availabfe in ord.inary relativity which we choose

to keep.

lüe w"il-l not treat tachyons in general- relativity ' but we note

Ïrere that even if tachyons are uncharged there vill- arise the very

similar problem of gravitational- Cherenkov radiation since tachyons

should interact gravitationally because of their real energy-momentum

t3)+] . ft has been sh-or+n that a Cherenkov-type cone upon which the

fiel-d-s are singular occurs here also and- that gravÍtational rad.iation

shoul-d. be expecteð, 192,93,9\186,871 . In fact Laped-es and. Jacobs t9)+l

pointed. out a cl-ose similarity to electromagnetic Cherenkov radiation

by using the l-inearized. fiel-d. equations of general- relativity and a

point tachyon.

Evid-ently a solution to the problem of vacuum Cherenkov radiation

for tachyons i-s required.. In particular, there is a need. for a

treatment of the problem using unextended rel-ativity and. orthod.ox

classical- electrodynamic theory.

3.2 The Classic al Theory of Chareed. Particles

As we are d-eal-ing with cJ-assical theories ' we can only sensibly

speak of point particles. Extended.-particfe model-s require that

assertions be mad.e about the shape and internal charge d-istribution

of the particte. Moreover, cohesive forces must be introd-uced. in

some 1^tay to ensure th-e stability of the finite charge d.istribution.
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AJ-l of these matters are outsi-d.e the scope of cl-assical theory. The

main reason that extend-ed particles instead. of point particles were

consid-ered. is that the setf-energy for the l-atter d-iverges, but in

moïe recent times we have come to accept method.s for treating those

d.ivergences which troubled- the physicists at the turn of the century.

Clearly, a consistent particle electrodyna¡nics must incl-ud.e the

dynamical consequences of the particlers energy J-oss d.ue to the

emission of rad.iation, for otherwise energy-momentum cannot be

conservecl. The loss of energy may be accounted. for as a 'rrad.Íation

d-amping force" or a force of 'rrad.iation reactiontt experienced- by the

particle, I,[ithin the limits of classical theory the Lorentz-Dirac

equati-on is generally accepted. as giving the correct account of

rad.iation reaction, provid-ed. that unphysical , runaway sol-utions are

excl-ud,ed. in some w'ay, such as by the ad.d.ition of asynrptotic conditions

(see, for example, Rohrlich t95l). Thís equation has exÍsted since

the time of the Abraham-Lorentz theory, but an important ad.vance in

cl-assical point particle theory was maiLe in 1938 when Dirac lg6l

d-erived- it for a stríctly point particle from fund.a,¡nental- cfassical

electrodynamics al-one, that is, from Maxwellrs equations and. the

Lorent,z force law.

Dirac d.erived- the equation of motion from energy-momentum

conservation. He took an arbitrary length of the world.line of the

particle and. consid.ered. it to be surround.ed. by a thin tube of rad.ius

s. If the worldline of the particte is d-escribed. as a function * ("r)

of the propertime o then the point" *' on the surface of the tube

are given by

*P = ,e (.r) + ^f t (s.¡)



wtrere f is a small spacelike )+-vector satisfying

lylz = -¿2

-pand. Y v =Qp

wh-ere ^f is the 4-vetocity of the particle. This

frame in which the particle is at rest, the tube is

rad-ius e. The fl-ux of energy-momentum through tlre

tube is then calculated and- it is found. that it can

an integral along the tube in th-e form

æ.

means that in the

a sphere of

surface of this

be expressed- as

v d.r , (¡.4)
f
I

where F"it is any external field. present and. d.ots denote d.ifferentiation
It t)

with respect to the proper time. Terms that vanish r¡-ith e are

ignored.. Conservation of energ:y-momentum is then used. by requÍring

that this fl-tx must be bal-anced- by the net fl-ow in at the end.s of the

tube. Since the fl-ux (¡.1+) only depends on the cond-itions at the end-s

of the tube, the integrand must be a perfect d.ifferential¡ sâI å .
lr

Dirac chose the sirnplest form al-l-owed- for B, , namely

B =kv,tp

l"' '(re'ui'
J

+e
"Ex 

t 2.,2
p3

2
e--3

tr¿, t)
I.ïl' ,, )p/

,

where k is a constant. If k is nor,,r chosen to have the form

2_e
L=- -m (g.r)

then the lirnit as e tends to zero can be taken and- there resul-ts

the equation of motion
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(s.6)

Thís is the Lorentz-Dirac equation. An interesting feature of

Diracrs d-erivation is the introduction of the observeil mass m by

way of the mass renormalization (:.f) which removes the terms that

d-iverge w'hen e vanishes.

Ad.vanced. field-s were actually incorporated. into the calcul-ation

by Dirac when he d-efined the rad.iation field. at a point as the

d.ifference of the retard.ed. and. ad.vanced- field-s there. But Havas Í971

pointed- out that this was only d.one so that a field. which was fi-nite

on the particle world.l-ine could. be obtained-. The d.ivergences are

incorporated into the mass term. Thus no essential- use is mad.e of

the advanced- fiel-d-s and- the vital- steps of the cal-culation, like the

calcu-lation of the fl-ux, use only the famil-iar retard.ed- fiel-d.s. Fleury,

Lopes, and- Oberlechner t98l obtained- a finite energy loss from a

charged. tachyon by writing down a ty¡:e of Dirac radiation field.. It

is not d.erived. in any way ancl, in any case, t}.e sol-utions of the field.

equations at any point in space d.ue to a charged. tachyon are both

retard.ed- (or both ad.vanced) sol-uti-ons because the backward. (or forward.)

fight cone from any point witl either make two or no intersections with

a tactr-yon world-l-ine. So to define a finite rad-iation field. one must

take the d.if ference of either tvo ad.vanced. or two retard.ed. sol-utions.

Such a d-efinition appears somewhat arbitrary.

Later d.erivations of the Lorentz-Dirac equation (refs. 199 1100],

for exampl-e) have al-so shown that only retard-ed. fiel-d.s are requíred..

Teitefboim [99] d.erived- the equation for a point particle by includ.íng

the retard-ed. field- of the partícle in the Lorentz force faw and-

calculating the self-force. The retard-ed- field. is singular at the

MIr
It

+
¿-3 u2 (ü

lJ.
[,r] 

", 
) = -e FE*t vv
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position of the particle so Teitefboim red.efined. the field. at a

point on the world.line of the particle to be the fiel-d. obtained. by

averaging over a surface enclosing the point. Then the surface lü-as

shrunk d.own onto the point and- j.n the process a d.ivergent term

appears. This term is absorbed. into the mass in the Lorentz foree

l-aw. Thus rad.iation reaction can be explained as a purely retard.ed.-

field. effect if that field. is nod-ified- a little. Another d.erivation

of the Lorentz-Dirac equation has been given by Barut [100] wtro atso

used- retard.ed. field-s and- a d.ifferent timiting procedure, the physÍcal

meaning of vhich i-s hard.er to picture.

That the self-force must be includ.ed. in point-particl-e

electrodynamics is explained- by Teitefboim Í991. It is a consistency

requirement a,nd also necessary from the field. point of view which

says that energy ancl momentum are localized- in the electromagnetic

fiel-d-. Certainly a sel-f-force calculation is the most d.irect path

to radiation reaction and ttre Lorentz-Dirac equation in point-particle

eÌectrodynamics, where the Maxwel-l--Lorentz equations are the only ones

'w'e possess. !tre witl- now give a d.erivation of the Lorentz-Dirac

equation for bradyons by way of the seff-force. The method. suggests

an exbension to tachyons which has not been possible for the previous

d-erivations of the equations of motion of a point particle.

3.3 Ihe Lorentz-Dirac Eouation for Bradvons

Let the world.line of the bradyon be d.escribed. by a position

l+-vector zt'{r-), where t is the proper time. DifferentÍating

with respect to the proper time prod.uces the l+-velocity

I (r) = ì* ?c)

which, for a braQ¡ron, is timelike with

,r*r, = [v]2 = * 7- .
It
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creates at the spacetime poÍnt *'Such a particle r¡rith charge

a l+-current given by

,

and. may be represented- eÍther as

LJ\X/=C d.t ôa(x - z(t)) v'(t) t (:.r)

(s.g)

(s.to)

(¡.n)

wtrere the point charge d.istribution is d.escribed. by a ô-firnction.

Maxwell-rs equations give tTre electromagnetie fiel-d. prod.uced.

by thÍs eurrent. In Gaussian units w"ith c = 1r wê can r¿rite

Ma:<r¡ell-rs equations in Lorentz gauge as

o ¿P (x) = l+n iP (x) (g.s)

v'lrere n*(*) is th-e fiel-d-rs l+-vector potential- and.

A¡'(x) = un f d-av D*(x-v) jP (v)

is the efectromagnetic fietd- tensor. The solution of Maxwellrs

equations for the retard.ed. l+-potential may be r,rritten as the

convolution

t

r¡¡here is the retard.ed Greenrs function whieh satisfies

o o*(.x) = ôa(x)

D
R

t (¡.rz)r*[x) = # uf Ix]2) o(x)

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ruhere tlre Step function 0 ensures that we h-ave a retard.ed. solution
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of (3.11), or as

l*('x) = t (s.r¡)
R

The contour C* in (3.13) is dram in the imaginary ko-plane to

pass above the poles at rno = tlSl in the d.irection of increasing

k0. The d-istribution D* has support on the future light cone. By

using (S.f¡) r^re get for the field- tensor

F (x) --
ie

l+-tT-r
aur. J a. [vr(t)kr-t,(t)trrlôa (y-z(r))

L
R

I u-u

(¡.r\)

The self-force at the point 'f (r) on the worl-dline is given

by the Lorentz force lal¡ as

pv

K (s) =

.2
-l_e-[1Tr

(s.r5¡

This expression is singular since it invol-ves eval-uating the field.,

which is a distributíon strictly speaking, at a point on the worldlíne

where it d.iverges. The l-imiting proced.ures used. by Dirac 196l and

Teitefboin l99l and. in all the other d.erivations of the Lorentz-Dirac

equation from the Lorentz-force law may be seen as schemes for

hand-ling this ímproper operation on a d.istribution. Using Eq. (:.fl+)

for the field-, we get

I
J"

I'

J
d-t exp [ -ik. ( z ( s ) -r(r ) ] [v¡, ( t )k, -v, ( t )tcu I

1

It
R

d+k

v'(s) ET (¡.16)
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as the self-force on the bradyon.

lle begin to evaluate (S.f6) ¡y first making the simple change

of variables

z'þ = ,! (t) - z¡' (s )

arrd then choosing a Lovenl.z transformation Ltt such that

z'P = T! -l)I

u

(s.rr)

(¡.ra)

t)

w'Ìrere

t = ((t-")6,0,0,0)

Such a transformation can be found because the bradyon worlùlíne is

tímelíke so that z'þ is a timelike h-vector. The transformation

li may be written er¡rlicitly asu-

U{
v

It _ zr! 2r,,+ztv Er+t zr,,+EP E, * Zrt'E,
lz'12 + E.zt lzt12

u

provid.ed. that

lz'fz=l.Elz=(r-t)'ç'

By expand.ing z'þ

to require that

in a power series in T-s r thÍs cond.ition is seen

(¡.rq)

Making the Lorentz transforrnation in Eq. (¡.f6) for the self-force

yield.s
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K (s) = -
,t

where

.2
l-e
[1TT

d4kI
J"

I
j a. ""llik'E. 

(t-s)l lvp (t)L,'-v, (t)"r']

.t< v'(s) .If,T (¡.zo)

R

1
p

.2
l_e

f" f a, ""r{ikor) cro(T lr., frp4tt "
d4k

Gre ('r-s ) = [v" ('r )lre - v, ('r )"r' ] n' ( 
" 

)

R

( ¡. zr)

ß.zz))

and a change of variables from T-s to 'r has been mad-e. Moreover,

6 has been dropped. from the exponential, since the final result

should. only d-epend. on the value of Ç near T = s and. 6(s) = f

fromEq. (S.fg). Only the 0 = O term in the summation in (¡.ZO)

survives because other values of 0 make the integrand. an odd

firnction in kp

Now we d.o the contour integration but we note that, if 'r is

positive, the contour must be closed in the upper half Oo plane

giving zero. Hence the step frmction 0 in the following:

æoo

ru(s) = + I
0

-æ

I
J

-oo

k2 dlr. d'r G 0(t)(exp(ikt) + exlp(-itr)) e(-t)
u'

-oo

oo

2 I
J

dk dt G o(t) t' exp(it<T ) e(-r)
,t

-e
TT

where !'r-e use polar coor:dinates u-ith

k gives that

ro = lfol. The integration over
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t<r(s) = 2e2 d.t G o(t) e(-t) ô"(-'r)

which becomes, after integrating twice by parts,

f (s) = 2e2
fcro"(o) 

o(o) - rGro'(o) 6(o) + cr0(o) ô'(o)] (:.2¡)

p

p

+

so that the self-force (l.ZS) becomes

By substituting the form (S.fg) of the Lorentz transformation into

Eq. (Z.ZZ) ror G 
p 

and. expand-ing all functions of T in power
It

series in T - s, we get

_2
L 

' 
..

: (V ISJ
5lt

ti(")12 ,' (s)) + o(:)
lr

Gro('r) =; i"[=) + t

2

1..

l+e

3

2

K (s) + til2 v ) e(o)
It

2e ô(o) (¡.zl+)
It

From Newtonian mechanics, M^""h V where M is the
Írgch

ttmechanicaltt mass, is equal to the total force on the particte in

which we must now incl-ud.e the self-force (¡.el+). Making this equality

we find. that

l+
0(O) = -uF"*tpv

(u + 2ez ô(o)) ;flrecn Lr 3
.'(ï, + t.ïl' v

V
p

p

vv) ß.25¡
þ

where Fext is any externaf field-. Now the infinite term 2e2 ô(O)
Itu

is combined- wj-th the meehanical mass to give th-e observed. mass m,

and. 0(O) is taken to be one-half . Und.er these assumptions, (5,257

is just the Lorentz-DÌrac equation (:.6). The necessity of these or
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equivalent assumptions in the cal-cuJ-ation arises because an improper

operation must be perforrned. with certain distributions. fn section

3.5 we shal-t exhibit the d.istributions which are involved., and. look

more closely at the way in wh-ich they are being hand.led-.

3.)+ The Equation of Motion o f a CTrarEed Tachvon

l,Ie parametrize the worl-d.fine '* (^) of the tachyon by the

invariant À defined. by Eq-. (f .ff ). The l+-vetocity of the tachyon

is then d.efined. by (r.12) and. ís a spacel-ike \-vector:

[v]2 = -1 .

As for the bradyon, the )+-current prod-uced- by a point tachyon with

charge e is taken to be

L.1, t \J\x/=e d.À ô4(x - z(À)) v¡'(À) )

anil , as was al-so d.one for the bradyon, we may solve Maxwel-l rs equations

and- obtain the retard.ed. field. which may then be used. to calculate the

self-force at the point zt' (s) on the world.line. I'Ie obtain

t< (s) = - ie2
)+F

t'

J"
d-4k ju^ ""n[- rk.(z(s)-,(À) )]. 1",,À)k, -v, (À)k, 

]It
R

.v'(s) frz
Because

zrþ = zp(l) - zp(s)

i.s a spacel-ike vector, a Lorentz transformation t

such that

z'P = Ilt t'"v>t

ß.26)

may be found.
l)
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where

E, = (orO,or(À-")n)

The Lorentz transrozmation is given explicitly by (3.18).

The justification for many steps in this cal-cul-ation is the

same as that for eguivalent steps appearing in the bradyon d.erivation,

as ri-e wiJ-l pass over these d.etail-s here. Thus we find- that

n(À) = t . W t.r(")l' + o(¡)

Making tkre Lorentz transformation in the integrand of ( 3 .26) , we get

K(s) =-
.t].e-
I;T aur. Jar 

exp(ix.n. (l-s) )[", (À)L,, -v, (À)tr']
L

R

k ,r'(") 1
ET ß.zr)

p

.,)]-e-
d.4k4fi"

since on]-y the p=0 and. p=3 terms contribute.

u"e (),-s) = (r, (À)Lr' - v, (À)t"o ) ,r'(")

The k contour integration i-s seen to el-iminate the term in
0

(S.Zg) containing M 3(I) immed.iately, but such is not the case for
-p

the term r,rith M 0(À). fn fact the remaíning k integration woul-d.
It

gi-ve a d.ivergent result. A subtraction proced.ure is evid-ently

required. and- w'e choose the meth-od- of reguJ-ators, w'hieh replaces the

propagator f /Íkl' by tkre reguJ-ar form

I" Jar "*n{ik3À)[rr',1) ko * *r'(r) ka] + , (E.28)

R

l'le have written
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_111
"ecTff=r-jI-T-Ela¡z

where M is an auxiliary mass which is al-lowed. to tend. to infinity

in the last step of a calculation. !,Iith this expression replacing

the propagator in (3.28), we arrive at

ie2
d.4ktc, (s): - IITT

I
lal "xp(ik À) M o(À) k
J-3''Lo

f

J"

lr I t 1\
LãlEl \k;lEf

R

+M no*/lE l'*M'
l
I

1 1
2k 2

0

which we find. is zero upon doing the contour integration. Hence the

self-force vanish,es, giving an equation of motion for tlre tachyon

w'hich Ìs entirely lacking rad.iation reaction terms:

mv =-e
þ

Fext
v

1r ß.zg)
p"v

Note that in (3 .2g), -i is the real spaeelike h-velocity of

the tachyonrwhich is given by (f.12), and. that m is the real mass

parameter appearing in (1.15), and- not the imaginary rest mass which

ís equal to im.

The Eq. (S.Zg) , derived. for an arbitrary tachyon motion, iloes

not all-ow rad-iation from the tachyon in any fonn as tÏrere are no

rad.iation reaction terms. In particular, vacuum Che.renkov rad.iation

is not permitted-. Th-e absence of radiation may be d.emonstrated by

calculating the energ'y-momentum fllx from some region containíng a

segment of the tachyonls r¡rorld-line. By Gaussf theorem, this f};x is

equal to the d-ivergence of tlre efectromagnetic energf-momentum tensor

integrated over that region. Tlrerefore the fh,rx is
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Íuu" o(*) 
'ro

(x) ,
tp

p

where 0(x) is the charaeteristic firnction of the regiono ancl T,

is the electronagnetie energy-momentum tensOr r¡trich is given by

T
1

l+T-'
,'o * 4 uro Fop F"P )(¡'

pp It v

in terms of the fiel-d. tensor' - Bn a r,reJ-l-knom manipulation

-r*o ,o(x) = - # tr, (*) ¡'" 
,o 

(*)

= - Fr, (x) jP (*)

=K(x)
,t

which is the T'orentz force at the general point ,t of spacetime

(w?r-ereas (g.rl) gives the Lorenl'z lorce on a partiele).

Thus the fh:x of Tup from a spaeetime region whose characteristic

function is ö(x) is equal to

Iuu* *,*, r*o 
,o(x) = fuu* *,*, Fr, (*) i'(*)

TF' Iu'u Í"'aoro fa" Íu^ *,*, ['r(t) k, -',(r) k,]
2

t

J
d.ax

le

R

.ô4(y-z("1)*Ët*iFdl ôr(x-z(À)) v' (^),

wlrere r,re have used. Eq. (S.f) for the current and. Eq. (.g.rl+) for the

field.. B¡ d-oing the x and. trr integration T¡re find- th-at this f}:x

is eqiral to
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.2
LE

d.'rIlTT f" u-o Í
R

Iu^ *,r,^,, Ivu(t) r<, - v,('r) *"1 ,r'(I)

exp[-ik.(z(À)-z(t) )]
t"j

Repeating tÌre evaluation of (S .26), r.ae find that tlre flux is zero so

that th-e tachyon d-oes not radiate.

3,5 Multiplication of Distr ibutions

Let us d.etermine tLr-e types of d.istributions r.rhich r,re have been

implicitly d.ealing with- in th-e previous sections. If we take the

retard-ed. Greenrs function in tl.e alternative fonn (3.12), tlren the

field tensor (g.q) for the bradyonrs fiel-d- may, using (3.10), be

written as

F (x) = ze at (v (r)ð - r'(t) a ) ô(tx-z(r)12) 0(x-z(r)) (¡.¡o)
pu p t)

I
J

t
J

v It

To find. the self-force (:.f:) we need. to evaluate the field. at a point

z& (s ) on the world.line and although tfr-e fietd- d-i.verges here we

neverth-eless write

F (z(s)) = d-ax ôa(x-z(s)) r (x) ( ¡. ¡r)
Itv uv

Ttr-is expression wou-ld be wel-l--d-efined- if ,r, were continuous at

{ = ,r (.s) , but of course it is not, and. the right hand- sid.e of

(¡.Sr) is a product of distributions. using (¡.So) an¿ (¡.Sr) we can

calcufate tT:e self-force and arrive at Eq. (S.eO) r,rritten in the form

t< [s) = -2e2 d'r ôa(x) C n (1-s)ð ô( (xo-(-t-s ) 6 ) 
2-(.*r )'

p

+

t!It
d x

-(*' )'-(*t )' ) o(xo-(r-s)ç) 1

J
ß.zz)
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r¡rhere ç P is d.efined by (g.22). As lr-appened. witlr equation (3.20),
p

only the g=0 terrn of (:.¡Z) survives, tlris time because the

d.ifferentiation for Q=ar?, and 3 gives the d-erivative of th-e

ô-function multiplied, by -2{ and this t}ren vanishes as another

ô-function occurs in th-e integrand. and- ue know-th-at

Yô(Y) =o

So in pÌace of (3.21) r¿e h-ave

r<r(s) = -2." Ia'o Jur 
*"0(t-") ô(x0) ðo [uCt*t-(t-s) e)t)

0(xo-(t-s) e) (s.:s)

after d.oing tTr-e spatial x integration.

I'le notice that (3.33) involves the distributional- prod.uct

ô("2 ) o(x) (s.¡\)

wh-ere x is a single variabl-e. Th-e limiting proceilures, suctr as that

used. by Dirac 196l , must be seen as meth-od.s of ínterpreting the

expression (3.3)+) which. occurs implicitly in the cal-cul-ation. By

using the thin tube surround-ing the worl-d.Iine, Dirac does not eval-uate

the field- at the point zt'(s) on the world.line d.irectly, as in (¡.:f ) ,

but actually evaluates it at the point

*' = ,'(") + ^f

wh-ere f is the smatf spacelike vector d.escríbed. in equation (¡.g)

and follou-ing. In this lray one is not d.ealing r^t-Íth tz(s) - z("r)12

as the argument of th-e ô-function in the fiel-d. tensor (g.SO) (1"

r¡rhich- 'r would have to equal s) but r,rit?:- the expression
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lz(s) - z(r) + yl 2

in which (t-s) is nonzero as long as the length e of Y' is

nonzero. The method. of using tl e thin tube around. the worfdl-ine is

tlrerefore equÍvalent to interpreting tl e d.istribution (S.:)+) as

1im ô(x2-e2) o(x) = rim jLllIP u(")
e+0+ e+0+ ¿

= lim
e+0f

= l-im
g+0+

= lim
e+0+

ô(x-e)
2e

ô (x)
2e

ô (x)
2¿

6(x-e)-6(x)
2e

L" ô' (x)

I
t_

+

(E.¡>)

llith this d-efinition of the expression ô("2) 0(x), equation (:.S¡)

will then yield. the Lorentz-Dirac equation if the first term in (S.¡>)

is eliminated in a mass renormalization.

other d.efinitions of ô (x2 ) 0 ( x) yield. stightly d.if ferent

resul-ts. For example, in Teitel-boim's d-erivation Í991 , the first

term in (g.35) tras a factor ? instead of !, This may not seem

particularly important because this term is absorbed- into the observed

mass eventually, but it partially illustrates the fact that it is not

possible to write ô(x2) 0(x) in terms of proper d.istributions and-

at the same time avoid. the introd.uction of arbitrary constants. In

fact nonuniqueness must be accepted if we r"¡ish to multiply d.istributions

together, especially d-Ístributions u"ith coincid.ing singularities. For

example Bogolubov, Logunov, and Tod.orov [f-01] (p.100) consid.er t]re

product 6(x) 0(x) (which. is just the 0(0) appearing in equatíon



ß.2>) and show that it

arbitrary constant C:

78'

can only be sensibly d.efined. to n-ithin an

ô(x) 0(*) =cô(x) (s. ¡e )

so that e(0) is not uniquely one half but can in fact be any

constant. Th-e method of Bogolubov et a1 for d.efining prod.ucts of

d.istributions Ís very similar to a method. used by Güttinger [102]

which- we shall- now' explain and. use to evaluate tl.e expression

ô(.x2 ) o(x).

In general , many of th-e familiar features of prod.ucts must be

d-iscard.ed., such as uniqueness, associativityr and- sometimes

commutativity, but the met} od. attempts to retain a maximum nurnber of

the usual properties. In fact the ru-le for the d-ifferentiation of a

prod.uct can stitl be mad.e to hold., and. applying the method to a test

function and ariy d-istribution gives the normal result of d.istributional

analysis. These and. other properties make the method. quite satisfactory

for applications. Briefly, the prod.uct of two d.istributions j-s

d-etermined. by first find.ing a subspace U of the space of test

functions D on which the prod-uct may be d.efined- unarnbiguously, and

th.en extend.ing the d.efinition to a l-inear functional d.efined- on the

whole space D. This extension is non-unique, bringing in a nurnber of

completely arbitrary, but finite, constants.

Returning to the prod.uct ô(x2) e(x) we see that it may be

d.efined- on a subspace U containing all C- firnctions Q for which

0[o) = ô'(o) = o

as then Tùe maðr u-rite
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-_2 3

0(x) = |0"(o) + |0"'(o) + ...,

and. the method. gives, for all 0 in U,

(o(*') o(x) ,0(*)) = (o(*'),+0"(o)+...), ror x2o

= (o(r),!0"[o)*...)

= o . (s.:f)

To perform tl e extension to th-e t¡rhol-e of D,

function q, in D may be written as

we note that any

ü(x) = ú(o) Uo(x) + tl,'(o) úr(x) + 0(x)

wh-ere S belongs to U and. V0 and Vr are arbitrary firnctions of

D apart from t} e restrictions

ü(0) ={r'(0)=r'0 I

and

{.,'(o) =ú(o) =o
OI

Norr if S is the d.istribution, d.efÍ-ned. on the whole of D, that

correspond-s to the prod.uct ô(*2) 0(x), tlren ve have

(s, ,1,(")> rl(o) (s, rfo(")) + ü'(o) (s, ür(x)) * (s, 0(x))

aú(o) -eü'(o)

uhere A and. B are und.etermined constants (since V0 and. {,l

arbitrary) and, rrom (.3.37), S gives zero r¿hen applied. to 0.

Therefore

are
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(t,,1,(")> = A(ôtx), 1r(x)) +e(0'(x) , rl.r(x))

so that

ô(x2) 0(x) = ¡, ô(x) + e 6'(x) (¡.s8)

wlrere A and. B are arbitrary constants. ![e may hand-Ie ô(x) 0(x)

in a similar way and obtain the formula (¡.S6) again.

Using the resu-l-t (3.38) r,¡e may evaluate the self-force (:.gS)

for th-e bradyon and. d.erive the equatíon of motion

)

ar
p --e FUMl¡

It

4 [v]'
,ct v

v3
(¡.sq)

þ

w'hich vould. be the Lorentz-Dirac equation if B were chosen to be Þ2.

The arbitrary constant A in (3.38), nas been absorbed. into the mass

term in Eq. (S.¡g). lüe may say that classical point-particle

electrodynamics gives Eq. (E.lg) as the equation of motion of a charged.

brad¡ron, md that th-is equation is only the Lorentz-Dirac equation if

a particul-ar choice is mad.e vhen interpreting a prod.uct of d-istributions.

fn this eonnection it is interesting to note that El-iezer [103], by

expl-oiting the arbitrariness in the d.efinition of the Dirac rad.iation

field., is led- to consid.er equations of the form (S.Sg) in which B is

equal to (U+a1. Here k is an arbitrary constant which is introd.uced.

by d-efining the rad.iation field- to be the d-ifference of the retard.ed.

and advanced. field.s multíplied. by k.

Likew-ise for tachyons we may use ttre form (l,:rZ) for the

retard.ed Greenrs function in the e:cpression for the fiel-d. tensor and

d.erive, in place of (3.27), the fol-l-ou-ing expression for the self-force:

e2s ( ii +
p
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- (x3-(À-s) n)2) e(xo) (:.t+o)

Again only the 0=0 and. 0=3 terms contribute, antL these give

-2e2 d.xo

r<r(s) = -ze2 f*t Ju^ 
M¡,0(À-s) ô(x0) ðo futc*t)'-(l-" )'n') o(*t)]

Ju"' fu^ 
M"3(À-s) ô(*3) âr Iutt*')'-(*'-(À-")n)')

rr(s) = -ze2 Jut" Ju^ 
ôa(x) i'lre (À-s) ð, [uCt*t)'-(*t )'-(*2)z

I
I

o(*o ) (¡.1+t)

To evaluate (¡.1+:-) i're need- th-e formula

ô'(x) 0(x) =Cô'(x) +tô(x) (s.\z)

in the first term, and. the forrnulae

ô(x) 0(x)=cô(x) (s.:6)

and ô(*') =Kô(x) ( ¡. l+:)

to treat tlre second. term. f?re formulae (3.)+2) and (3.1+3) (see t10)+l )

may be derived by the same method. used. to obtain (:.:A). fn the

above, C, D, and- K are aribtrary constants, but the constant C

appearing in (3.1+e) is the same as that in (S.¡6) since in Güttingerrs

methocl for multiplying d-istributions the prod.uct rul-e of d.ifferentiation

is still- valid t1O2l . Using these formulae itt (¡.l+1) , a calcufation

sÌmÍ1ar to th-ose performed- previously will yield. the equation of

motion

+ ô o) -p- e2ctc) 1''p [vov
,3(.v vp

+Cufllo ch - ze2DK I
L

p
urt)]
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_e x:t
=-e-tr' pv Y (¡.1+)+)v

ltr (3.U+) tire combination CK may be combÍned- w-ith the "bare"

mechanical mass to give ttr-e observed. mass of the tachyon. But we

notice th-at the second term in (¡.1+l+) is non-covariant ancl- even

pred.icts a non-zero self-force when the tactr-yon is moving rl-ith constant

velocity. This is the effect on the tacl¡yon of woul-d.-be Cherenkov

rad.iation, but Lorentz-invariance requires that the arbitrary constant

D be set equal to zero to remove this term, ffid we get (Z.Zg ) as the

equation of motion once again. The d-erivation of section 3.1+ used-

regulators to treat the d-ivergences, and. no non-covariant terms arose

in that d-erivation because the method. of regulators retains Lorentz

invariance at afl- tímes. So that while the formula for the

distributional- product ô' (x) 0(x) is given ¡y (¡.)+e) in general, we

d.emand- Lorentz invariartce in our apptication of it and. this extra

requiäement call-s for D to be put equal to zero.

lfe are now in a position to see the origin of the finite energy

loss d.ue to Cherenkov rad.iation obtained. by Jones t90] . He calcul-ates

that the rate of change of energy with proper length for an extend.ed

tachyon charge d.istribution is proportional to

(:.1+l)

in a derivation which is not manifestly covariant. For a comparison

with the results above, consid-er a tachyon of constant velocity v

along the z-axis so that its )+-velocity is

v

ItV f1,o,o rv) (s.l+6)
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l{e t}ren substitute this l+-velocity Ínto the non-covari.ant term of

equation (:.1+l+) an¿ consid.er tlre U=O uomponent of t1.is term since we

are interested. in the energy balance. The resul-t is just (S.hl).

Jonesl non-invariant calculation has therefore uricovered- the U=0

component of the non-covarÍant expressj-on in Eq. (S.U+). In fact

hís calcul-ation proceed.s from this poÌnt by merely filling ín the

other three components to make a \-vector equation.

^aJ. O ljl-scussr-on

Th-e self-energy problern for the cl-assical point tachyon is

certainly more difficult than that for ord.inary charged- bradyons, as

Cawley If7] fras noted., but we have seen that it is nevertheless

possÍble to d-etermine the behaviour of charged. tachyons from cl-assical-

electrod¡mamics. fnd.eed., a comparison of the treatment of brafirons

in section 3.3 with that for the tachyon shows that the sol-utions

are in principle tlre same. For both we must hand.le d.ivergences

resulting from the multiplication of d.istributions which in turn arise

because rre are treating point particles in a classical field- theory.

For bradyons th-ere exist a number of d-erivations of the equation of

motion, and. these al-l effectively choose a particular definition for

the d.istributional- prod-uct which oecurs. The d-ivergences encountered.

when treating tachyons are more severe, but mettrods exist for removíng

them.

0r¡r treatment of charged- tachyons in cl-assical el-ectrod¡rna.rnics

has led. to the conclusion that vacuum Cherenkov radiation is d.isal-lowed-

because, from energ'y-momentum conservation, there woufd have to be a

velocity-depend.ent radiation reaction term in the equation of motion,

and- w'e have seen th¿t such- a term is not present. In fact no rad-iation

reactl.on terms of any kind. are present so that a charged tachyon would-
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not emit electromagnetic rad-iation rrntLer any circumstances, even if

it w'ere r.rnd.ergoing an arbitrary aceelerated. motion.

lile stress that it is our retention of Lorentz ,invariance rrhiclr

has el-iminated- the possibility of a tachyon emitting electromagnetic

radiation. The only way to secure such- rad.iation from a tac\yon is

to breaJ<. w:ith Lorentz invari.a,nce bX, for example, introd.ucìng a

preferred. frame.

fh.erefore, assuming the valid.ity of classical electrodyna,rnics

for tacÏqrons, r,re may say tl:-at tachyons are rather elusive objects ,

and. that tlreir d.etection could. be very d.ifficult.
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CHAPTER I+

TACHYONS AND SUANTUM FTELD THEORY

Ìle have found- that while the tachyon is not forbidd.en existence

as a cl-assical object, it i-s, nevertheless, subject to some quite

restrictive conditions. The general requirement of macroscopic

causality d.oes not all-ow tachyons to transmít information at

superlumínal speed.. fn ad-d,ition, it has been shown that Lorentz

invariance forbid.s a charged. tachyon ernitting el-ectromagnetic radiation

even when it is accelerating, so that the opportunity for this form

of cfassical- interaction is severely limited.. Yet this does not

necessarily mean that tachyons could only exist as mere phantoms which

could never be detected. Tachyons might, for instance, interact with

ord,inary el-ementary particles to the extent that observabfe conseçluences

might resuft. Classical- theories woufd. not be applicable in such a

situation, and we woul-d- require an extension of quantum theory that

covered tachyons. Therefore, we now attempt to place the tachyon in

a quantum theory. To be satisfactory, a quantum theory of tachyons

should. includ.e the essential- features of the classi cal- tachyon which

emerged. from the d-iscussion in the fntrod-uction, but at the same time

we shoul-d. want it to be as close as possible to conventional quantum

theory.

l+. f The Scal-ar Tachyon

Throughout our d.iscussion of the classicaf tachyon, we stri-ct1y

adhered. to Lorentz invariance, and- we shalf now take it as a most

important requirement for a satisfactory quantum theory. I{e recal-f

that Lorentz invariance is incorporated. into ord-inary quantum theory

at quite a furd-amental l-evel-. The set of states of an elementary

particte or system provide a representation space for a rrnitary
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]rred-ucible representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz grOup

(Poincaré group), and from this representation there arises the

l+-momentum operator and- the physical quantities of mass and- spin.

I'ligner t1O5] described- all the unitary, Írred-ucible representations

of the Poincaré group, and. a,mongst them there are spacelike

representations, or representations corresponding to an elementary

particle with a spacelike )+-momentum. These vere always discarded

as being unphysical, but if tachyons are abfe to be treated- in quanturn

theory, these representations may finally be associated. with physical

particÌes.

The sol_utions 0 of the Kl-ein-Gordon equation with imaginary

mass,

(l+. r)(o - r') ó(") = o

provid-e a representation space for the one-cl-irnensional-, or scalar,

representation correspond.ing to spacelike )+-momentum. This is the

simplest of such unitary, irreducible representations as al-f the others

are infinite-d.imensionaf . So for simplicity we shal-l- examine

quantization proced-ures for the scal-ar tachyon field. 0(") r.¡hich

satisfies ()1.f), and. whose Fourier transform has its support on the mass

hyperboloid. given bY

lpl' = -1ll
2 (l+. z )

In fact all the difficul-ti-es associated. with d.escribing tachyons in

quantum fietd. theory are present in the case of the scalar tachyon, for

they arise from the un.usual- nature of the tachyon mass hyperbol-oid. (l+.2)

which was d-escribed. in the Introd.uction and- is ill-ustrated. in Fig. 1.1.
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lüe shall rnention some of these probler4s now.

Sínce the mass hyperbotoid- is slngJ-e-sheetecl, the first major

problem to be overcome Ín d-evel-oping a quantum field. theory of tachyons

is in reconcil-ing the apparent conflict between Lorentz invari-ance and.

the need. to have only positÍve energíes capabl-e of being observed.

accord-ing to the theory. That is, the reinterpretation principle must

be implemented in the theory without destroying Lorentz i-nvariance. In

section 4.2 we shafl- look at some method.s of quantization. hÏe find.

that we must be very careful in the way vre use the reinterpretation

principle in quantum fietd- theory because Lorentz invariance can be

Iost in a rather subtle waY.

Another problem, the inabil-ity to obtain a strictl-y localized

solution of ()+.1), was pointed. out by Feinberg t6]. This arises because

the 3-momentum of a tachyon of mass m has a minimum possible length

of lel = m. rf the Fouri-er transform õ(p) of a function Ó(")

vani-shes for values of lll l-ess than m, then 0(") cannot r¡anish

outsid.e of any compact region, although we can arrange that Ö(") fal-l-

off l-ike any power of l=l-t at large spatial distances lll t6l .

Thus we cannot construct a l{ave-packet solution of (l+'1) which has only

a finite spatial extent if the 3-momenturn satisfies

2m (l+.¡)

By maintaining this restriction on the momenta, vi'e are not worried. by

doubts which have been raised about whether Eq. (l+.f) is able to

d-escribe superluminal propagation. I'Ie consid-er this matter after

examining the invariant functions associated- with Eq. (l+.f).

Invariant functions

lp

In future d,iscussions it will be of use to know the Lorentz-
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invariant sofutions: &Dd. also the Greenrs fi-inctions, of Eq. (h.r).

For example, the cornmutator firnction for the free, quarrtized-, scaÌar

tachyon fiel-d- should be a Lorentz-invariant solution to the homogeneous

equation (l+.1). Such functions were ilescribed- first by Schmid.t [9] '
ancl were also treated- by other authors [ftrtO6=1-tO].

One invariant solution of Eq. (l+.r) is given by

where the cl-osed. contour t, in the complex po plane is given in

Fie. )+.f . The contour a, gives the prescription for avoid.ing the

singularities of the integrand in ()+.1+) which are located. at the

following val-ues of po,

f",
l_

+iv =+i,Þ

Gt (x) =

Gr (¡) =

6r
.-ip. x

-¡¡ eo'p 
tp¡-¿{1tr

where lpl , *,

()+.)+)

(l+. 5 )+¡¡ =fp

and.

where lel (m.

lüe find. the function GI may be written in the form

(l+.6 )

TaTF
sb.

ûJp "t 
L" r cos (rrto xo )

j.

1 ()+. 7 )

()+.8)

p Þrn

from whi-ch we can see that the invariant firnction Gt is even,

cr(*) = GI(-x)

and. that it d.oes not vanish for spacelike argument since

p Þrr'r

Gl(*)

x =Q

û)p "03'r I o (l+. g )
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(l+. 10 )

(l+. rr)

(l+. rs )

(1.1)+ )

()+. 15 )

0

Another j.nvariant solution of (h.f) is the function

c(x) -- f" uun

where the contour C is given in Fig. \.2. lüe may r"rrite this function

in the form

1 q:!- x

1

p.
e sin (urn xo )

p

G(x) = 6)T û)p
I pllm

+

from which we find. the ProPerties

c(-x) = -G(x)

c(x) 0

xo=O

and.

d-3p i p, xî:- e-:": sinh(\"o ) , (l+.fZ)
l(m \TtlrT

ô3

From (\.L2) it can be seen that the ímaginary energies t ixn arise i-n

the momentum representation of the invariant function Gt but the

separationofthetwotermsin(l+.12)d.oesnotyield.Lorentz-invariant

functions. So, for example, although the fu¡ction G2 d.efined. by

t
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2F

satisfies Eq. (i+.r), it is not an invariant function'

Because of the properties (l+'r)+) and (l+'15), the function G can

be used to solve the initial-value problem of the imaginary-mass

Kl-ein-Gord.on equation. In fact by putting imaginary mass into the

fu¡ction A(x) for the ord.inary, real-mass Kl-ein-Go::don equation

(see Schweber t1111)' we obtain the function -G(").

We may al-so find- the Greents functions, or the invariant solutions

to the inhomogeneous equation

(o - r') ó(") = ô4(x) (l+. rf )

Three such ftt¡tctions are

G2 (x) = Er'tr
d-3p íp"x . /e - - srn \t¡ xo)
ûJp

1

= e(x) c(x)

94.

(h.18 )

pp

f"

I"

cA(r¡ =
-i¡. x

uun ftÉ*;z = -o(-x) c(x)

cF 1*¡ =

(l+. rg )

(l+. zo )

are the retarded and ad.vanced.

I
J"

A

R

F

and.

)

where the contours C*, Co, and. Cu are given in Fig. )+.3. As

suggested by the notatíon, G* and- GA

sofutions of ()+ .I7), respectively.

PropaEation of the scal-ar t field

Feinberg í61 considered. the particular initial-value problem for

the scal-ar tachyon field. in which the initial cond.itions 0(O'I) and-
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(âö/ðx0)(OrI) are restricted. to be functions whose Fourier transforms

0(p) vanish when lpl < m. Then no imaginary energies are involved-

and. the solution is given just in terms of the noninvariant part C'(*)

of the flnction G(x) by the usual type of expression. tr'Ie have that

ö(*0,*) d3y [G2(*o,r-I) ¡þ {0,"1 S (*o,r-I) 0(0,¿)l

Note that we are not d-escribing the propagation of a strictly locafized-

d-isturbance in this way because we have seen that under the above

conditions on the Fourier transform, the function Ó(0,*) cannot

va-nish at large val-ues of l=1.

some authors Íj]|z,113,1141, recalling that the characteristic

surfaces of a d-ifferential equation like (l+'r) are determined by the

terms containing the highest d.erivatives and not, for example' by the

mass term i-n (l+.1), conclud-e that the sign of the mass term is

irrelevant to the propagation character of the field., and. that' iust

as for the reaf-mass Klein-Gord-on equation, only subl-uminal propagation

woufd. occur. This matter was actually explained- by Tanaka [11] some

time ago. The point is that the speed- of tight is a maxi-mum speed-

for the propagation of sharply d.efined. features of the !¡'ave' like a

pulse which has vanishing amplitud.e outsid.e of a small spatíal region.

But such highly l-ocal-ized d-isturbances con tain Fourier components

which are non-vanishing for lll ( 4' Thus imaginary energies are

involved, and. the propagation is d.escribed- by the whole function G(x),

and- ís subluminal d.ue to the properties of this function.

But if only real energíes are permitted., then we must require

the Fourier transform of the sofutions of (l+.1) to vanish for lll. *.

Then the speed. of light is a minimum speed of propagation l];IS rt:I6l ,
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and- we have true superhminaf behaviour in that the initial- cond.itions

at a spacetime point can influence the solution of the equation at

a spacetime point from which it has a spacelike separation.

The imaginary energi-es have been includ.ed- in some quantization

proceilures for tachyons. Tanaka [lt] was the first to attempt this,

but hís quantization is not Lorentz-invariant [107,117]. Schroer [118]

and- Streit and. Kl-aud-er [119] also included- imaginary energies and.

obtained. causaf conmwation rel-ations, in the sense that the

commutator fi;lction i-s G(x) which vanishes for spacetike argument.

But ín these quantizations one may be troubl-ed by the lack of a

ground stabe or the need. for an ind-efinite metric.

The incl-usion of imaginary energies d-uring quantization might be

a reasonable response from those who see the problem just as one of

"quantizing" the equation (l+.f ), But this is not our view. I'le are

ínterested, in the real-energy sol-utions of (t+.f) for the representation

of the Poincaré group which they carry, and we want to use the cl-assical-

fiefd. satisfyinC ()+.1) as a base for the construction of a quantum

fietd theory of the scal-ar tachyon. lüe therefore require superluminaf

propagation, real energies, and-, as far as possible, all the things

that characterize the classical tachyon. So ve shal-l- not consid.er the

imaginary-energy quantizati-ons further.

Exctud-ing imaginary energy, T/'re are left with the function Gl (x)

as the only nontrivial cand.id.ate for the commutator function of the

quantized. scalar tachyon fiel-d.. This firnction d.oes not vanish for

spacelike argument so that it seems we must violate r?microscopic

causality" in a quantum theory of tachyons. I^Ie have therefore fould.

that two of the assumptions made in ord.inary quantum fiel-d- theory are

und.er threat when we treat tachyons. Firstly, having a spacelike
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l+-momentum, the semid.efiniteness of the energy operator is in questi.on,

although we hope some form of reinterpretation will yield- positive

physical energies. Second.ly, Iocal commutativity or microscopic

causality is in jeopardy. This axiom refl-ects the id.ea that measurements

of the fiel-d. at one point in spacetime d-o not affect fiefd. quantities

at spacetime points which are separated. from it by a spacelike interval.

So for the tachyons the viofation of this principle shoufd. not have

been unexpected. lüe note that if these tvo axioms d-o not strictly

hold for tachyons, then the proof by Schwartz [120] that imaginary mass

free field-s are impossible no longer applies.

We enquire novl to what extent our cl-assicaf tachyon can be treated.

in a conventional- quantum field. theory. Following the remarks above,

we d.o this by trying to base such a theory on the sofutions of ()+.1)

subject to the requirement that the energy be real so that the 3-momentum

satisfies ()+.3).

\.2 Tachyons and- Quantization

Feinbergrs quantizartion [6] was the first attempt to incorporate

the reinterpretatÍ-on principle in a quantum field. theory for tachyons.

ft tried. to remove negati-ve energies from the outset by its particular

description of the fiel-d- operator in terms of annihilation and creation

operators. Arons and- Sud.arshan [117] pointed out that this method is

not Lorentz invariant by showing that the unitary operators representing

Lorenl.z transformations d-o not, strictly speaking, exist in the Fock

space of Feinbergr s theory. They mentioned- that this is connected. with

Segalrs comment concerning +-¡" lack of an invariant separation between

the positive- and- negative-frequency parts of a solution of the Klein-

Gord-on equation with imaginary mass. Ecker [106] also stresses the

importance of properly speeifyíng the Hil-bert space of states in
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tac\yon field. theories.

These comments may be illustrated- by trl¡ing to apply th-e

algebraic quantizatÌon formal-ism set up by Segal [121]. A great

ad-vantage of this approach is that tlre essential features of a

quantum th-eory, like the commutation rel-ations, are used- in the

construction of an abstract C x-algebra, ancl that we are not committed.

to a particular representation of tTre commutation relations in a

specific Fock space.

Briefly, tÏr-e algebraic formulation of a quantized. theory based-

on Eq. t)+.1) would. proceed. by taking tlre space M of real solutions

of Eq. [l+.1) . Th-e space M may be t]r-ougkr-t of as the cl-assical

ph-ase space. We may write the el-ements of M as

ó(") (zn)-st z -1p. x ó(p) (l+. zr)
o= !-

p

r,¡here the integral is taken over the whol-e mass hy¡rerbol-oid- (t+.2) so

that the energy cart be eith-er positive or negatíve:

po=1û) = !,/EW (\.zz)

I
p

d.3p
tfptrf

p

and- r¿e shall only ever be consid.ering 3-momenta satisfyinC ()+.3).

Because of the real-ity of ttre solutions 0(") , r,'re h-ave

ó(p)x = 0(-p) ( h. es)

with- * denoting complex conjugation. !trith- an inner prod.uct given

by

p o=!-
(.0,ü) I

J

p

d3n
4õtr 0(p) rf(p)" (l+. zl+ )
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M is a real Hilbert s'pace.

Quantization usi-ng commutators requires the existence of a

nondegenerate, bil-inear, antis¡rmmetric form (cal-l-ed a syrnplectic

form) on the space M. Just as for tlre orùinary Klein-Gordon equation,

such, a form is given by

B(0,ij.,) d_ x (O(") ,i,C"l - ô(") ,t,(")).I
J

3

lfriting this in momentum space ue get

¡(0,ü) = i f

J

-3Ct'O r,Ì \ ,/
4-rt (Ô(p) r!(p)" - 0(p)* ir(p)) t (\.2>)

0p >o

uhere the integral- is onl-y over positive energies, P0.

A lfeyJ- system over (Mre) is nor¿ d-efined. to be a set of unitary

operators W(0) in some HÍl-bert space H, r,rhi-ch satisfy a certain

continuity cond-ition [121] and. for which the ]treyl relations,

i"( t" t¡
w(O) !,i({,) = e' w(o+rl) , (t+.26)

are satisfied.. In the language of ord.inary field theory in a Hifbert

space, the seJ-f-ad.joint generators of the operators W can be

regarded as being smoothed. fÍeld. operators, anil the form B as being

d-erived. from tlre commutator frxiction. Nov the important physical

entity is the abstract lleyl algebra of r"rhich a Weyl system over (Ur¡)

Ís regard,ed- as a ïepresentation in a specific Hilbert space. In the

case of th-e îree bradyon Kl-ein-Gord.on field., certain physical

requirements concerning the vacuurn and the particle nurnher single

out a partl.cular representatÌon, namely, th-e Fock representatÍon. A

Weyl s¡rstem is knom to exist la2Lf if there is a real linear operator,
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J, on M satisf}ing

¡2-1cJ--rt

B(Jo,Jif) =B(0,ú) , (\.zl)

and B(0,J0) >o irf 0lo

Th-e space M becomes the complex llil-bert space H u-ith inner prod.uct

(0,ú)r=B(o,Jif) -iB(0,ú) (h.28)

For both brad¡rons and- tachyons the properties (l+.Zl) are possessed.

by the operator

J:0(p)*ie(P) Ó(P) (\.2ç)

The complex structure provid.ed. by J in (\.29) is d.irectly related.

to the separation of the field- into positive- and. negative-energ¡

parts and the d.efinition of creation and- annihilation operators in

conventional fiel-d. theory.

For tachyons, the trouble lies with Lorentz invariance. Physical

transformations, wtr,ich- shoul-d. be unitary transformations in the

representation space H, arise from real- l-inear symplectic

transformations i-n M; that is, transformations preserving the form

B. Now'the efements of M, being scalars, behave in the following

way und-er a Poincaré transformation (Ara) :

0(x) * O(/\-r (x - a)) (I+.¡o)

0(p) * erP.¿ q(^-rp) ( l+. Sr)

Th,us, from Eq. (\.2>) we see that B is not Lorentz Ínvariant becar.lse

a Lorentz transformatÍon can change the si,gn of the energy. tr'le cannot
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obtain a Lorentz invariartt form by just extend.ing the integration in

(\.2>) to cover negative energies as ç'ell- because the resulting

extrrression n-il-l vanish due to the real-ity cond.ition (l+ .n) . Th-ere

is no invari-ant synrplectÍc form so that Lorentz transformations are

not unitary w-ith respect to ()+.28) as Segal noted. [121]. Recalling

the relation betr,reen B and ttre commutator function, this can be

seen as a restatement of th-e fact that no od-d. invariant solution of

(l+.f) involving only real energies in the momentum space representation

exists. (We saw in the last section that the odd invariant function

G(x) contains imaginary energies). This is also equival-ent to

Feinbergrs observation that quantization u-ith commutators is not

invarÌant for tacÏ5rons. He then proposes the use of anticommutators.

. The algebraic quantization with antícommutators uses the space

M above and. a non-d.egenerate, s¡rmmetric bilinear form S, and.

consid.ers the Clifford. algebra over (u,S) ll,22l . InIe take

s(0,iþ) ó(p) rf (p)* (l+. ¡e )

o 
= 

.tc.¡
p

and., v-ith transformations which preserve S taking the place of the

symplectic transformations of the boson case, Ire see that ve have in

thi-s case a d.efinite abstract C*-algebra in which Poincar6 transformations

generate *-automorphisms (see 11221). But ttre construction of a

representation of this abstract Cl-ifford. algebra in a conventional Fock

space woul-d., similarly to tlre boson case, require a complex structure,

J, r'hich mad-e M a complex Hilbert space H r,rith inner prod.uct

p

[0,{.,), = s(0,ü) - i s(.ro',lr)
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I,lith S as in (4.¡z) and J given by (I+.29), we find-

(0 ,v) I
J ffiõtnl tcnl. ()+.33)

I 0p + o)
p

and- this is the Feinberg quantization.

from ()+.33) it can be seen that rotations and. transl-ations

commute w-ith J and. preserve S, and. wÍll tkrerefore be represented.

as unitar¡r transformations in the Fock space H of Feinbergrs theory.

But it is evid-ent that J d-oes not commute u-ith Lorentz transformations,

which- w-ill- therefore not be unitary transformations v-ith respect to

(l+.S¡). Tlrat ís, for the Feinberg theory, there is no fixed. Fock

representation space upon which Lorentz transformations act as rrnitary

operators. Assuming that such operators d.o exist in the representation

space prod-uces results l-ike that obtained. by Arons and. Sud-arshan [117] ,

ukro shov'ed- that the Lorentz-transformed. vacuum of Feinbergrs theory

contains infinitely-many particles .

It may be countered. that a non-invariant vacuum is not especially

serious. In fact one ari-ses d.uring the algebraic formul-ation of the

quantlzation of the electromagnetic field. by the Fermi method. lA23l.

Neverth-eless, a Hitbert space d.isplaying a representatíon of the

abstract ltreyl algebra and- a unitary representation of the Poincar6

group can be constructed. [123]. This Hítbert space is the d.irect

integral of Hil-bert spaces l-abel-l-ed. by a momentum-like vector q_.

To attempt a similar construction here, we wou-l-d. consid.er Hifbert

s'paces H which- are constructed from (ylrS) by using the complex-q

s:tructr:re

.r(,q) = i\(q) .r i\(q)-t (l+.:l+)
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where J is given oy ()+.zg) and 
^(q) 

is th-e Lorentz transformation

that takes the stand.ard. vector q = (trOrOrO) to the vector q-. th-at

is, S_ = A(s_)ô, and we are labelling Lorentz transformations by the

ttmomentumtr vector q-. Now

.r(q) 0(x) = Â(q) .r 
^(q)-' 

0(*)

=f (n)-z /z I
J tË8T (e-iP' "õ(n)-.iP'" õ( -n) ),

-1 0(n(q) p)>o
(4.¡¡)

so that H is the Hilbert space with inner prod-uct

(ó,ú) = s(ó,U) - i s(.r(q)0,rf)

>o
I -, ,(^(q) p)

rfJT õtnl itnr. ) (t+.¡6)

and we get a Fock representation on each H-. by using the complex

structure ,r(q) .

Unfortunately, taking th-e d.Írect integral of the spaces Hn is

not now' going to solve our problems because w-e are worried. by negative

energies again. This can be seen by noting tlrat althougkr time

transl-ations have a positive generator in H = Hô, ttrey d.o not have

a positive generator in 
"n 

where the inner prod.uct is (l+.¡6) because

p0 in ()+.36) can be negative even though (^(q)-tp)o is arways

positive.

We conclud-e th-at tlrere is no satisfactory uay of taking the

reinterpretatÌon prÍnciple into account during tfr-e basic quantization

Ìn a theorX¡ which- is conventional to the extent that Lorentz-Ìnvariant

field.s, invariant Canti-) commutation relatíons, and- an ord.inary Fock
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space a"e retained.. The unusual properties of Lorentz trànsformations

in Feinbergts theorv 16rlù+f may be seen as a reflection of the fact

that such, transforrnations d.o not exist as unitary operators in a

single Fock space, rather tfran an expression of some property of

taclqrons.

The meth-od of quantization used. by Ecker t106] is a formal version

of th-at d.escribed- by Korff and. Fried. 11251 , and. Ìn this method. the

fiel-d. operator no longer transforms as a Lorentz scalar. In ad.d.ition,

the reinterpretation principle does not operate in quite the way

d.escribed in chapter 1, for a Lorentz transformation applied. to a state

carì convert a tackr.yon into an antitachyon, for example, but emissíon

and- absorption are not interchanged. Th-is scheme appears to ínvolve

too great a d.eparture from th-e id-ea of the classical tachyon which

has been d.eveloped..

TLr-e results of this section suggest that the only w'ay to treat

taclryons in a conventional quantum theory is to all-ow the negative

energies into the initial- stages of quantizal,ion and. attempt to

el-Íminate them at some later stage, for otherwise Lorentz invariance

v-itl be violated.. Such- is the approach of tkre Arons-Sud.arstran

quantization.

l+.3 The Arons-Sud.arshan uantization

Thís method- of quantization is al-so illustrated. by using it on

the scalar tachyon field., but it ís clearly applicable to fiefds which

transform und.er other unitary, spacelike representatj-ons of the

Poincaré group. Th-e eonfiguration space wavefunction for a tachyon

r,cith a fixed. mass m is given by

()+. 37 )
+

ó(*) = (zt¡)'st z I
J

,
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where we have the same invariant integration as in (l+.ef) so that

(t+. sA)

rn (\.37) ttre momentum-space function, ó(p) , could. be taken to be

a Poincaré-covariant wavefunction Í1126). Note tl:.:ab a single

representation of the Lorentz group would. be carried- by th,e firnction

0(p) d.efÌned. on the single-sheeted. hy¡rerboloid. lpfz = -m2, This is

to be contrasted. v-ith the situation for brad¡rons where the positive-

and- negative-energy brancÏres of tl:-e mass hyperboloid- carry different

representations and- both are required. to obtain a l-ocal- configuration'

space wavefunction lf26). This shoul-d. make one wary of attempting any

sort of separation of positive and. negative energies during quantization

for tachyons whil-st still requiring Lorentz invariance.

The Arons-Sud.arshan [f171 quantization avoid.s this d.ifficulty by

expand-ing the fietd. operator, wLr-ích we also write as ó(") , solely

in annihilation operators, a(p), so that we have

0(r) = (z¡!-tl z (¿p) 
"-ip'* a(p)

f. (¿p) = Iuun 
6(lpl 2+m2) e(lpl-m) , and (¿p) = +p

+

= (zy¡1'zt' jtar,(ttpo*il"a "*(!) + e'{'r'oo*'l"l "-(p))
(l+. sq )

where

a,,(p) = a(+6 ,p)r-p-

and. the field is nonhermitian. Either commutation or anticommutation

rel-ations may be used., and r¡re choose the former for the scalar field.:

Iar(l) , "lr Cq')l = zro ô'(q ( l+. l+o )
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wtrere e is the sign of the energy. For the field- ()+.39) these give

I0(*) , Of (*')l = (zn)-' f
d.3p t p. ( r-xr ) cos ûJ (xo-xto¡
UJp

p

p

= Gl(x - xt) ( )+ . )+1)

That the commutator function in (l+.)+r) is the invaríant function

Gl(x-x') can be seen from (.1+.7). As was noted in section \.t, Gt

d-oes not vanish for spacelike argument. '[^Ie have a]-so noted. that

local- commutativity is expected. to fail- for tachyons, but it makes

for a serious difference from bradyon fíe1d. theory in that it severely

harnpers attempts to d.escribe interactions for tachyons.

A conventional Fock space, H, is now constructed on an

invariant vacuum lo). lüe Ïrave

a*(p) lo) O, foral-i. lpl >* ( t+. l+e )

and. the many-particl-e states are th-e

1 (s. )
2

Q tQ r...:I2

lo) ' (l+.i*:)

where, on the l-eft-hand. siile , a momenturn vector p in the upper

(lower) position d.esignates a tachyon of J-momentum p and. energy

(¡ (-o_ ). The states (h.l+S) satisfy the orthonormality rel-ationpp

>m

21
pp

"l(e, ) "l(n, I . . . "ltl*)"t( q, ) "
trPm

TIt \...a \q l--n

/n!n!'

v t Pr,t "r t. . . ,"n

=,. , . . . , "[

"1^-i,rk "nQ m!n!
p
IIrr

(¡¡) p(u)i=1 j=1,. . .'q,
-.l-U
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-zlp,ol, ôt(P, - r-t,(,r )e¡no¡ ot(g Ê,<¡l ) (l+. )+l+ )

where the sums are taken over all permutations of the sets

{U(f ),. . . ,U(rn)} and {v(r),. . . ,v(")}. The completeness relation for

these states in the space H then has the form

II Jtun, 
) . .. 

J{un,,.) Jtar,l... jrun" I

æ æ

n=O n=0

a(p) * e "(Ä-tp)

D'tnP rP ).")T2!rtPrt"'t

8:Q r...rt2 QrtQrr...rqr,

under a Poincar! transformation (Â,"), the field, transforms as

a scalar (see (\.So)) ana the operators a(p) transfor:n as fol-Iows:

ip. a

--L (l+.1+f )

()+. l+6 )

A Lorentz transformation can therefore ehange the sign of the

energy and., acting on the states (l+.1+3) of H' mix the upper and-

l-ower sets of momenta. The generators of spacetime translations

are the operators

(¿p) pp a (p) 
"(p)

f (l+.4r)P
+

s]-nce

t0(x), Prl = i ôu ó(x) (l+. \B )

lrle see again frorn (l+.1+7) that the space H contains positive- and

negative-energy states which, of course' are required, if we are to

have a unitary representation of the Poincar6 group in H.

It
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The reinte et

An application of the reÍnterpretation principle is eYentuafly

need.ed- to remove any mention of negative energies, but Arons and.

Sud-arshan want to avoid. d-estroying the Lorentz i-nvariance of the

theory in the process, so the implementation of the reinterpretation

principle is postponed- for as long as possibJ-e. They correctly

observe that the scattering, or transition, amplitud,es are the only

point of contact betveen a theory and- physical observation, so the

quantum theory may keep negative- energy tachyons right up to the

point of calculating arnplitud-es for processes. The interactions

are imagined to have been cal-culated-, and ve suppose that we know

the (Lorentz invariant) S-matrix which, using the interaction

representation [111], connects in- and. out-states chosen from H.

It is now postulated- that the physical amplitudes are obtaíned-

by replacing negative-energy tachyons of momentum p¡' in the

initial- (final) state of a transition amplitude by positive-eneïgy

antitachyons of momentum -p¡' in the final- (initiat) state. This

form of the reinterpretation principle may be expressed as foll-ows:

TTT
"'*'...'+i12K2t

p
-L/

Ð- r.t)

t1-rt...t%

".,,t"r:...rrk

-=r.'-=, t' '' :-s! -q_ -q_ q
n

(l+.1+g )

where S is the invariant S-matrix in the space H and- the right-

hand side is a matrix element of the physical, or reinterpreted.,

S-matrix S cal-cufated- between initial and final physical states in

ù

pr.-

ccp tut2

pp
2

2
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which the nomenta of the +"achyons (antitachyons) are written in

the upper (Iower) position anal al1 energies are positive. fn

us|ng antitachyons as the reinterpreted particles, ¡¡e are using

a slight mod-ification of the reinterpretation principle which was

proposed by Kamoi and Kamefuchi t1O7l , and. which allows Eq. ()+.)+9)

to be appl-ied- to the whole S-matri-x.

Due to the Lorentz invariance of S, its matrix elements

between states of H are left unchanged by Lorentz transformations

upon those states, so that from (l+.1+g), the process d.escribed in

terms of physical states has a value for the matri-x element which

is the saJne as that for the Lorentz-transformed- process. The

preservation of the value of matrix elements uniler Lotent,z

transformations is the minimal- requirement for the Lorentz invariance

of a theory, ancL it is therefore satisfied for the Arons-Sud.arshan

theory. But \,/e see that Lorentz transformations which change the

sign of the energy of tachyons in a matrix element of S effect'

from (l+.)+9), a shift of the tachyon from the initial to the final-

state, or vice versa, in the physical matrix efement. This means

that processes i-nvolving tachyons may appear quite d.ifferent vhen

viewed. from another Lorentz fratlte' with d-ifferent numbers of

particles in the initial and final- states, and. yet the amplitud.e

for the process is the salne. So that although the basic physical

requirement of the equality of matrix el-ements is respected as it

is for brad.yons (because of (l+.1+g)), tachyons d-o not satisfy the

ad.d.itional property of the preservation of the "in" and- t'outtt

spaces which brad,yons d.o.

The phys ical states

We should. fike to ínvestigate further the physical states

which make their first appearance in the rel-ation (l+.1+g). A greater
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simil-arity with conventional fiefd- theory, and. therefore a better

chance of future progress, might be had- if we were able to work

with the physical states from the outset. But clearfy there is

no space of reÍnterpreted- physical states, ;, which is teft

invariant und-er Lorentz transformations, since '!,Ie have seen that

Lorentz transformatíons can shift tachyons between the in and- out

states of a physical matrix element.

so we are not pernitted" to think of positive-energy tachyons

in the íni-tial state, for exalnpl-e, in isotation, and. independent

from, positive-energy antitachyons i-n the final state. This might

suggest that we took as a "generalized state" in the formal approach

mentioned in section \.2, an element of the direct sum

M=MzeMt (l+.ro)

where trtt(U2) ls the space M of section \.2 for the in (out)

space. I,'Ie write such a generalized state as

o={ó',0r} , (l+.¡r)

where 0t e Mt an¿ þ'e y¡'. lüe coufd take as inner product the

expression

(0'(p) rlt(p)åç + Ot(p) rl,t(p)*) (t+.52)

where O = {02,ôI} and- V = {rf2rrfl} are elements of M. The inner

prod-uct (\.>Z) ma.kes M a real- Hilbert space.

We would. then want to d.efine the action of Poincaré transformations

on the space M in such a l^Iay that Lorentz transformations would

be able to effect a shíft between the in and. out spaces in the

(ø,Y)u= 
f*,un,
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manner d-escribed. earlier. To begin with' we consider an element

t.].,t of Ml containing only positive energies, so that lr-e may

write

-1p. x
r!t (") (¿p ) ,l,t (p) (l+.rg)

+

Since ,rt i-s a scafar function, r,Ie see from (l+.¡O) tfrat i6 woufd

normally transform as follolrs under a Poincaré transformation

(/\,a):

út (") + UI (^-1(x - a))

(dp) u-iP'A-t ("-") õt (n)
+

(dpl e
-ip. x+ip. a

vr (^-tp)

. -ip.¡+i.p.a -\dp/ e rfr(A-tp)

= ,l,i'(*) + úl'(") (l+. rl+ )

where negative energies are nor'l present in the term {r]'("). The

foregoing d.escription of Lorentz transformations on the physical

states in the Arons-Sud.arshan quantization suggests that if ,lrt

was contained- in the incoming part of the state V, then the part

r|,1'(") in ()+.5)+) which resurts from a change in the sign of the

energy und-er the Lorentz transformation 
^, 

shoufd. be transferred.

to the outgoing part (o" M2 sid.e) of the generalized- state.

Furthermore, the d-iscussion of the classical reinterpretation

principle shows that energies and momenta should. be reversed. as

well , so'r¡re also apply a complex conjugation to ,-|, 
1t(*). Applying

I
I

I o -r o'p )o;(Â p)

I+l I o -r o'p <o;(^ p) >o

>0
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this technique whenever the energy changes sign und.er a Lofentz

transformation, we are led- to make the folloving d.efinition of the

action of a Poincaré transformation (/\,") on the generalized.

state o = {02,0t}t

-ip. x+ip. a
0 (Â-tn )ö2 ( Ä-tp )+0 ( -Â-rp )OI ( -A-tp )'É

{J L
(r', a)Õ (¿p) 

"+

+

+

+

J ,*) "-i''x+ir'a I 0 ( -l-tn )02 ( A-Ip )+0 (Â-Ip )O 
I ( -Â-rp )*

(¿p) e-ip.1+ip.a 0 ( A-tp )Or (/\-1p )+O ( -Â-1p )O' ( -À-1p )*

I
L

(¿p) e-iP.¡+iP.a 0 ( -Ä-tn)Ot (n-tp)+0 (Â-rp)O' (-n-tp)*

(\.5r)

This d.efinítion of Poincaré transformations on M preserves the

inner prod.uct (\.>z) , and- also preserves a s¡rmplectic form on M

given by

B(o,v) = i (¿p)(ó'(p) rl.,'(p)* - þ'(p)* rl'(p)
+

-0 t (p) r!t (p)* + 01(p)* Ot (p)) ()+.56)

where O = {02 ,0 r} and. V = {r!2 ,út } are el-ements of M.

For the complex structure on I4 we have the operation J

which consists of app]ying the J of ()+.29) to the component þ'

of O = {ö2r0I} and -J to the component Ót. This operator J

satisfies the cond.itions (\.Zl ) if tfre s¡rmplectic form is taken as

in (4.56), and- it also commutes with the Lorentz transformations of

(\.55) so that we wil-l have an invariant vacuum.
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The inner product d.efined. bY

(0,v ) = B(0, JY) - i B(o,v) (\ .>t )J

makes the space M a complex Hilbert space H ) and. Lorentz

transformations will be unitary transformations on H. tr'Ie have

then a conventional , in-riariant quantization by commutators, but now

ve find- that the energy is not positive d.efinite. If T, is the

unitary operator in H for a transfatíon in time by an amount t '
then we find. that

-.r $ (r, 0) iJ
T

- -al (¿p) 
"-tp'*(ipo

t =0

-ip. x(¿p) (rp0 )02 (p ) (ap )

"-iP'*(ipo lõ'f nl)) 0'(p), (¿p )
+ +

{J
-ip. x (Tpo )01(p) (l+. 58 )

+ +

From the sign of p0 in the Ml-component in (l+.f8), we can see

that the group of time transfations d-oes not have a positive

generator with respect to the complex Hilbert space structure of H.

These troubl-es cannot be remed.ied., for it is found- that when we try

other complex structures ancL other d.efinitions for Lorentz

transformations on M, either the negative energies stil-l- appear

or, what is worse, we have to contend- vith noninvariance of the

symplectic form.

In viev of this, we may wish to aband.on the interpretation of

the space M as a sum of the incoming and- outgoing spaces, and-

accept the presence of negative energies. In that case, however,

the quantization on M described. here cannot be taken to be the

Arons-Sud.arshan quaníization prior to the application of the

reinterpretation principle, for the field- 0(x) clearly does not
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transform as a LQrentz scal-ar. So, after consid-ering various

method.s of quantizatior. for tachyons, the Arons-sud.arshan scheme

appears to be the most acceptabl-e even though negative energies

appear in the initiaf stages, and- the equal-time commutation relatiorl.s

are not in any sense ttcanonicalt'.

This attempt at quantizing the tachyon field- using a direct

surn of in- and out-spaces !,Ias mad.e because it seemeil that such a

scheme most faithfutl-y d-epicted. the reinterpretation principle as

it is d.escribed. ¡y (l+.)+9) whife at the same time using reinterpreted,

physical states from the outset. From the failure of this attempt

r^re conclud.e that it is essentiaf to alfow negati-ve-energy states

into the theory initially, and fater to apply the reinterpretatÍon

only to matrix elements and. not to states. That is, we are left

with expressions li-ke (t+.)+g) as the fufl statement of vhat can be

knovn about the physical states in the Arons-Sud.arshan theory, and

we are not abfe to construct a Hil-bert space of ?'physical states" or

describe reinterpretation in terms of states alone.

)+. )+ Discussion

Obviously, many d.ifficulties are encor,¡ntered when one tries

to develop a quantu:n fiel-d- theory of tachyons. lüe have examined. the

nature of these difficul-ties and- consi¿lered the suitabi]-ity of some

candidates for such a theory. Using the criteria that a satisfactory

quantum fietd- theory of tachyons should, firstly, embody our main

id-eas about the classical- tachyon' and., secondly, be as close as

possible to conventional- quantum theory in form, we jud.ge that the

Arons-Sud.arshan method of quantizatign is the most successfuf. fn

this scheme the reinterpretation principle operates in much the

sa.lne rnray as the classicaf reinterpretation principle. Al-so , Lotentz
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invariance of the quantum theory is instituted. in the usual- manner

by having the field. transforrn under a spacelike unitary, irred.ucible

representation of ttre Poincaré group.

Tachyons and. Spin

Actually, as wÊ have already mentioned- Ìn the last section,

other representations besid.es the scalar one coufd conceivably be

used- in the Arons-Sud.arshan quantization. This leads us to speculate

tl.at we might be able to d.escribe a tachyon with non-zero spin. !{e

could- reasonably assLrme that the property of spin for the tacþyon is

d.etermined. in the usual \'ray by the representation carried- by the

field.. TIre spacefike unitary, irred.ucible representations of the

Poincaré group are specified. by giving th,e mass, ilr and. the

Ìrred-ucibIe, unitaïy representation of the taehyon l-ittle group

which is SU(1r1) . The spin would. then be connected. u-ith the val-ue

of the Casimir invariant of the little group. But w'e observe from

th-e nature of the unitary representations of the tachyon fittle group

(.see, for example, Shirokov [127] ) tfrat the spín of the tachyon cou-l-d-

be either continuous or d.iscrete. Th-ere is no a priori reason for

restricting ourselves to either of tl:-ese afternatives. Now al-I the

unitary representations of the little group of the tachyon, apart

from th-e trivial- representation, are infinite d.imensional , so that if

we w-ish to consj.d.er tactryons v-ith non-zero spin, we must work with

infinite-component fiel-d.s .

If we attempt to d.escribe a tachyon by a finite-component field.,

sa,f bln using the solutions to the Dirac equation 'r¡r-ith imaginary mass

[128], rre would. be working u-ith a non-unitary representatÍon of the

l-ittle group Í11271. Describing 'rspin l" tach-yons by such an ad.aption

of the Dirac equation, Band.r.rk:mala and. Sha¡a 1128] found. that th.ere Ís
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no conserved particle nunber and. th¿,t neitlrer a scalar probability

nor a momentum l+-vector coufd he constructed-. Shay [129] uses other

finite-dimensional non-trnitary repres'entations in d.escribing tacþyons

of otlrer spins. This is d-one by usÍng a similar ad-aption of th-e

Weinberg method. for d.escribing higTrer-spin bradyon fiel-d.s [130] .

But r¿e are incl-ined- to th-ink th¿,t th-e most convincÌng account of

spin for tach¡rons wou-ld, hy analogy lrith spin for bradyons, be based.

on tl e unitary representations of th-e littte group, and. tl:-erefore

invol-ve infinite-component field.s. I'le will- not pursue this matter

here because problems still remain T.i-itll th.e theorl¡ of the scalar

tac\yon, and- we make th-is our first priority.

With tlre mention here of infinite-component field.s, we recall that

virtuall-y al] infinite-component wave equations have solutions with

spacelike h-momentum which cannot simply be ignored. because they

must be includ-ed. to obtain a compJ-ete set of solutions [f3trf3e1133].

TLr-e first infinite-component wave equation to be stud.ied_ was the

Majorarra equation [13)+] , th-e infinite-component spinor solutions of

t^¡hich transforrn und.er the simplest infiníte-d.imensional unitary

representations of the Lorenl,z group. To fÍnd. the masses and_ spins

of th-e particles d.escribed. by the Majorana fie1d., one d-eterrnines which

unitary, irred.ucible representations of the Poincar6 group the

sol-utions of th-e equation generate. It is found. [1351136] that the

tachyon sol-utions, th.ose w'ith spacel-ike 4-momentum, have the continuous

ttspintrmentioned. above. Al-so, there is a spectrum of masses with the

mass proportional- to the inverse of a spin-l-ike parameter which varies

contÍnuously from zero to infinity. Quantizations of the Majorana

field- Ii-35,lj6l have ex¡rand-ed. the fiel-d. operator in annÍhit-ation

operators only, as clone in the Arons-Sud.arsh-an quantÍzatÌon of tlre
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scalar tactqron fiel-d..

Thus tlre Arons-Sud.arshan method. of quantization gives a theory

of t?.e free scalar taeh"yon field. w?rich resembl-es conventÍonal quentum

tlreory in many respects. But the differences from tl e usual theory

h.aVe been suffieient to prevent any eonsistent tT eo4¡ of interaetions

being developecl. ThÌs is the most serious slrorteomÍng of th-e Arons-

Sud.arshan theôry, and. we. shall investigate ttre d.ifficulties invol-ved.

in obtaining an interactÍng theory of taehyons in the next ctrapter.
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CHAPTER 
'

TO}IARDS INTERACTION

lle have seen that if one u-ishes to treat tachyons: in quantum

field. theory, then the Arons-Sud-arshan method. is the most suitable

way of quantizing free tachyon fields, given our desire to arrive

at the most conventional theory whi-ch still- embod.ies our id.eas about

the cl-assicat tachyon. But it is clear from the manner in uhich the

reÌnterpretation principle is implemented. in the Arons-Sud.arshan

quantization, that to examine the viability of this theory further,

one shou-l-d- íd-eally be abfe to describe interactions and. d-erive the

S-matrix. Th-at this is very difficult, anil to d.ate has not been

accomplished- for tact¡rons, is clue largely to the ]-ack of spacelike

cornmutativity, as rre explain in section 5.a. Later we eonsid.er a

class of unreinterpreted- S-matri.ces, which are obtained heuristically,

and. which are the resul-t of what might be called. l-ocal- polynomial-

type interaction tenns. The proof that they cannot yield. unitary

physical, or reintezpreted., S-matrices suggests that if tachyons

interact at all-o they must d-o so nonl-oca11y. This is supported- by

the simple mod.el calculations of section 5.3 in which the t'form

factor" for the interaction must in principle be nonlocal, ancl cannot

be vier,'red. as approximating an actuaf point interaction.

5.1, Di fficul-ties in Describins the Interaction of Tachvons

Lacking spacelike commutativity for the tachyon field.s, we lose

much of the apparatus for d.escribing ì-nteractions w'hich is present in

the usual hradyon theory. The Lagrangian approach is not appJ-icable,

for al-though rte may consid.er that the field- equation (l+.f) is

d.erÌvabl-e from a Lagrangian, ttt-e equal-,time commutatÍon rel-atÍons
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obtained from (l+.\f) are not canonical , as maðr be seen from the

property ()+.9) of the commutator 'fi:nction Gl.

Furthermore, w-ithout spacelike commutativity, the usual

d.erivations of the S-matrix are not val-id.. fn bradyon field. theorlt'

the S-matrix in the interaction picture is given by the infinÍte

tÍme l-imit U(oor-oo) of the tÍme d-Ìspl-aeement operator U(trto) r^¡hich

satisfies

i ð, u(t,to) = H, [t) u(t,to) (>.r)

r¿here Hr (t) is the interaction part of the Hanriltonian operator.

The S-matrix may be wrj-tten as

S=Texp -1 r
J__

d x4 I/, (x) (>.2)

(>.9 )

where A, (x) is the interaetion Hamiltonian d.ensity, and- T is

the time-ord.ering operati-on [fff] . It is essential for the d,erivation

of (5.2) tfrat the interaction Hamittonian d.ensity cornmutes at spacel-ike

separations, so Eq. (>.2) cannot be d.erived. in the case of tachyon

interactions. In any case, v,,'e can see that Eq. (>.2) cannot be

correct for tachyons because w'e know that the time-ord.ering operator

T is a noninvariant operation for tachyon field-s, and. the S-matrix

must be Lorentz-invariant. !üe could., however, take for the S-matrix

involving taclryon interactions the expression

S=exp l-t L aa* a, (,.)] ,

for an arbitrarily chosen but Lorentz-invariant H, consid,ering
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this to be a reasonable generalization from the bradyon situation.

Kamoi and. Kamefuchi [107] tafre this approach, and. v'e shall expand.

upon it in the next section. Nevertheless, vJe must remember that

without the T-operator, the S of (>.f) is not even forma]-ly the

limit of the solution of (>.1) for large tÍmes.

In ord-er to point out some d.ifficul-ties involved with the

restrÌction ()+.3) on the 3-momenta of tachyon field.s, Karnoi and.

Karnefuchi [fOt] consid.er the d.efinition of the S-natrix in terms of

Heisenberg field.s. The interacting field- may be taken to be the

sol-ution of

(o-^") O(") =g,I(x) 9

where g is a coupling constant, and. the eurrent J(x) may be a

polynornial in the tachyon field.s and. other fiel-d.s, all eval-uated. at

the poÌnt x. '[nle may r,¡rite solutions of (5.h), satisfyÍng certain

'oorrnd.aryconditions, in terms of Greenrs firnctions ancl the Heisenberg

in- and. out-operators, ôro and. ôorr, (*), which satisfy the free-

field. equation (h.1) and. have the free-fietd- commutation relations

( l+ . \r ) . For exarnple , the solution

(5.)+)

$.i)ó(") orrr(x) + s r
J__

duy G*(x-y) .r(y) t

where GR is the retard.ed. function (l+.18), is equal to 0r' in the

remote past, and. the sol-ution

o(x) = ooo, (x) + e f*
J__

ahy cA(x-y) .l(y) ß.6)
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Awhere G^ is the ad.vanced- function (t+.r9¡, is equal to Öout in

the remote future.

Now'the S-matrix in the space H (the unreinterpreted- S-matrix)

relates the in- and out-field.s:

ó.(x) =s-ró. (x) s'out ln

But from (5.5) ana (5.6) we obtain

ó (x) =ó. (*) +e'out I n Lday G(x-y) ;(y) 9

$.t)

(t.8)

(>.9)

wtrere G Ìs the firnction defined. ¡y ()+.ff ) sinee, from Eqs. (l+.r8)

and ()+.19),

cR(x)-cA(*) =G(x)

So, Ìf the S-matrix has the expansion

LS=f-ig dhy ¡/(y) + o(e2) t

then, using (l.f) and (5.8), H must satisfy

I
J

¿+y I
I

I
J

0,"(x) , IJ(v) --L day G(x-y) l(y)t-

L
t

where only terms of first ord.er in g have been retained-. Kamoi and,

Kamefuehi [1071 then note that if the Fourier transform of (t.q) ls

taken with- respect to x, then the left-hand. sid.e wil-l not have

Fourier components for lgl < m because of the free-field. nature

of ó,"(x). But suchis not the case in general for the right-hand.

sÌde because, from Eq. [\.re), G he,s Fourier components for lpl < m,
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and. so w-il-l- J if it is a prod.uct of fiel-d. operators. For consistency

then, we must require that J not have such- For.rier components, md

this w'oul-d. entail- th-e use of non-local form factors if the current J

is d.efined in terms of the field. operators. Kamoi and. Kamefuchi [f071

d.oubt w'hether such non-local- form-factors caÍl be constructed. for a-ll-

ord-ers in gr and- turn to a mod.el- S-matrix based- on (5.3) as a

d.escription of a possible tachyon interaction. lrie d.o l-ikewise in the

next section, and. in section ,.3 we turn to a mod.el interaction

obtained. by using a classj-cal- current J in the above approach which

uses the Heisenberg field.s,

,.2 Unitarity

As we do not have a proced.ure for d-escribing general interactions

for tachyons, we go to the S-matrix d.irectly, anil consid.er what

restrictions are placed. upon it by physical requirements. The most

important requÍrement is Lorentz invariance, anil we note that this is

satisfied. ¡y (>.¡) as long as ã, (x) is a Lorentz invariant operator.

It could., for example, be a polynomial- in the tachyon fiel_d- operator,

()+.39), æd ì-ts conjugate.

The conservation of energ¡¡-momentum i-s al-so required., but, with

the lack of either spacelike commutativity or positive-d.efinite energy,

littte el-se of a general nature can be said. about the tachyon S-matrix

in the space H. The analyticity of S-matrix elements, whi-ch seems

to arj-se from microcausality [137], cannot be invoked. for tachyons.

In furth-er contrast to bradyon theories, the tachyon S-matrix is not

expected. to exhibit threshold.s [fff] r.rith respeet to t]re energy

because, as sh,own in sectÌon 1-.2, it is energetically possibl_e for ,a

positive-energ'y taclryon to d.ecay into two, or more, positive-energ'y

taclqrons of the saJne mass.
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There is, trorrever, an important property which the physical

S-matrix, S, d.efined. by (l+.)+9), shoutd- possess. This is the

unitarity of ; for it expresses probability conservatíon. llithout

the unitarity of the physical S-matrix, r¿e would. be forced. into a

major revisi-on of the probability interpretation of the matrix

elements in our quantum th-eory, and- it is not obvious how this rnight

be d.one.

The unitarity cond.Ítion for the physical S-matrix,

be written as

or, writing the first equation in terms of matrix elements,

dp (¿p )-m
(¿s. (dsh )

ã may

TJ
s I s = f = S Sl

IJ.,ii
ÍFO n=O

p 1)'mt

+ + I +

T ,. . . ,rk p

S, r. . . rS, Q,r"'r\

D-m rlrr...rll,

tlt""tj

I
ù ù

Qrr...:Ç

Ir:...rf¡ trr...r1
T (r.ro)

"'. 
t. . . t"I trr...rtj

where x d.enotes the complex conjugate, and- the ríght-hand. sid.e is

defined ¡y (l+.h9) for S replaced by I, the identíty in the space

H. Tkre summation and. integration is over al1 possible (positive-

energy) states containing tachyons and. antitachyons. Using (l+.1+q)

we may rer,'rrite (>.fO) as a requirement on the matrix elements of S.
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This gives

oo oo

II I
J

(¿p )...
1

(¿p )-m
t
J

cun, )...Í (¿q )-lr
m=O n=0 + + + +

,r...rP- ftt""Ïk tç ,r...rP-
ò

-d \4 t... t
1 t t' ' ' t "j

I t' ' ' trk trr...r1
(¡.n)

V -1¡t t' ' ' t 'j -S

as the rather awkward. expression which the S-operator must satisfy

in the space H. We want to know if such S-matrices c¿uL exist.

Note that und.er Lorentz transformations, particles may be shífted.

between the initial- and. final states of the matrix elements of ;,

so that Eq. (5.f0) d.oes not retain its form und.er a Lorentz

transformation. In the new frame, the transformed equation no longer

expresses the unitarity of ;, which has to be specified. anew in

that frame.

To investigate the possíbility of obtaining unítary physical

S-matrices for tachyons, Kamoi and- Ka¡nefuchi [fOl] took one partieular

example for S. They took S to have the form (5.3) with

ä, (x) = c Of (x)2 ó(x)2 g.tz)

so that

s = exp [-ie u] = f - ig u - >, g' rJ' * ) (¡ . r:)
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where

g = (2n) ¿ (¿p)

U I
J

I
J

I
J

(au ) (au )m

(.4q.) ( ar¡
+ + + + (r.rt+)

The expansion (5.13) for S prod.uces a, similar expansion for the

physical S-matrix so that

-r- o2 II1ö + (>.t>)S=f-ieU
1 2

where ;" is the result of applying the reínterpretation principle

()+.)+9) to tne operator It. Fron (5.Lr) we see that U must be

hermitian if S is to satisfy the unitarity relation to first ord.er

in the coupling constant C. Eq, (f.f)+) shows that U is hermitian.

In faet all- the reinterpreted. matrices 
"" 

:.n (5.f5) are hermitian

too, because atl- the Ut are. The hermiticÍty of U means that S

is actually r.rritary Ín H, but we note that there is no physical

requirement that this be so. Unitarity to second. ord.er in g requires

that

(>.r,6)

since ; is hermitian from above. Kamoi and. Kamefuchi then show
2

that there is a nonvanishing matrix element of the form

U U ={J
2II

p

0

;
p

0

dv
n=i i

+ +

I
J +

(¿v )...
1I I IÍFO n=O +

p

0

ü1 t""ü* u
I

v

u p

0

m

n1

U
7

v

U
1 V1 r...rVn
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but it can be seen from (f.ft+) tnat U, d-oes not have such a

matrix el-ement. TLr-e unitarity of the p\ysical S-matrix is therefore

viol-ated,, for the partÌcular example chosen by KamoÍ and. Ka¡nefuchi,

for the reason that a certain matrix element vanishes when unitarity

(¡s.. (>.fl+)) requires it to be non-zero.

Now if we choose S to have the form (5.13) and take U to

be a surn of terms of the form

3

u(rnrn) = (zr¡a-t( ærn)
dp dq)...1.(¿p-)l*(1,, ) .f*{un,, )uu1 I n,- I q )

i =1 j =1
1

(r.rr)

then, by sinply requiring certain matrix elements to exist for one

sid-e of Eq. (>.1-:6) when they exist on the other, we can see that U

must contaín particular U(mrn). For example, we find- that U must

contain el-ements of the form U(1-rn) and- U(nr1-), for some n. This

rules out the expression (5.1h) as a possible form for U. We shall

not pursue the argurnent based. on th-e existence of matrix elements in

Eq. (>,1:6) trere, for th-ere is a more serious consi-d-eration which

eliminates a large cl-ass of possible S-matrices d.ue to their viol-ation

of unitarity, and. it is to this that we now turn.

Since there is only a requirement that the reinterpreted. S-matrix,

S, be unitary, but none that S itself be unitary, we need. not

necessarily choose for S the form (5.13) in which U is hermitian.

But let us assume that th-ere is an e:çansion for the unreinterpreted.

S-matrix in powers of a coupling constant Br so that

."t(1, )..."t(p-)"(qr )..."(q, ),

+g2 ù +
2

S=I+igS
1

(¡.ra)
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and. therefore S has a simifar expansion:

(>.ll)

wh-ere ; is obtained from S by tlre reinterpretation principlenn

(\.t+9¡. From tlre properties of S d.iscussed- above, we know' that S,

and. each of the Srr, must be Lorentz invariant operators.

To first ord.er in Br the unitarity equation for the ; of (>.fg)

requires that Sr, and. therefore S., be hermitian. fn seeond.

ord.er r,re require

(r.zo)

from which we see that the matrix efements of ; ; between rrphysical
T1

statest' must be Lorentz invariant expressions because we knorrr that the

rigtrt-hand. sid.e of (5.e0) is obtained from the Lorentz invaríant

operator S

s=I+igsr+g2sr+ t

-¿-s rs (= s
1 1- I T 22

2

S

llithoprt assuming any particular form for S

the example mentioned- above. That is,

a4* Ot(*)" þ(*)"

I
J

I
J

I
J

I
J

(zrr)-' (ap)

z, let us take for

(>.z:-)

ù
I

+
(aq.)

+ +

a

(a"¡ ( as )ô4 (p+q-r-s )
+

t (p)"t(q) a(r)a(s )

T?re only ttconnected partsrt (see 1137] ) of th-e matrix elements of this

Sr, and- the corresponding matrix elements of ãr, aïe
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# u-(p+q-r-s, =(¿- 
|

Tì,='n'(p+q-r+s, =(r- 
|

#,(p-q-r-sl =(i 
I

;L u-(p-q-r+sl =( i 
I

(- l', l:")=

(

e T
t

11 0

ù õ,j

S

S

r
0

Ð l';)'

I;)
I t)'
l,:)'
l,:),

It

(>.zz)

1

ùù

ù

I ": ) =fi'+'(p-q+r+s' =(:" 
I

I :) =fi'a'(-p-q-r+s'=<: 
I

l": ) =#ô+(-p-q+r."'=(:" 
I

1

and.

U

r-Q

0

-^t ':L

I
ù

S

I

L(

where the \-momenta pre¡r, ancl s are taken to have positive energ'y.

The states of H referred. to here are noïmalized. as in (l+.)+3). Using

the expressions i-n (5.22) ve can calcufate the matrix elements of

S S - and. we shal-l consid-er the matrix element
1 1'

15.22)

vTr-ieh-, using (>.ZZ) , is equal to

p
0 t I

.l
s.

I.,9"',J.,%,f*,*.,<S I ', | 
.i;) (e;" ">
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1 t

J
ôa ( p-q-r-s ) (o¡ d.k )

2 Iou 
lp-"-r.r-u, ),Í.,

2y'Z't¡+ 1+

15.2\)

Thi-s, bf (5.2O), should. be equal to the same matrix el-ement of
:r : _.-S' - S , which we know-is Lorentz invariant.

22
The expression ¡5.2t+) r¡"i]-l be evaluated. for a convenient choice

of the four taclryon momenta prerr, and. s. I'le are free to choose

these momenta provid-ed- that th-ey all have positive energy and. satisf!

energy-momentum conservation and. the mass shell- condítion. Thus

p = q- + r * s and. [p]' = [q]' = lrfz = [s]2 = -m2 (5.25)

If we now choose the momenta such that

[p-"]' = [p-"]2 = -^2 ß.ze)

then the relations (>.2>) wiff require that [p-S.]' = -2m2 The matrix

element (>.Zt+) is ttren a sum of integrals of the type which are

eval-uated- in append.ix B. Equation (eff) applíes and we obtain

+ 2ô4(p-a-kr-kr) + zôa(p-r-k.-or)]

#ôa(p-q-r-")|ffi.p
0

QA 2P.'{ * ,P'-"ille-gl lp-IlJ ,(>.zT)Q¡
s

which involves a sum of terms of the ty¡re "o/l=1, where x is a

)+-vector. Now, unless x is a nul-l l+-vector, which is not the case

in (5.27) for the particular clroice of momenta rnacle in (5,26),

"oll"l is not Lorentz-inrrariant. Thus the matrÍx element (5.27),
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and.l¡hich is a sum of such- terrns, cannot be Lorentz-invariant*,

therefore cannot equal the matrix element

p
0 -õ-'J

t Qr
S

since ;^ must be d.erived from some Lorentz-invariant operator ,r.
2_

This shows that the reÌnterpreted. S-matrix S eannot satisfy

rrnitarity to second. ord.er (Eq. (>.zo ) ) if S has an expansion of the

rorm (5.:-8) in which- t, is given by (>.21).

* This is most easily seen Ín the case when the sum contains a

term "o/l=l in which- x is a timelike )+-vector. We may ehoose

the tachyon l+-momenta prerr, anil s such that (>.2\) has a

finite val-ue and. such that X = P - s¡ say, is timelike with the

integral in (¡.e)+) containing this d.ifference of the tachyon

I+-momenta requiring Eq. (SfO) of append-ix B for its evaluation. The

matrix el-ement (5.4) ttren contains a term proportional to "o/lIl
for this choice of momenta, and. such a term becomes infinite vhen

we transform to the rest frame of the timel-ike vector x. This shows

d.irectly that the val-ue of the matríx element is not invariant und-er

Lorentz transformations .

22
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More generally, rte maf consider ex¡ransions (t.fB) for S in

which S is a finear combination of a finite nr:rnber of operators
I

of the form

S (mrn ) (r.eg)

where m and- n are any positÍve Íntegers. In terms of creation

and. annihilation operators , S (mrn ) ta¡<es the form (¡ . rf ) . That i.s ,

lre are considering operators t, of tl e form

luo* **(*)* o(*)"

fau* 
r(öt(x) ,ö(x) ) ,ù (>.zs)

where P is a normaf-ord.ered. polynomial- in the tachyon fiel-d. and. its

conjugate , and- P has finite ord-er so tl at for the S(mrn) appearing

in [5 .2g), m and. n are finite. We have seen that for õ -o ou

unitary, S must be hermitian so if S contains S(mrn), it witt
I1

also contain the hermitian ad.joint, S(nrm).

Consid.ering these more general forms (>.Zg) for Sr, we find- that

there wilt always be matrix elements of ; .; which, for sufficiently
II

large nurnbers of tachyons and. antitachyons in the initial and. final

states, a;re non-zero and. have connected. components whieh involve only

two integrations over intermed.iate momenta, as vl-e found. in (5.2l+). It

is sufficient to consid.er only the connected. components since the

Lorentz invariance of the remaind.er is required. separately by consid.ering

matrix elements of õ .; wÌth fer,rer incoming arrd. outgoÍng momenta.
11

We shall illustrate tlrese remarks by using the form (>.Zg) tor

S and. eval-uating a specific matrix element of ; .; The d.Íscussionr17

I
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bel-ow may also be d.one in terms of bubble d.iagrams 1137]. The

polynomial P is of finite ord.er so r¡re find- the term S(M'N) in t,

which has the largest values for M + N and. M. We have aÌready

consid.ered- an S of the form (f .ef), so r'r-e now take M and. N such
I

that

M+N >

Consid-er t} e matrix element

p
0

Slr...rS2N-2
trr...rtz¡vt_lÞ .Þ

I
U

; .; ( zn-e )
(2M-3)

1,, I [3il_3)

(¡.so)
I I

of S .S , where on tTre right-hand. sid.e w-e use the abbreviation of
II

only ind.icating the number of tachyons ancL antita,chyons in the initial

and. final- states, instead- of w'riting in alÌ the momenta as on the

l-eft-hand- sid.e. By d.efinition, the matrix el-ement (>.EO) is equal to

II t'

)
I

J

(aq )
t

J

(¿r )

æ

k=o I =0 +
(ar, )

+

Q1 r. . . r
f 

, r' ' ' :

o.k
T
t

+

8r:"':Q¡
f 

, r. . . tf,

( ¿s.
I 1+

_Ll .(¡.sr);
0 I

fn the eval-uation of (5.31), as in tlre evaluation of (5.21), each

term requires at most two nontrivial integrations und.er the above

assumption about M + ¡.x I'le now'ind.icate hor¿ this may be seen.

tçff N=0 r th-is situation h-old.s for the follor,aing matrix element r,¡?l-ich u-e

l[#:3ì)S .S
11

may consid.er Ìn place of [5.30):
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fn ord.er to evaluate [5.31), r,¡e need. to knom the nonvanÍshing

matrix elements of ; , and., as previously, tlrese are found- from the
1

knoun matrix elements of t, by using th-e reinterpretation principle

(t+.t+9¡. For example, in the sum of terms Cf.¡r) , the matrix el-ements

of S appearing as the second. factors in eacÏr term are given by
I

(
qk

õ I ;l; :::î;y) {tlt ::;h,*.1 '. I

s1 
" "'s2N-2

-rrr...r-Tl )
t,

,
1

I,Tl

6.zz\
in terms of th-e matrix elements of tr. Now' a, is a li.near

combination of terms S(m,n), and- th-e contribution of a certain

S(mrn) to th-e expression (>.Zz) is given by

l

(ola*(rr)...a*(q) # a_(-tr)...a_(-tr*_, ) ,ãrbT u(m,n)

( l. ¡s)

wtr.ere U(m,n) is given by (5.17), a.nd. the incoming and. outgoing states

of the matrix element are normal-ized- as in ()+.43) . Now U(m,n) is

a prod.uct of m creation operators and. n annihil-ation operators, and-

if

k+2M-J=1 and. QN-Z+ 1=n (>.sl+)

in (5.33), then we may evaluate (5.33) ¡y making a].l possible contractions

betw'een the operators, so rre find. that the contribution of S(mrn) to

1
the matrix elernent (5.SZI ot S is proportional to
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k

ôuc I sr S.
I

(>.t>)
i =l

Due to th-e cond.ition (5.¡\), there are m+n momenta in th-e argument

of th-Ìs ô-function. Such- a matrix element lre cal-l connected-.

If k and l- are l-ess than is required. for (¡.¡l+) to hold-,

then after maJ<ing al-l the available contractions betr,ceen tlre operators
+a and. a', th-ere r,citl- be a normal-ord-ered. resid.ue which wifl make

the e:çression (1.:¡) vanish.

But for larger k and. 1, th-at is, arl excess of operators ín

the incoming and. outgoing status of (5.33) over the nurnber mr+nl

contained- in th-e expression for a particular U(mr,nr), the matrix

el-ement (f .¡:) w-i11, íf not zero,be rrnconnected.. By this we mean

that rrhen we evaluate (5.33) ty making al-l the possible contractions,

we find. that in each case mr+nr of the momenta % ,ti ,si and. 
"i

go into a factor of th-e form (5.35), anil that multiplying it are

factors which contain the remaining momenta, and- these factors are of

the form

zIs-1" Io'(q, c
ljt $.s6)

r¿here, for instance, one of the q and. one of the =i remained-

after having contracted. T,r-ith al-l the operators resid.ing in the

U(-mr,nr). So that a matrix el-ement of the form (r.T) which is

unconnected. is equal to a sum of termsn in each of trhích there are

mr+nt external momenta being combined. into a factor fife (5.35), a,rrd

the remainiler are unconnected, and- appear Ín factors like (,>.=6) .

N-22l\1L32

v.
I

I

I
i =l

+I t.
1

T
1

)
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Nor¿ Ìn the evaluation of one term of (¡.:f) (.a term rrrith a

particuJ-ar k and f) tlre presence of gnconnected. momenta in the

seconil factor noir]-d. mean that t]re integration over th.ese momenta is

irnmed.iate. But such- is not the case for the integration over momenta

w'hich- are connected-, or appear ín factors l-ike (¡.¡f ). We want to

fÌnd. the maximum nrmber of integrations over connected momenta which

are involved in the evaluation or (5.31). Consid-er a term of the

¡- ^- \ .sum (5.31) in which

k+t<M+N-1 (l.sr)

and- consid-er the second. factor

Cr<)

tr)
( em-z )
(zu-s)

(rr)
(zl¿-:)1

Suppose th-at in the evafuation or (5.38), at most i of the k

positive-energ'Jr tachyon momenta, ancl j of the 1 negative-energr

momenta, can be connected.. Then, with the remaining momenta in factors

like (5.36), there w-ill be a factor rike (r.35), arising from a

certain S(nrn), for which

m r n = 2M + 2N - 5 - k - t_ + 2(i+j) $.sg)

Now', usÍne ß.37), rre find. that

m * n > M + N - )+ + 2(-i+j) (r.40)
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shoï-ing that the nr.mber i+j of integratÍons over connected. momenta

carrnot be twr¡ or greatet, for otherwise m+n woul-d. be greater than

14+Nr contrad.icting our assumption that there are no S(mrn) in t,

rÍ-ith m+n greater than M+N.

A sÍmilar argument, this time usÍnC the first factor of a term

in [5.31), may be constructed. for the case in whictr k+]- is greater

than M+N-1. !'Ie find that in [¡.Sf) ,1or tÍre maximum nr:¡rber of

integrations ove" connected. momenta, k+l must be equal to M+N-l.

In this case tlrere is an integration over two connected. momenta and.,

with M being the largest nr¡rnber m for which there is an S(mrn)

in S , only S(MrN) contributes to the tuo factors of each term.
1

So, to evaluate (f .¡f) , we neeil to consid.er the term with k=N

and. f=M-1. The first factor of this term is connected. and proportional-

to

^L ro'[p - q. o.N -r
1 M-1I

TTre second factor i-s unconnected. and. is equal to (5.33) with

k=N, l=M-1rü=M, and. n=N

Eval-uating this factor, only two momenta of the set {n, '"lr saf

2, can be connected., the remaining M+N-3 momenta being

rrnconnected, ad.d.ing up to the momentum Y¡ say, and. joined. by

ô-firnctions like (1.E6) to M+N-3 of tlre momenta {s. ,t, }. Let z

be the srm of th,e remaÌning M+N-2 momenta of {s, ,t, } tnat are not

joined. to th-e momenta in y by ô-frrnctions. Ttre momenta in z are

kandk
I
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then connected., so that tlre second factor is proportional to

ô4(t< +}t -z) multiplied. by th-e ô-functions involving the momenta i-nt2
y. Thus the integration over the momenta of {q ,r, } whieh ad.d. up

to y can be done irnmed.iately, so that th-e integral- of the prod.uct of

the two factors is proportional- to

dk [or)ôaCp-y-k t<)ô4(t< +k -z)
1

lÍ.,

=lôu(p-y-r) (ar (atr)oa((p-y) -k,

2

For example, we may take

+2 12

2I
k ( i. \r)

+ +

w'h-ere the sum is taken over all ways of choosing k, , kr, and. the

momenta in z from the avail-able sets.

The matrix el-ement (>.¡f) thus eontains a term of the form

(¡.1+f ), r,,rhich is composed- of a sum of integrafs of the type which

have been eval-uated. ín append.ix B and- found. to be generally

noninyariant. As ind-icated previously, the sum (5.1+f ) of such integrals,

and. therefore al-so the matrix el-ement (t.SO), vill be a noninvariant

function of the external momenta {prs. ,t. }. We see again that

rrnitarity to second. ord.er (Eq. (>.ZO)) rnust be viol-ated-.

lle conclude that a1l physical tachyon S-matrices, ;, which

are d.erived- by the reinterpretation principfe (l+.)+9) from Lorentz-

invariant operators S of the form (¡.fA) in which t, is as given

nV G.Zg) (a local-polynomial-ty¡re interaction term) , violate unitarity.

fn view of this resul-t one may wish to incl-ud.e d-erivatives of

the field. in the form for S
1

s, = 
Jaax 

âe ot(*) ðu ót(*) Q(x)2
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and calcutate th-e matrix element (r,æ) . In d-oing so, Tre find. that

we need. to eval-uate integrals similar to those treated. in append.ix B,

but which contain scalar prod.ucts in the integrand-. These give rise

to a great many more noninvariant terms and unitarity cannot hold. for

the reasons alread¡r explained above.

The rrelectromagnetictt ÌntêractÍon

Using the Arons-Sud-arshan quantization, w-e have seen that physical

S-matrices which arise from ttlocal polynomialrt interactions involving

only the tachyon fields are not unitary. By formÍng Lorentz-invariant

combinations of the tachyon field. with other field-s, we may similarly

obtain an S-matrix d-escribing a possible interaction betw'een tachyons

and. these oth-er field.s. trrle shall- mention here vhat might be called. an

electromagnetic interaction, but ve find-, as above, that the physical

S-matrix cannot be unitary.

Ttr-e taehyon field- in the Arons-Sud.arshan quanti.zation, (l+.¡g),

is nonherrnitian, and from it w'e may construct a current l+-vector

f which is defined by

.f (*) = i e(ot(x) ðt' ô(x) - ap ot(*) 0(x)) (>.\z)

,and. w'hich can be u-ritten in the form

ønr
I

J

(¿p) (¿q-) "i(p-q)'* (p* * q.') "t(n) "(n)
(l.l+s).f (*) =

+ +

by using (l+.¡g). lile find. ttrat ttris current satisfies the equation

âP.l(x)=o
p 15.t+l+)
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because the field- satisfies the Klein-Gord.on equatÍon for a tachyon,

Eq. (l+.r).

l{ith the current .f (*) and. a l+-vector field. such- as the h-vector

potential A¡'(x) of the el-ectromagnetic field., T¡I'e may form the

Lorentz scalar .f (x)nr(x), and. assume, in tlre spirit of the earlier

w'ork of this section, that the unreinterpreted- S-matrix is given by

the expansíon

S=f +eS +
I

2 s+

p

(i. l+l )

(r.ue)

2

wlrere

eS =lI
¿ax ,f (x) n (x)

For the quantization of the el-ectromagnetic field. we expand"

the l+-potential- as [111]

A, (x) = (nt)-st zl (aq¡1u-io'* 
",, 

(q) + "iQ'* {f gll , (>.\r)
, )+ 

_ 
tt

wh-ere qo = sl, and- ro¡here we have the commutation rel-ations

t", (!1, 
"jtgl f = -st,,2poôt(g - g) ( l.l+8)

If tf n) {g), for À = O ,Ir2, or 3, are four linearly ind-epend-ent,

orthonormal polarization vectors, th-en the annihilation operators

"( 
n) (s.) for a ph.oton of a specific potarization are given by

3

I
À=

a[q)=p-
o
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Ttre physical one-photon states ln,f) of l+-momentum q- and.

polarization ,( ^) (n)
t¡-

are those for which-

r( ^) [q) .q-=0

Using ttr-e expressions'ç5.t+3) anA (-1.)+7) for the current and the

)+-vector potential, rd-e can evaluate (,5.)+6), the operator S to first

ord.er in e. As prevÍously, w'e may then d.eterrnine the nonvanishing

matrÌx el-ements of S,. , and-, by applying the reinterpretation

principte (l+.1+g), tlrose of õ . We nor,r find. that any physical S-matrix
1

S d.erived. from th-e unreinterpreted- S of (r.l+5) ín which t, is

given by'(t.l+6), cannot be unitary, for again we find. trrat (5.20),

which expresses r.rlitarity to second. ord.er in e, fail-s. To show this,

the matrix element

-¿
^lù

I
p
0 l;)

-6a(p - ") r'#

ù = ? f*tu",¡l.,dq.)p.r(^) 
(q.)ôa (p-s.-")

.".r(^) (q)ôa(q+r-s)

of
-r

DD
11

I

(r.4s)

may be evaluated. by the method. of append.ix B, giving

This is not a Lorentz invariant firnction, and., as explained. earlier,

unitarity must t?rerefore faÌl.

The noninvariance which we have been observing through-out this

sectiono and which h-as prevented- th-e so-cal-l-ed. local- polynomÍal
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interactions from yield.ing unitary physical S-matri-ces, evid-ently

arises from only performing integrations over positive energies, but

this is all w'e are allowed. to d.o because the reinterpreted. particl-es,

the physical tach¡r-ons and antitachyonsr can only trave positive

energy.

Doubts have been raised. 1107] as to r¡fiether the Arons-Sud.arshan

theory' admits any nontrivÌal , Loreniz-invariant, unitary, physical

S-matrices. Our d-emonstration here that rorhat would. be cal-led. local

polynomial interactions must yield a nonunitary physical S-matrix,

removes' from consideration a large class of possible interactions

which, in conventional field. theory, at Ìeast provid.e S-matrices

which satisfy the cond.itions above. It has also been shol+n that a

d.erivative-ty¡le coupling and- the usual coupling to the el-ectromagnetic

fiel-d. fail for the same reason.

Ttrese results suggest that if tachyons have a role to play in

quantum field- theory, then they wili- enter the theory in a way more

¿nfamiliar th-an has been consid.ered. here, and" it appears that non-loca1

interactions may be required-. That the interactions in a consistent

quantum theory of tachyons must be non-l-ocaf is also suggested by

the foll-ow-ing mod-ef calculations.

5.3 Simpl-e Sol-uble fnteractions

Dh-ar and. Sud.arshan t1381 vere the first to attempt an interacting

theory of scalar taclryons. Using a quantization of the Arons-

Sud.arshan type, they expand.ed. the tachyon field. 0(x) in annihil-ation

operators-only, giving a nonlrermitian field-. Creation operators only

appear in the conjugate field. Ot(*) , and. in ord.er to Ïrave a fie1d.

vhich- eontained. both- creation and- annilr-ilation operators, Dhar and
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Sud.arsh.an introd.uced. th-e hermitian field.

X(x) =E t (¡.ro)IÖ[x) + 0 (x)l

But th-eir theory is not Lorentz-invariant, for they choose noninvariant

cornmutation rel-ations for the field. 0[x) [1OT], rùrich resul-t in the

field. X(x) h-aving tlre commutation rel-ations

IX(x) , ¡(x')J = -i G2 (x - x')

1

t

r,,¡trere the function G2 is given tv (l+.16). As we have seen, the

fr:nction G2 is not Lorentz invariant. Furthermore, Boulware [139]

has sh.orm that the Dhar-Sud-arshan theory is not unitary.

Jue t1)+01 has applied. a soluble field. theoretic mod.el to tachyons.

He uses an Lrermitian tachyon field- of the form (5.50) but uses the

invariant commutation refations (l+.4f) for the field. Ó. The commutator

of the fietd. X is then found" to vanish id-entically:

tX(x) , X(x')l = Q

This is in accordance w-ittr his bel-ief that tachyons only exist as

virtual particles, and. he d-oes not incl-ude terms involving tachyon

operators in the free Haniltonian. It is supposed. that taclryons are

not observabl-e as physical particles, so that the reinterpretation

principle is not need.ed., even.tlrough th-e tachyons are allowed. to

have both- positive and. negative energies. Jue th-en l-ooks at Schr,¡'eberrs

scalar field. mod.el- [rrr] in thich th.e neutral sealar bradyon field.
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lras been replaced by the her:nitian field. X(x) , and he obtains the

r.rnitary "d.ressingrt transformation. Th-e d-ressing of the bare particles

is the full extent of the interaction.

Kamoi and Kamefuchi [110] ]rave consid.ered the propagation of the

interaeting tachyon fiel-d. th-at satisfies (.i.1+). As pointed- out in

section !.1, the solution (.f .>) suffers from the problem that, for

a general current J, it contains FourÍer components violating the

cond.ition ()+.3). Furth-eï:more, from (l+.f8) and ()+.\2), t¿e see that the

presence of these components prod.uces a field. r,¡hich increases

exponentiatly in future timelike directions. Kamoi and. Kamefuchi

tlrerefore propose the use of the Greenrs function GF in place of

tlr-e retard.ed. funetion GR in (5 .J), lor the reason that this fr:nction

gives a field. in rr,rhich the Fourier components violating ()+.3) are

exponentially d-amped- for large times, both past and. future. But there

are problems w-ith this approackr because the physical interpretation

of such a sol-ution is uncfear as we aTe not sol-ving a conventional

initial--value problem [110] .

!üe shoul-d- l-ike to point out krere that a simple interaction

betv'een t}.e usual- Arons-Sud.arshan tactryon field. Q and. a cl-assical

current that satisfies a certain nonlocality cond.ition can be d.escribed.

using the ord.inary retard-ed- Greenrs function. Although we are not

abte to offer a scþeme for d.escribing more genera} ot realistie

interactions, we shall d.iscuss this sinple interaction now because

it uses the ordinary tachyon field- 0, rather than X, and. it is

based. on a reasonably familiar form of initial--value problem.

Interaction u-ith a fixed- source

Let us consÍder the interaction of the non-hermitian Arons-

Sud.arsh,an tachyon fÌeld. Ô(x) trith a classÌcal current vhich is
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d.escribed. by a complex scal-ar source firnction .f (x) , so that the

equation of motion for the tactr.yon fiel-d- is

[o - r') O(") = J(x) (r. >r)

This type of modef is well-knoun for a scalar bradyon under the name

of the van ltrcve model, aniL h-as been d.iscussed- by many autkrorsr alnong

whom we mention I'Ientzel 11\11 , FriedrÍchs 11421 , Henley and. Thirring

[1)+3] , Segat [121] , and Emch tlh)+l .

I'le solve (>.ff) with the aid. of the Greenrs functions as

ind.icated- in section 5.1. lüe want to find- the operator S which

gives ttre relation between the incomi-ng and- outgoing field-s, and-

which satisfies

s-10. (x)
'1n ó.'1n

(*) + d+y c(x - y) .r(y) , (>.>z)

where G is defined by (h.11).

In this mod.el- the tachyon field. Ó is quantized but the current

J is some prescribed cl-assical (unquantized.) source function. Thus

the fiel-d-" 0i o and- Þo,rt , which satisflr free-field- equations' are

taken to be free Arons-Sud.arshan fields for which we have the

d.ecomposi-tion

ó. (x)
'1n

(zn)-st z I
J

qb i¡.x,-it¡xo / \ it¡xoe*l'tr (e t*.' + _* (p) + e'*^ ",,r_(l)), G.>z)
2u

p

for example, and- for tÌ:-e rrnquantized. complex function J rte consider

the Fourier trans.form



Substitutine (5.53), (>.fl+) , and the form (l+.fZ) of the f¿nction G

into the equation (>.>Z) , *" find. th,a,t S is the sofution of

,l',un, "iP'4çu-itrlx' 
s-t., 

"* 
(,!)s + uit'x' s-1a, ,,,- 

(p)s)

= I,un) uiP'r (e-it'¡xo., 
r,* 

(p) * utt*'", 
"-(r))

.l(x) = (2fi)-'* ¿ap s-IP." j(p)

d-3p iD.x , -it¡xoij (o,p) _ eã"=-\e - -=

:-l+z

( i. ¡l+)

ij (-ur,!))'s /z it¡xo+ (zn)
p >m

G.ir)

where o and X are gi-ven ¡y (h.f ) and. (l+.6) respectively.

In (5.55) we notice the introd.uction of field. components with

lp[.* and imaginary energies ti\. But the outgoing field behaves

as a free field. and. such a fiel-d., in the Arons-Sud.arshan quantizati-on,

has only real- energy and. only components with momentum lgl>". For

consistency, then, the last term in (5.55) must vanish and. this can

only occur if the source frmction ¡(x) is such that the Fourier

components appearing in this term vanÍsh. Inle must therefore require

that the Fourier transform of the source function satisfþ the condítion

j(p) =o ror lp <m. G.56)

lle knorni' that such a cond-ition on a funetion means that it is spatially

extend.ed. ancl cannot vanish outsid.e a finite cfosed- region of ]-space.

. Í,.1.- * uiP'r (exxo i(lx,!) - "-x*o 
j(-i-x,!))]
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Using a source comþlying r¿rith (r.16) , re see from (r.55 ) tnat

the operator S which describes the interaction is the solution of

$.>t)

,-t",".(!) s = ","-(!) - i(:r¡!-tl z i(-o,p)

We may find- the erplicÍt sol-ution of the equations (>.>l), ancl it is

the unitary operator

s = "*rli Qn¡-tr'f ,un,(J"* (q); (tr,p) - "1"-tulj 
(-o,p))

+ i(Z¡)-zl z t
J

(¿p)(a, 
"* 

(E)j*(ur,p) - ", "_(p)j*(-t¡,p))
( r. ¡a)

This operator S sol-ves the probÌem and-, as we shall- see below,

pred.icts the emission of tachyons if the source possesses the Fourier

components which appear in (5.58). For a static (time-ind"epend.ent)

souïce, Ïrowever, there is no endsÉion of partícles and. the scattering

matri-x is the id.entity. This may be seen [121r11+l+] by noting that

the Hamiltonian d.escribing the Ínteraction with a static source is

n = 'zja'rl"l,u,"*(n) - ".t(p)"-(p) - i(zn)-3l 'j*(!)(a*(n)+a-(p) )

+ i(zn)-3"jtp)t{tql . "ltplllT- I
ß.>g)

instead. of th-e free llamil-tonian l¡hiôtl is given by P0 of (l+.1+f ).

But, for sufficiently smooth. sor,rrce functions, (5.59) Ís unÍtarily
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equivalent to the free Ilamiltonian. That Îs, there is a unitary

transformation like (5.58) r^rhich, diagonalizes the interactíng

Hamiltonian, anil in such a case there Ís no interaction betw'een the

source and. the tach-yon field- apart from the d.ressing of the source.

!,Ie shall want to find. the matrix elements of S betw'een states

w-Ìth a specific nimber of tachyons, so that we need to normal-orcler

the expressÍon Cf .ig). ThÌs can be d-one by using th-e formula

A+B -1¿tA.Bl Ae=e-- B
te ( r.6o )

which is valid. for operators A and. B if the commutator [ArB]

is a c-nrmber. !üith the aid. of (5.60), r,re find that the probabiJ-ity

amptitud.e for r positive-energy, ancl s negative-energy tachyons

of specified- momenta to be emitted. if there v',-ere m positive-energf

and- n negative-energy tachyons present initialJ-y is given by

krr...r\ krr"'n\

Ilr...rl,

Ptr...rP-

Qrr...r9r, 11 r. . . r

P1r...rP*

Q1r...r\
out 1n 1n S 1n

t
s

= extr) -r-r(Ztr)-3 Jtarltl¡*(q)l' * li-rel l'l] å("*s+m+n). (an)

.f r . rs

h j*(r<,)...:*(r., ) +i i_(rr)...j_(r, )

.S ;itn,)...jf(n-) ++ jl(er)...;i(q )

I
L

, (>.6l-)

where, for convenience, vle h-ave r¿'i-ritten j*(.n) in place of

¡(ttrn rg). To d.etermine what physical process this correspond.s to,

we have to apply the reinterpretation principle as given ¡y ()+.49) .
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lle then find. that ç5.6f) is equat to the probability arnplitud-e for

T tachyons and. n antitachyons to be emitted. if the initial state

contained. m tachyons and- s antitachyons.

Consid.er tlre case th-at no tachyons or antitachyons are present

initÌal]y, so that any particles vfuich are present in the final- state

w-Íl-l have been emitted- by the source. In particular, let us d.etermine

tlre probability, p(m;O), that N particles of either tytrre are

emitted. if originally none were present. That is, for simplicitÍr we

shall- not d.istinguÌsh between tachyons and. antitachyons, so that the

probability p(iV;O) is obtained. by summing the probabilities for al-I

those processes which, upon reinterpretation, appear as the emission

of N physical tacl¡rons, regard.Iess of whether they be tachyons or

antitachyons, with no particles of either t¡rye present initially. As

'we are only interested. in the number of particles present, we also

integrate over ttre momenta. Using (>.6:-), we find- that the probability

P(w;o) is given by

æ oo

P(m;o) = I I
n=O r =O
n*r =N

(atr)... (¿r< ) (aqr)... (¿q )-n

k ,klt"'

U Q1 :...rQ'

¿

0
n

ù

-NN
NI

-N (>.62)

r,¡here

|[= á=Í S cli(r¡,p)l' + l¡(-o,p) l') G.6t)
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From (r.62) rre see ttrat the number of tachyons emitted. by the sor¿rce

obeys a Poisson d.istribution in which the mean nr.mber emitted. is given

by (5 .63) , and that ad-d.ing the probabilities for al-l possible N gives

unity.

Our mod.el- thus d.escribes the rand.om emission of tachyons from

an extend.ed classical source. Note that the source is not quantized.

in this mod.el and- that the source fi:nctÍon i-s a pred.eterrnined complex

scafar function, so that th-e source is entireÌy unaffected- by the

emission or absorption of the tachyons.

ReÍnterpretation and- antitachyons

In tÏre above, we d-id. not w-ìsh to d.istinguish between tachyons

and- antitaclryons merely for reasons of convenience, and in find-ing

the probability that N particles be emitted, ve su¡rmed. over the

probabilities correspond-ing to all partitions of those N particles

into tachyons and- antitackr-yons. But we mention here that there may

be ground.s for regard-ing what we have called. tachyons arrd. antitachyons

as inherently ind.istinguishable.

It h-as generally been assumed. that the physical particles

obtained. from reinterpreting negative-energy tachyons bear an

antiparticle-particl-e rel-ationship to those particles obtained. from

reinterpreting positive-energy tachyons because d.is crete quantities

Iike charge w'ouJ-d. change sign d.uring the reinterpretation process in

the former case but not ín the l-atter. But r¡re see that the charge

associated- with the l+-current d.efined- by (>.\Z) is given by

k¿- ¿3x Jo (x)I
J

= "j{.untc"f cr-1"*(q) - ,,r{n-)"-(p)) t
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so that positive- and- negative-energy tachyons have opposite charges.

This should. hoId. generally for such quantities, for if the i+-current

associated- r¡r-ith th-em is spacelike, then by Lorentz invariance the

sign of the zero-component of the \-current cannot be invari-ant.

Actually, the conserveil charge associated. ï1th the MaJorana field.

[135,136] has the same sign for both the positive- and. negative-energ'y

spacelike solutions. But here the \-current appears to be timelike,

even for the spacelike sol-utions [136], suggesting that the charge

is somehor not being transported- superluminally by that part of the

fiel-d. with spacel-ike l+-momentum. If such is the case, then

reinterpretation shoul-d not affect the sign of the charge, and the

physical tachyons may all have charges of the same sign. But one may

speculate that aJ-J- quantities like charge which are transported-

superluminatly by tachyons are connected. with a spacelike )+-current,

so that they take opposite signs for positive-and. negative-energy

tachyons. Therefore, upon reinterpretation, all the tachyons wiII

have ckrarges of the sa.rne sign, so that there may in fact be no

d.istinction between particle and antiparticle.

In ad-d-ition, we recall the d.escription of antiparticl-es which

comes from the usual bradyon theory l:0lr12íl. The bradyon fiel-d-

operator carries distinct representations of the Poincaré group

belonging to the t$ro s.eparate branches of the bradyon mass hyperboloid.,

and- charge conjugation consists of a mapping from one representation

of the Poincaré group to the complex conjugate representatíon. But as

we noted. in section h.3, t?:-e field. operator of the scalar tachyon

carries a single representation of the Poincaré group th-at bel-ongs to

the single-sheeted- tacÌ:-yon mass lqrperboloid., so that perhaps we

shoul-d. consid.er that only one t¡rye of particl-e is ul-timately d.escribed
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by the taelSron fie1-d. operator.

So if we still- w-ish to eall some of the reinterpreted tachyons

antitaehyons, these comments caution us the.t they may not be

antiparticfes in tlre usual sense.

Ttre pair model

lfe can also appl-y another sol-ubl-e mod.el, th'Wentzel pair mod.eI,

to tachyons. This mod.el Ìras been extensively stud.ied. for bradyons

[1)+5,1)+6 rL)+],L1+2r1l+31 , a,nd. ]rere r,re mainly fol-l-ow' Klein and. McCormiek

t1461. For this mod-el the interaction term is more complicated. and.

we have

(o - 
") 

O(*) = ). aay Q(x,y) 0(y) ( r.6l+)

for which we eonsid.er t?:-e case of a time-ind.ependent separable

interaction,

Q(x,y) = ô(xo - yo) u(x) ux(v) $.6r))

as it can be solved- exaetly. lle shall only consid.er this mod.el briefly.

There is no production of real particles and. only one-ehannel scattering

occurs.

l{ith the interaction given by (>,65), the equation of motion

becomes

(o - m2) O(t,x) = -À u(x) a3y u*(r.) O(t,{) (r.66)

tlre solution of wh-ieÏ:- satisfies

t
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.ô(ro ,r) (>.6t)

The e:çression (>.61), æd simil-ar ex¡lressions bel-orr, refer to pairs

of equations l-ike (.f .i) ana (.5.6). In one equation of th-e paiz:, the

labelsttintt and. R appear, anil in th-e other equation r.'re have the

l-abels ltout" and. A. Defining tlre Fourier transforms

O (t ,x) = ó, ," o,,t 
(t ,r) - rJu-of ut , GR' ^(.t-yo ,*-y)u(y)ux ( z)

trrho ,1) = * ju. "inot ip(t,x)

where U is 0, 0¡ o , or þout , and.

G& 
A'(po,x) 

= Jat 
.inot c*'A'çt,r)

equation (>,61) becomes

d" v

The solution of this integral equation is

o(po ,=) = 0r ,,,, oo, 
(po ,5) - 

^l
3

0(n0,I) = 0i,,,oo, (po,x) - 
^fu'" 

G&AIp',*-y)u(¿)f a3z u*(z)

I 5.68)

$.69)

Oi ,,, oot 
(po ,")lt . 

^Jut 
u[ut, u*(y)ç*'o{po ,y-u)u(3)] -l

Because of th-e free-field. nature of 0, n *d Óo.,t , they may be

Fourier-d-ecomþosed. in th-e manner of (5.53) , whÍch- we lrrite as
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and.

for tfre fÌel-d.s 0, r, and.

transform of Eq. [5.69) as

and.

wt-ere w'e have d.efined.

.âr n, oot 
(no ,1)ô(po+ur, ) ß.tz)

oÍ:].", (ro ,g) = (zn¡-s/ ' ù 
ai ,,,oot * 

(no ,n-)6(p0-r,5 )

oÍ ;] "", 
(no ,p) = (z¡¡-{ ' # ai ,,, o,,t - 

(no ,q) ô(p'+.; )
p

ó'out UsÍng (¡.lo), re ean write tlre FourÍer

( i. ro)

p(*) [n3:,n¡ = (en) -'t /lù 
[o'(n-r) . frh'## I

I

.ai n, out 
(no ,1)ô(po-ur, ) ( i. rr)

*{ì lno,p) = (zn)-st z l¿3r
lz¿¡¿1

ô 
3 (p-r) + @ t- 2-.-r--p-+r-rl

1lrI,Tl

t

( r. r:)

and. we have used. tlre foll-owing representations of the retard.ed and

ad.vanced Greenrs functions :

GR'A'1*¡ = dap
e-ap. x ( ¡. rL)

(putin)'-p'+^'

wh-ere n > m. Of th-e trro signs in front of n in Eqs. (5.7r) to

$.1\), th" upper [ror'rer) sign replaces the d.esignation retard.ed

[ad.vanced), *d is to be paÌred. ìdtfr t]re label Ìn Cout) in extr¡ressions

D.(I') = 1 +

t
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( >.f r) and ( , .72) .

It is important to note th-at to be abl-e to d-erive (:.ff) and

$.lZ) tor t?r-e tacl¡yon field, it is necessary that the Fouri-er

transforrn U(p) of the source firnction U(1) vanish for lgl < m.

l{e krave to make this assumption here for the satne reasons that the

condition (r.16) h-ad- to be applied- in the previous mod.el-. If we

take a soul'ce firnction whieh- satisfies this condition, then we can

u=rite the lleisenberg fîel-d. 0 as

-3r
ö(x) = (2î) ,)u' a. (r)

1n, oul+ -
nJa'" %F In.,'n-

-iul t
)! ) er

+ n-(p,r) e
+

ai 
n,, o.rt -(I)]

ir¡ t 6.t>)

o*(.9,1) = ô'(!-t) . #r 59# G.16)

and. th-e fiel-d. (>.1>) :-s ttre sol-ution of the problem.

The tachyon field.s Ó, ,,,, o,r, 
(*) are free Arons-Sud-arshan field.s

so tl at they satisfy the commutation rel-ations

where w'e d-efine

[0, n,, oo, 
(*) óJ .(x')l =Gt(x-x')'¡ n,, oul ,

r,¡hich, as lre have seen, d.o not yield. canonicaf equal-time commutation

rel-ations. !,Ie can calcu-l-ate the equal-time commutati-on relations of

the fietd ó(.x) given bf (: .Tr), and r,¡e find. that th-e interacting

field. 0(x) w-ill satisfy the same equal-time commutation rel-ations

as the free field.s, 0, ,,, and Ooot , if CI satisfies a form of
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¿nitaríty requirement. For a spherÍcat1y symmetric source function

U(x) , this cond.ition may be proved. by tl:-e same proced.ure which is

used. in the bradyon case t1)+61 .

The S-matrix gives tkre refation betw'een the operators "t,, and.

aout

aout =S'a-S.ln

as in Eq. (>,1), ancl rrûe can determine ttre action of S on the

by using tlre tw-o equations contained. in the expression (>.1>).

the case for the model applied. to bra{yons [f)+6], we find. that

G.tt)
s-I ",,,_(p) s = extr¡(-zi-6(p)) 

", "_(!)

wh-ere

a.1n

As in

1+ E'IT d_ q -t (r.TB)

Thus, from t}.e form of ttre S-matrix, we see that there is no particle

prod.uction, ancl that outgoing states can only d.iffer from incoming

states by a possible phase shift (>.fA).

Again w-e see that a sÍmple interaction between tachyons and. a

source can be treated in a fairly conventional way. It is to be

noted., however, that in this model the tachyons must interact with an

extend.ed. scatterer, specified. by U(1.) , just as in the previous mod.el-

the tach-yons rrere produced. and absorbed- by an extend.ed- cfassi-cal

current.

tan6(p) = - # lu¡¡uc¡ll'l 3À
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5.l+ Dis cuss ion

Atttr-ough- we would- Iike to be able to describe the possible

interactions of tachyons, in d.oi.ng so ue sh-orùd. not d.emolish the

quantÌzation tachnique 'orhich- r¡qas d-eveloped in the last chapter. We

h.ave seen that this constraint h-as severely imped.ed. tlre progress

torrard.s a general interacting tlreory, because tlr-e quantization of

the free tachyon field. has tr,ro features whictr prevent th-e straightforttard.

application of bradyon tlreories; ttr-e f ack of spacelike commutativity

of th-e fiel-ds, anil a non-zero minimum possible value to the 3-momentum

of the tachyon.

Oui^ examination in section ,.2 of a class of S-matrices which

a priori seemeit satisfactory for d-escribing tachyons, and. moreover'

were not too d.issimil-ar from S-matrices which invol-ve only bradyon

interactions, stro!ü'ed us that an attempt to d.escribe a l-ocal- polynomial-

ty¡le interaction for tachyons would- prod-uce nonunÍ.tary S-matrices.

Th-is result ind-icates that if an interacting theory of tachyons were

ever to be forrnulated, it woul-d. be a nonl-ocal theory.

Because of the d.ifficul-ties encountered. in developing an

interacting theory of tachyons, Kamoi and. Kamefuchi [107] at one point

surmise th-at the whole formalism of conventional quantum field. theory isr

inapplicable to tactryons. But the mod.el calcul-ations of section 5.3

may be ind.icating that the sítuation is not quite as bad- as al-l that.

fn both- mod.els the tachyon field- is quantized. by the Arons-Sud.arshan

metTrod., anil we nei&her introd-uce any other type of tachyon fíeld.' nor

alter the quantization proeedure from that found. to be best for

quantizing tkre free field-. Also, ttr-e quantum field. used- in the models

i-s d-erived- from a classÌcal fÍeld whose progress is d-escribed. using

conventional retard.ed. and. advanced firnctions, so that for tTre classicaf
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fiel-d. one can specify a reasonably familiar sort of initial-value

problem. To be abl-e to appfy th-e mod.els consistently, th-e tachyon

field. had, to interact in a nonlocal way, and- tÏris supports our earlier

suspicion about the nonl-ocality of tacþyon interactions, anil sh,ows

th-e probable path which- further investígation of tachyon interactions

wil-l teJ<e. We must admit, however, that t}.e mod.el-s of section 5.3

used. very simple interactÌons v-ith unquantizecl sources, and- that they

d.o not immed.Ìately suggest hor,r more general interactions might be

tackl-ed.

The mod.el-s al-l-ow for the presence of free physical tachyons, but

because of the simplicity of the mod.els we cannot, strictly speaking,

use them to construct causality violations. The first mod-el al-Iowed.

onJ-y for tl.e rand.om emission and. absorption of tachyons, and we have

seen that causality viol-ations using tachyons rest upon being able to

transmit information r¡¿-ith taclryons. This woul-d- require the mod-ulation

of a tachyon beam, for example, by the use of a shutter in front of the

source, and. woul-d. also require the reliable d.etection of tachyons.

Such requirements obviously d.emand. more complicated. interactions to

oecur than those envisaged- by our simple mod.els.

Nonl-ocal-ity may provid-e tachyons in quantum theory with a

mechanism, unavailabl-e to the cl-assical point tachyon, whereby the

objections raised- against tachyons by macroscopic causality can be

avoid.ed,. fn section \.t we saw that we corrld not construct a well-

d.efined. pulse from classical tachyon field.s, and. that although d.iffuse

features w-hich moved- faster ttr-an l.iglrt r,rere cl-escribed. by tlre retard.ed.

solutions, the future propagation behanriour d.epend.ed. on initial values

on th-e entire spacelike initÌal-value surface. Later, j-n th-e quantum

tlreory, ri€ saÌ\¡ that tachyons necessarily interact over a,ri extended
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region. In a full- theorXr of i¡teraction, these factors may serve

to rule out superluminal signal propagation by making impossible the

arrangement of those initial conditions that an observer consid-ered-

necessarlr for giving him tlre eapabÌlity of send.ing a reliabÌe signal.
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CIIAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

Interest in tachyons began when it r,¡-as d.emonstrated- that the

existence of faster-th-an-1ight particles r¿oul-d- not necessarily

invalid.ate special relatÍvity, and. that an id.ea of a classical

tachyon could be d-eveloped. w'hich was in no way inconsistent with

relativistic prínciples. l,Ie have d.iscussed- this and. subsequent work

on tachyons Ìn the preced.ing chapters, and. have stud.ied. tachyons in

cl-assical electrodynamics and. quantum theory. Let us nolJ make a

brief assêssment of the present theoretical status of tachyons, and-

speculate on ttreir future prospects.

In our d.iscussions of taclryons we have always tried. to secure

for tacÏ¡yons as much as possible of established. physical theories, and-

we bel-ieve that fi;rther work on tachyons should. enileavour to d.o

l-ikerv-ise. I¡{e have observed- that suc}r a progratn is d.ifficul-t to execute,

but surely it would. yieJ-d- the most reliable resul-ts because r¡re must

believe that present ttreories encapsulate a great d.eal- of knowled.ge

about the physical world. Thus, if tachyons can be shown to be

consistent iÍ-ith the bulk of present theories, Ire should. tend. to think

th-eir existence in nature more likely. Of course one d.oes not expect

to be abfe to appty d.irectly to tachyons theories which have been

d-eveloped. with only bradyons in mind-. Rather, we shor:-ld find. out

wh-ether the obstructions preventing us from d-oíng this are in principle

as superficiat as those arising from special relativity. I'le recall-

here that often the requirement of causal-ity is taken to be equivalent

to the prohibition of faster-than-ligh-t particles, but l¿-e have seen

that this is not th-e case.
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On the other hand., if tlreoretical stuùies shor'¡ed- that tlre

introduction of any concept of a tachyon so conflicted. with- current

tlreories that it woul-d. entail- their vÍrtual abartd-orunent, then we wou-l-d.

be inelined. to d.ecid.e against th-e possÍbifity of tachyons existing.

It is vith such, id.eas in mind that the theoretical stud.ies of taclqrons

shoul-d. he assessed.

On this basls vie are fed. to conclude that the existence of

taclryons, as classical point particles is most unlikely. !ile found- that

tachyons, if they exist, must not be abl-e to be used for superl-uminal-

information transfer, and. it is d.ifficul-t to imagine a classical

mechanism to ach-ieve this. If tachyons und.ergo any d.etectable

interaction w'ith- ordinarXr matter: then their emission and. absorption

must be compJ-etely rand-om, for any regularity whatsoever coul-d. be

exploited to transmit informatj-on. Such- is not the behaviour of a

cl-assical ob ject.

Moreover, w'e have shown that, in further contrast to classical-

particles, a classical, charged-, point tachyon will not emit electro-

magnetic rad-iation, even when rrnd.ergoing an arbitrary accelerated-

motion. Hence if such tachyons existed., they would. be very hard. to

d.etect. The study of an extend.ed- classical- tachyon rnight be informative.

Here Lorentz-lnvariance would. have to be maintained- arrd- problems

arise in specifying the extension of the tachyon in an invariant way.

Hor¿ever, we have found- that quantum theory is a much less hostile

environment for tachyons. Arguments about macroscopic causality

cannot be used. against short-lived- and. virtual particles, and- tachyons

may rrell exist in s'uch- forms and be detectable. Also, the spaceJ-ike

¿nitary irred.ucible representations of the Poincarê group altrait use t

a.nd ve have found. th-at th-e scalar fiel-d- provid.es a wa¡n of taking the
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classical id-ea of a tachyon across into quantum theory. ft prod-uces

a reasonable quantum tlreory of tachyons, althougtr some features of

conventional quantum theory had. to be given up. It l¡'as necessary to

violate spacelike commutativity, and, altTlough- w'e have Lorentz

invariance, there is a more liberal- account of the preservation of

matrix el-ements und-er Lorentz transformations d.ue to the manner in

which- the reinterpretation principle acts.

It is promising to have an acceptable quantization of tlre free

tackqron field., but a real- test of the theory would. be the d.escription

of interactions. Further work on tlre question of the interactions of

taclqrons in quantun field. theory is evid.ently need.ed., and. we have

shown that this shou-l-d- ínvolve nonlocal i-nteractions. This circumstance

suggests that progress may velf not be easy, but at the same time it

migtr,t be just rrrh-at is required. to al-low taclryons a place in quantum

field. theory.
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APPENEÏT A

NOTATTON AND TERMINOLOGY

Througlr-out the text 1{-e use Lorentz \-vector and 4-tensor

notation (see, for example, Rind-ler [7] ) , w-itn- t]re metríc tensor

gu, = d-Ìag(1, -1, -1, -1)

Th-e inner prod.uct of two )+-veetors x and y r,rith contravarÍant

eomponentt *' and yP is written as

x.y = gttv { f = ** r' = xo yo - I.U )

where I and. U are the usuá,I 3-vectors. The square of th-e

Minkowski length- of a l+-vector x is denoted

[x]2 = *, { t

and. th,e d.'Alembertian operator is

u=â&â v'
¡2
ct

arr

lfe always use units in wlrich the speed. of light is unity:

It

c=1

If x is a \-vector, then ôaCx) is the h-d.imensional Dirac

ô-fr:nctlon
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ôu(0.) = ô(xo )ô(xl)ô(*2 )ô(.x3 )

ô3(x) is the corresponding 3-d.ímensional ô-funetíon, anil 0(x) is

the step function

o(x) = 0(¡o) =

TTre Lorenbz-invari-ant measure on the mass-hyperboloid.s

[p]' = "orr"t. 
? 0

is denoted by (¿p) so that

1 if *o>O

O if ro<O

(ap¡ =

if Ípl2 = -^2

if fplz = +m2

if [p]2 = O ,

r,rh.ere m is real- and positive.

Tlre name taehvon for a faster-than-IÍght particle was coined. by

Feinberg [6]. It is useful- to have a generie name for the normal

slower-than-light particles ancl- we cafl them bradyons lar rL6r17] .

Luxon is the name given to a particle l-ike a photon or neutrino that

atways travel-s at the speed- of light. The reinterpretation principle

is largely responsible for making faster-than-light particles

conceivable within special rel-ativity and. it ís explained i-n section

1.1. lfe call- a tachyon transcendent if it has infinite velocity and.

therefore zero energJ" (see section l-.1).
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APPENDTX B

THE EVAIUATION OF AN INTEGRA],

l,l'e wznt to evaluate th-e Ìntegral

I(x) = (ot (alt )ôa(x - t<.
2l

k) t

T

dz d0

2+m2sinh-2cl -. 2m

I
J 1 2

(er)

(ee )

(83 )

+

I(x) = (or) 0 xo-k9 -m
2 -m+

5 = * cosh cl, (sin0eosQ, sinOsinO, cosO)

ko=msinhol ,

+

w.here x is a positive-energr )+-momentum for wh-ich t?re invariant

I*]' may take an arbitrary positive or negative value so that x

may be timelike, spacelike, or nu-l-l-. fn (¡f) , k, and- o, are

positive-energ-yt tachyon l+-momenta of mass m.

Recalling ()+.38), we ilo the integration over E, in (sr) to

obtain

in vhich the sign of the square-root in the integrand. is only as

shor,m since from (S1) we see that k (and. k) are restricted. to
2

positive energies. By introd.ucing th-e polar coord-inates

in which- 0 is the angte betr,,reen the vectors k and' x' Eq. (nZ¡

becomes

r(x) =-ç-Ii* "o"n'of-,
f
Jo

c

x-k

o xo-m sinh- x
a-2m x

s'hct z
!,1

t (et+¡
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where z = cos 0. If r,ce consider the argurnent of the ô-frrnction

in the integrand of (S)+) to be a firnction f of 7., tlren we may

use

6rr(zlt = Ìr9#ìl-
(e5 )

satisfies 1(z ) = O, and. express z fn terms of ot,w'here z

Eq. (e\)

where

then becomes

0 0

2 1T
rOl,

r(") = f; Jo

2rnxo s

d-cx, coshcx, dz I
J

t (e6)

(¡r )

-t

z=
0 2m x coshO

anil o¿ must be ]-ess than , . --1 X0o{, =s]-nn-- because of the sign of the
m

square-ïoot in the ô-firnction in Eq. (e)+). (Ttre equations foll-owing

(el+) can strictly only be used for l=l nonzero, but by treating the

case [x]2 = a2 > o w-ith l=l = Q separately we obtain the

expression (e9) terow).

Now z is only integrated. over the range [-lrr] in (e6), so

the integration over o, is fr¡rther restricted. to those val-ues for

whiclr z in (eT) fies in this ra.u.ge. The nature of these extra
0

restrictions varies according to whether x is timelike, spacelike'

or nu-l-l , ancl th-e restrictions, together with- the resulting value of

the integrat (B6), are gJ-ven in th-e following:
0

1) For [x]2 = O, the range of o integration is lo,sinh-r L*J

ana (86) can be evaluated. to give

fi
2

r(x) (s8)



2) For

range of 0

yield.s

Ifv

of0is
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.[x]2="2>0, anil vf tanh]r s
lsinhlr * - " , sinhlr f^+ v) (where ¿ > O),IS

the

whictr

rt") = ä L;l

If y22m, and. u=tanhlr

suitabl-e range of 0, so

I(x) = g

If p22m, and. u=tanh-l

*o

EI < cosrr-I fi,

(sg )

t then th-e ralr.ge

then there is no

(erz;

then there are

lu+cosh-rfr,

r(x) = @ cosh [siniil flr)

d.efined above is greater than sinrrll fr
[O, sinh-l (fr cosrr v)1 , giving

0x (ero )

3) For Lxfz = -U2 < O, and. | 1 2m, the range of ot, is

[0, sinh--t * so that

. 'lT *0r(x) =åÈ;¡ (err)

0x
EI ) cosh-rU

2mt
+l
¿m

andtwo regions of ol, integration: [Oru-cosh-l
__0

sintrll Lo,I . The integral (86) ttren becomes

(ers)

lile note that the expressions lero), (srr), anil (sr¡) are not

Lorentz-Ìnvariant, and. it is this observation rùrich is used. in

section 5.2.

r(x) = ä [f_rr- fr "ini,("""r'-'ft1]
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